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Use-Wear Experiments with Sardinian Obsidian:  Determining Its  
Function in the Neolithic 
Teddi J. Setzer 
ABSTRACT 
 
This study focuses on identifying the function of obsidian tools from the Late 
Neolithic archaeological site of Contraguda on the Mediterranean island of Sardinia.  The 
information obtained from use-wear analysis can provide information about changes in 
subsistence patterns, craft specialization, social differentiation and technology.   
This research began by collecting geological samples of obsidian from two of the 
most exploited sources in the Monte Arci volcanic complex of Sardinia.  Subsequently, 
an experimental set of tools was made from these samples, and they were used to work 
various raw materials that were presumably available in Sardinia during the Neolithic.  
Wear patterns were studied on the experimental set utilizing macroscopic and low-power 
microscopy techniques and were compared to the wear on artifacts excavated from the 
site of Contraguda. The data obtained from this study were used to identify the function 
of this site, and complement and refine prior interpretations of human activity in this 
region.  Conducting this study in Sardinian obsidian use wear by utilizing the same 
geological sources that people during the Neolithic were exploiting provides exceptional 
data and a perspective that may not be otherwise obtained.  
 vi
Finally, general information may be gleaned from the experimental and analytical 
techniques used in this research by others.  Macroscopic and low-power microscopy 
techniques are expedient, inexpensive, and easily used in the field; however, minimal 
research has been done using low-power techniques relative to high-power or higher-tech 
methods.  This research also addresses the benefits, limits, and feasibility of low-power 
approaches on their own, as well as in conjunction with other lithic analysis methods.   
 
 vii
  
Chapter One:  Introduction 
This thesis is a culmination of information obtained from two summers of 
fieldwork, over two years of related lab work, and over a year of literature review and 
writing.  In the summer of 2001, I made my first trip to Italy.  This was exciting, because 
not only was I getting to see this country for the first time, but also, I was assisting my 
major advisor, Robert Tykot, with his research on the trade of obsidian during the 
Neolithic.  During that summer, I assisted in collecting geologic samples of obsidian 
from the Mediterranean islands of Lipari and Pantelleria.  This work, while physically 
challenging, allowed me to understand the geology of the sources, the distance between 
them, and the skills needed by people during the Neolithic to obtain this valued lithic 
material.   
 The following summer, I participated in the Sennixeddu (Pau, Sardinia) Survey 
and Excavation, which was sponsored by the Università di Cagliari.  This provided me 
with the basis for this thesis.  I participated in a surface survey of sections of the island’s 
obsidian source, Monte Arci, as well as excavations at an obsidian reduction site.  During 
this season, I learned about the procurement and reduction of obsidian, while at the same 
time, understanding the size and context of Monte Arci.  I was also fortunate to have time 
to visit some local areas of Sardinia.  By doing this, I was able to understand the floral 
and faunal resources available on the island, and observe present day towns and cities as 
well as structures, such as Giants’ Tombs and Nuraghi, built during the Late Bronze Age.  
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Visits to local museums allowed me to study artifacts in person, rather than examining 
them in a book.  I also gained insight about Sardinian life, including topics such as 
agriculture, local customs, and the economy.  I regret only having a month to explore this 
island.    
 
Research 
 Initially, I was going to study obsidian use wear using two methods, one low-
power microscopy approach (using magnifications under 100x) and one high-power 
microscopy approach (using magnifications over 100x).  Due to constraints, involving 
both time and money, I elected to use one approach.  Then, due to the vast amount of 
research that has focused on high-power microscopy approaches, as well as the large 
number of artifacts from the subject site of this study, Contraguda, I decided to use the 
low-power microscopy approach.  This way, it would not only be feasible for me to study 
an adequate sample from Contraguda, but it would also be possible for me to contribute 
data to the smaller amount of low-power microscopy research that is available.  
 In order to understand the importance of the results of this research, it is as 
important for the reader to understand the lifeways during the Late Neolithic on Sardinia 
as it was for me to visit the source of this obsidian and the people of Sardinia.  The 
following chapter focuses on this.  I have arranged this chapter in a manner presenting 
issues about Neolithic archaeology, followed by an examination of climate changes that 
occurred in this region at this time.  Based on archaeological and environmental 
evidence, I have presented the current thoughts about the settlement of Sardinia and the 
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island setting at the time of human occupation.  I also present a synopsis of the history of 
archaeological research on Sardinia.  Furthermore, I examine the areas that were in 
contact with Sardinia at this time, including their technology, subsistence, settlement, 
economy, exchange, and rituals.  I also explore these topics for Sardinia specifically.   
 Use-wear research is just one aspect of lithic analysis, as discussed in the third 
chapter.  Considerations such as the characteristics of the lithic material and general 
principles of physics involved in the wear of a tool are also important aspects that are 
included in this chapter.  I also include definitions of use-wear and non-use damage and 
discuss them in this section.  I examine the role of ethnoarchaeology in lithic studies, as 
well as a synopsis of the history of lithic use-wear research and the methods employed 
with use-wear analysis.  Interpretations made with use-wear studies are also discussed, as 
well as problems with this type of research. 
 Next, the methods used to make a reference set of tools are described.  I explain 
how I conducted this experiment, and the wear patterns that occurred on the obsidian 
tools that were used to process specific materials that were available to, and probably 
used by, the people of Sardinia during the Neolithic.  A group of volunteers used a 
portion of this reference set in a blind test to assess my skills of use-wear interpretation.  
A description of this process is also in this chapter. 
 The analysis of obsidian artifacts from the site of Contraguda, Italy is covered in 
the fifth chapter.  This chapter also has a description of the site and a history of the 
excavations.  While this unusual, open-air site with obsidian artifacts has generated many 
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questions regarding its function, the results from the analysis of obsidian artifacts provide 
an explanation about activities that occurred there. 
 The sixth chapter presents the results of the experimental portion of the study and 
the interpretation of the use of obsidian at the site of Contraguda, as well as a discussion 
of the research.  A comparison of the wear patterns on the two types of obsidian studied 
in this research is discussed, as well as the function of the obsidian artifacts from 
Contraguda, including the interpretation of wear patterns on the artifacts made from 
different types of obsidian.  The importance of using provenance information to identify 
accurately the function of artifacts is also addressed in this section. 
 The concluding chapter covers two examples of use-wear research conducted in 
the region of the Central Mediterranean.  I also present a synopsis of how this type of 
use-wear analysis is useful alone and in conjunction with other lithic analysis methods.    
The experimental portion of this research and the analysis of artifacts from 
Contraguda provide information about use-wear research and choices humans were 
making during the Late Neolithic.  For example, the comparison of the use of different 
types of obsidian can indicate if they were used to process specific materials based on the 
type of obsidian.  In addition, the creation and analysis of the reference set and the 
analysis of the tools used in the blind portion of the experiment can give additional 
information about the pros and cons of using low-power microscopy methods when 
interpreting obsidian use wear.   
 The information presented in this thesis supplements current research in the 
region.  Since use wear is one part of lithic analysis, combining information obtained in 
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this study with other research (such as that on the procurement of obsidian and the 
manufacturing of tools) will give a more complete interpretation of life during the Late 
Neolithic in Sardinia.  In addition, it provides information that can be applied to use-wear 
research in other regions. 
 
The Iceman 
 One particular piece of evidence worth examining from this period is the find of 
an Italian Neolithic man entrapped in glacial ice.  His superb preservation, as well as that 
of his clothes and tools, provides us with the opportunity to examine the species of plants 
and animals that were important at this time, how people used materials, and how they 
modified their bodies with activities such as tattooing.  He lived during the Late Neolithic 
period.  Known technically as the “Late Neolithic glacier corpse from the Hauslabjoch, 
Municipality of Schnals (Senales), Autonomous Province Bolzano/South Tyrol, Italy,” 
this find has been nicknamed Ötzi, or the Iceman (Spindler 1994). 
 Faunal remains associated with Ötzi include bone, antler, calf leather, hide (fur), 
sinew, and feather.  While researchers have not identified all of the species of these 
remains, the following animals have been attributed to these materials.  The ibex (Capra 
ibex) bone found indicates that this animal was a food source.  A bone awl possibly made 
from the remains of a goat, sheep, chamois, or female ibex (Capra sp. or Ovis sp.) was 
found with him.  Neolithic people used red-deer (Cervus elaphus) antler for a variety of 
purposes.  Red deer artifacts found with the Iceman include a punch for retouch, a large 
spike, and four points.  Cattle, either domestic or wild (Bos sp.), provided the calf leather 
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for the Iceman’s belt.  It is also possible that Ötzi used the sinew from Bos sp. for threads 
and cords.  Some of the Iceman’s clothing was made from hide, thought to be from red or 
roe deer, goat, chamois, or ibex (Cervus sp. or Capra sp.) (Spindler 1994). 
 Floral remains were also found in association with the Iceman.  His cloak, and the 
fillings and linings for his shoes were made of grass and reeds.  Wood, bast, and leaves 
from various species of trees provided him with materials that served as the handles of 
tools and weapons, the framework for his backpack, containers, fuel, insulating material, 
and food (for a complete description, see Spindler 1994).  An examination of the species 
of plant remains indicates that species south of the Alps were utilized (Spindler 1994; 
Whittle 1996).   
Although flint tools (Spindler 1994), not obsidian, were found with the Iceman, 
obsidian artifacts attributed to the Monte Arci source on Sardinia have been found within 
approximately 75 kilometers (Tykot 1996) of Merano, the most likely adult home of the 
Iceman based on Sr-Pb-O isotopic analysis (Muller 2003).  While obsidian trade may 
have reached its peak before the Iceman’s existence (Whittle 1996), it is worth noting 
that people in this region had access to Sardinian obsidian, and possibly to other aspects 
of the Sardinian culture that would occur with trade, and vice versa.  The well-preserved 
remains of the Iceman can provide us with insight into how humans in the central 
Mediterranean Late Neolithic used their surroundings and created their material culture, 
especially that of usually perishable materials.    
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Chapter Two:  The Sardinian Neolithic 
 
An Introduction to the Archaeology of the Neolithic 
 A variety of changes in human behavior occurred during the Neolithic, providing 
archaeologists with rich and varied evidence that is both challenging and exciting to 
research. The Neolithic in Europe (c. 6000 - 2000 BC) was a long period that reflected a 
human response to a changing environment resulting in technological innovations, 
experimentation with subsistence methods, as well as evolving patterns in exchanged 
materials and routes, rituals, burial practices, and social relationships.  While the 
Neolithic has provided us with an archaeological record that gives us the opportunity to 
understand these events, it has also given the archaeological community the difficult task 
of interpreting these sites, which has subsequently sparked much debate.  It is important 
to acknowledge the difficulties with investigations of the Neolithic before conducting a 
study of this time, and necessary to understand them before creating a research design 
and interpreting the data obtained (Whittle 1985).   
 Problems with archaeology are present for many reasons.  First, it is subject to the 
general constraints associated with archaeology, such as the nature, quality and diversity 
(when the evidence is viewed on a wider scale) of the archaeological record, as well as 
disagreements in theoretical principles.  Also, as excavation methods have changed over 
time, so have the types of sites researched.  For example, until more recent times, open 
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air sites without architectural features were neglected.  Another issue to consider is the 
range in the quality of excavations that have occurred.  These are due to a variety of 
possible factors including the skills of the archaeologist and the crew, constraints due to 
time and money, the availability and application of up-to-date technology, or a 
combination of these.  This can lead to a lack of intensive surface surveys, limited, 
haphazard, unsystematic recovery methods during the excavation, the miscalculation or 
incorrect estimation of data, and a slow publication of the excavation results.  There are 
also theoretical debates about the interpretation of the sites and artifacts.  For example, 
definitions of types and typologies that are associated far from where the terminology 
was created can generate questionable interpretations, especially when used with 
ambiguous terms such as culture, site, and local.  Another issue is the reliability and 
uneven application of dating methods, such as radiocarbon dating and cross-dating 
methods (e.g., using pottery typologies).  These problems have varied throughout time 
and region, as excavation goals, methods, and interests have changed (Whittle 1985; 
Phillips 1998; Lazrus 1999). 
 Overall, Whittle (1996) notes that the archaeological research of the Neolithic 
started systematic surveys of sites with hopes of providing us with knowledge of 
settlement evidence.  The expansion of research efforts has not only provided information 
about the number of sites, but also the opportunity to apply this knowledge and make 
comparisons between different periods in an area or different areas in a certain 
timeframe.  As research becomes more prevalent, and time goes on, the scientific 
methods employed become not only more numerous, but more refined.  For example, 
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there is more of a concern for the proper recovery of remains that were once thought 
merely incidental and not important.  Seeds, bones, and lithic debitage are examples of 
these remains.  Acknowledging that these items can provide information crucial to 
interpreting sites, social structure, subsistence strategies, and technology of the people 
occupying these sites, leads researchers in new directions, posing new research questions, 
and employing new methods.  However, not everyone is consistently utilizing the 
methods that are available, for various reasons ranging from lack of money and time to 
lack of knowledge of the benefits of these methods.  Wider education, practice, and 
application of new scientific methods can give the opportunity to examine the past in 
ways that were not imagined only decades ago.   
Therefore, research on the Neolithic has provided us with two basic challenges.  
The first addresses collecting evidence and establishing a correct chronological sequence.  
The second deals with interpreting this evidence, both in an anthropological and 
historical manner.  Archaeology of the Neolithic addresses the debate of internal versus 
external change.  By researching Neolithic sites, archaeologists can gain insight about 
various questions.  Were changes in cultural practices caused by outside influences?  
Were they borne out of a state of cultural evolution of the people in question?  Were they 
due to a combination of internal and external factors?  If it is a combination, can we 
determine the extent of internal generation or external influence? 
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Environmental Changes in Europe and Sardinia:  Setting the Stage for the Neolithic 
 Non-human agents also influence the decisions made by humans.  These can 
include changes in the natural environment, climate, and geological features of the land.  
Although these may not actually determine human behavior, Whittle (1996) and Trump 
(1980) note that they probably act as a constraining factor. 
 Beginning with the early post-glacial period (8000 – 6000 BC), which is 
culturally called the Epipalaeolithic or Mesolithic, the final retreat of the late glacial ice 
sheets occurred and was accompanied by a rapid increase in temperature.  This caused a 
wide variety of changes in the environment and geography throughout the European 
continent.  For example, one direct result of the temperature rise was an increase in sea 
level due to melting ice sheets.  This caused a considerable loss of land in the 
Mediterranean, more so in the northern part of the Adriatic than in the western 
Mediterranean.  It is estimated that sea level rose to about –35 m below the present day 
level by 8000 BC (Shackleton 1984) which allowed the exploration and possible 
settlement of the islands in the Mediterranean to occur during a period of lower sea level.  
In fact, some early settlements throughout the Mediterranean are likely to now be 
submerged as sea level has risen (De Lumley 1976, Bintliff 1977, Van Andel et al. 1982).  
 This climate adjustment also caused changes in plant and animal resources 
throughout Europe.  The growth of oak, lime, Aleppo pine, and wild olive trees spread, 
while pines and grasslands retreated to higher elevations.  Megafauna became extinct, 
and other animals adapted to the vegetation changes. Animals such as reindeer moved 
north; animals suited for grassland, forest grazing, and warmer temperatures thrived in 
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general.  Dogs were domesticated by this time.  Bird species were more numerous, while 
sea and marine animals were less affected.  In the southern regions of Europe, fewer 
changes took place. Elk disappeared in the archaeological record and were replaced with 
ibex and chamois in mountainous areas.  The marine fish, tuna, and the riverine fish, 
carp, were food sources during this time.  Also, plant foods, such as seeds, roots, tubers, 
nuts, and berries were abundant at archaeological sites dating from this period (Trump 
1980; Whittle 1996).  
During the Early Neolithic (6000 – 5000 BC), temperature and humidity in the 
Mediterranean reached their optimum extent, based on analysis of pollen and isotopic 
studies of shells.  The results of these analyses are interpreted as indicating the final trend 
towards the full establishment of mixed oak forests and evergreen species.  Also, the sea 
level continued to rise.  By about 5500 BC, it rose to between –15m and –10m of the 
present level, while it reached –7m to –6m by about 4500 BC (Shackleton 1984; Tykot 
1994). 
Isotopic studies of shells in southern France and northern Italy indicate cooler 
conditions around 3500 BC, followed by a relative warming after about 2500 BC.  More 
detailed research of climatic conditions and weather patterns will provide information 
allowing us to construct a more complete or accurate analysis of prehistoric climate 
(Whittle 1996). 
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The Island Setting and Settlement of Sardinia 
Islands are unique environments that limit the species that populate them. When 
an island is not connected to the mainland with a land bridge, only animals capable of 
making the journey will reach and inhabit the island.  Hence, this isolated region will not 
share all of the species that are represented in the continental fauna, but will have land 
animals that can swim, fly, or keep afloat until they reach the island.  Upon arrival, they 
will colonize and adapt to the island’s characteristic environment or biotope or die out. 
Once a species becomes established, it will remain stable until its equilibrium is 
disrupted.  This disruption can occur in several ways.  For example, the arrival of 
competitive fauna, such as humans, or the formation of a land bridge back to the 
mainland, can disrupt the island’s environment (Hofmeijer and Sondaar 1992; Martini 
1992; Patton 1996).  Evidence of this can be found in the palaeontological and 
archaeological records.   
Mediterranean islands’ fossil representations include large mammals during the 
Pleistocene, such as elephants, hippopotami, and deer.  Their adaptation to the island 
environment resulted in a reduction in size, and the fusion of some bones to compensate 
for this physiological change (Sondaar 1977).  There is also an absence of large 
predators, other than birds of prey, in the fossil record. This absence, and the limited 
space on the islands, provided the elements for evolutionary transformation.   
 There has been some hypothesizing about how and when the arrival of humans to 
Sardinia and Corsica occurred (Patton 1996).  Martini (1992) argues that sea level was at 
its lowest point at the end of the middle Pleistocene (170,000 – 160,000 BP).  During this 
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time, Corsica and Sardinia were a single landmass for a period of several thousand years, 
and a channel of five nautical miles separated Capo Corso and Capraia.  At this distance, 
the island would be visible, and it is reasonable to assume that this channel was crossed.  
Human arrival to the Corsican-Sardinian block has been interpreted by Martini (1992) to 
occur with the arrival of Megaloceros cazioti (a large antlered deer) and Cynotherium 
sardus (canid), as paleontological evidence shows that an ecological balance was created 
on the island that did not change until Neolithic colonization.  Cherry (1992) states that 
there is a possibility that humans were present during this time; however, the evidence is 
weak and circumstantial, but may become more convincing with future research.  Phillips 
(1992) argues, due to the distribution of Neolithic sites on Sardinia, that it is possible that 
the island was colonized from more than one point.  
 On Sardinia, the earliest evidence of occupation is found at the site of Corbeddu 
Cave in the central region.  In fact, this site provides us with the earliest evidence of 
island occupation anywhere in the Mediterranean.  Human remains were found in a layer 
dating to 20,000 BP at this site (Sondaar et al. 1995; Sondaar 1998).  This evidence, if 
interpreted correctly, indicates that humans occupied this site during the Upper 
Palaeolithic when Corsica and Sardinia were a single landmass, yet separated from the 
mainland.  Subsequent layers of deposits show human remains in association with the 
butchered remains of a now extinct, large wild hare, Prolagus sardus.  The origin of these 
remains is not disputed (Tykot 1999).  Also other fossils (Megaloceros cazioti) show post 
mortem damage that does not appear to be due to natural processes (Sondaar et al. 1984; 
1986; Klein Hofmeijer et al. 1986).  Finds of human fossils and flint and limestone 
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artifacts are used as evidence for human use of Corbeddu Cave (Hofmeijer and Sondaar 
1992).  However, Tykot (1992) indicates that the abundant distribution and use of 
obsidian during the Early Neolithic, and its absence in the pre-Neolithic levels of 
Corbeddu Cave (Hofmeijer and Sondaar 1992; Martini 1992), do not support the 
hypothesis that there was Pleistocene settlement of Sardinia. 
It appears that human occupation of Sardinia and Corsica became more common 
by 8000 BC.  However, there is no evidence of traffic between these two islands and the 
mainland (Tykot 1999). Although Sardinia and Corsica have been separated for 
thousands of years, some feel that it is important to consider both when studying sites on 
the islands, in particular the northern part of Sardinia and the southern part of Corsica.  
François de Lanfranchi (1992, 1993) suggests that the exchange of items such as lithic 
materials and the use of similar architectural structures from the Neolithic throughout the 
two islands indicate that they should be treated as one territory (Lo Schiavo 1998).   
 The richer evidence for human occupation of Sardinia occurs in the early sixth 
millennium BC after climate changes leveled out at c. 7000 BC (Chapman 1990).  There 
is a question of how the Neolithic ‘package’ was introduced to this region.  In Sardinia, 
This ‘package’ includes the domestication of plants and animals, and the appearance of 
ceramics and obsidian artifacts.  It is possible that it was introduced either from the south 
(Sicily and North Africa) or from the European continent, or both (Tykot 1992).  In the 
past, some researchers, such as Whittle (1985), noted that there is evidence supporting the 
belief that sheep were introduced from Asiatic stock at around 6000 BC.  Other evidence 
indicated that the present-day mouflon in Corsica and Sardinia were indigenous; 
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however, currently they are shown to be feral (R. Tykot, pers. comm.).  In general, the 
Early Neolithic in Sardinia and Corsica are largely contemporaneous with Early Neolithic 
sites in southern France and northern Italy (Evin 1987; Bagolini and Biagi 1990; Skeates 
1994a, 1994b; Tykot 1994); however, these domesticates probably appeared somewhat 
earlier in southern Italy and Dalmatia (Sargent 1985; Chapman 1988; Chapman and 
Müller 1990; Skeates 1994b).  Further examination of artifacts could indicate exchange 
relationships with these regions that would support this hypothesis. 
 Currently, the vegetation and animal populations on Sardinia have been greatly 
impacted since the middle of the 19th century AD due to deforestation, overgrazing and 
burning.  Forests are now more confined than they had been.  They are now mainly in the 
higher altitudes and are composed of several species of oak (Quercus robur, Quercus 
ilex, Quercus suber), scrub (macchia), holly (Ilex aquirolium), elder (Sambucus nigra), 
olive (Alea europea), tamarix (Tamarix gallica), wild fig (Caprificus), elm (Ulmus 
procera), white polar (Populus alba), laurel (Laurus nobilis), wild pear (Pirus comuis), 
and hawthorne (Prunus spinosa) (Muroni 1980). At lower elevations, some of the 
common floras include perennial bushes and annuals, such as wild rose, ivy, juniper, 
gorse, lentisk, rosemary, privet, laurels, heather, blackberry, myrtle, nettle, and fennel 
(Asole 1982).  Cork oak is the most common lowland tree, and it is used for its bark 
(Webster 1996).  A faunal species of note is the mouflon sheep (Ovis musimon), which is 
currently limited to the upland forests of Sardinia and Corsica and is a protected animal.  
Previously, however, they were far more numerous.  Poached to extinction, the fallow 
deer (Dama dama) was common into the 19th century AD, and was reintroduced in 1968.  
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A dwarfed sub-species of the European wild boar (Sus scrofa meridionalis), the fox 
(Vulpes vulpes), and rabbit (Oryctalagus cuniculus) were popular foods in prehistoric 
times and are still hunted today.  However, the large, wild hare (Prolagus sardus) is now 
extinct, but was used as food into the Iron Age.  The wild pigeon (Columba livia) was 
also eaten, and is still common in this region (Webster 1996). 
 
The Geography of Sardinia 
 Sardinia, the second largest island in the Mediterranean (Figure 1), is a diverse 
land, both geographically (Figure 2) and socially.  It is 24,000 km², and is 
 
Figure 1.  Sardinia, the second largest island in the Mediterranean 
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 Figure 2.  The major regions, towns, and rivers of Sardinia 
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roughly rectangular in shape. The summers in Sardinia are typically hot and dry and the 
winters are cool.  Rivers and streams are few in number.  The five main ones are 
Coghinas, Tirso, Flumendosa, Mannu, and Cedrino.  There is only one freshwater lake, 
Lago di Baratz.  However, there are numerous other freshwater resources that have been 
important to humans on this island throughout the millennia, including springs in the 
upland zones and rainwater (Webster 1996). 
 The lowland plains have been used for agriculture throughout history, even 
though the lack of water was a constraining factor to agricultural settlement.  These 
plains include the regions of La Nurra and east Anglona in the north and stretch 
southeastward through the valley of the river Mannu and southwest to the Coral Coast.  
The area between the Iglesiente uplands and the island of Sant’Antioco is known as the 
Sulcitano.  Also, there is another named region, the Campidano (Figure 2), a broad, 
trough-like area that extends for approximately 100 km across the southwest portion of 
Sardinia from the Gulf of Oristano to the Gulf of Cagliari.  These plains are low, arid, and 
scarcely vegetated. While there are few metalliferous ore deposits in these regions, there 
are small copper sources along the northwest coast at Argentiera, Alghero, and 
Montresta.  Monte Arci on the western coastal plains is the only known source of native 
obsidian, which was a medium for tools in the Neolithic (Guido 1963; Webster 1996). 
 The middle uplands consist of thinly wooded regions running from Anglona in the 
northwest through Logudoro, Marghine, and Arborea toward the south, and southeast 
through Marmilla and Trexenta.  The landscape is extremely diverse and rugged.  Farms 
in this region benefit from greater rainfall than in the lower regions, and they have been 
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noted in the nineteenth century to be the main producers of grain and barley on Sardinia 
(Angius 1833).  The constraining factors in this region are the rocky landscape and 
erosion that occurs on the sloping land.  Copper and tin deposits are also found in this 
region (Guido 1963; Webster 1996). 
 Over half of the island’s landscape is mountainous in nature, with two distinct 
zones.  The first and larger is the contiguous chain that covers the entire eastern half of 
the island.  This mountainous land has scarce high-quality soil, more precipitation, lower 
temperatures, and a terrain that makes communication difficult.  The second, smaller 
mountainous zone occurs in the southwest of the island.  The Campidano Plain separates 
this zone from the eastern mountains, and the Sulcitano Plain separates it from the 
southwest coast.  These mountains support valleys that are used for cultivation and 
viniculture today, and the mountains have been sources of minerals, such as argentiferous 
galena, lead, and copper since antiquity (Guido 1963; Webster 1996). 
  
The Foundation and the History of Research 
 Archaeological research in Sardinia has been taking place for decades.  Although 
outdated, Margaret Guido’s Sardinia (1963) has provided a foundation of information 
about Sardinia. Since the publication of this book, the evidence for the occupation of 
Sardinia has been adjusted.  In 1963, it was believed that Sardinia had only had human 
inhabitants since approximately 2000 BC.  Current research now is providing evidence of 
much earlier contact.  In 1992, there was evidence of about 10 possible Paleolithic sites 
on the island (Martini 1992), and some (e.g., Cherry 1992) are speculating for a much 
earlier settlement date, suggesting that it is possible that humans reached Sardinia 
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hundreds of thousands of years ago, not tens of thousands.  A site of early occupation is 
the aforementioned Corbeddu Cave.  This site is located in central Sardinia, and has 
sparked much debate and research, as it has provided us with a nicely preserved sequence 
ranging from the upper Paleolithic to the Early Bronze Age (Hofmeijer and Sondaar 
1992; Webster 1996).   
 
The European Neolithic 
 Since Sardinia is an island that was populated by people from the mainland of 
Europe, and is a source of obsidian that was traded with mainland people, it is relevant to 
consider the archaeological data from the regions that had either a direct or an indirect 
influence on the people of Sardinia during the Neolithic.  In particular, a comparison of 
cultural aspects such as technology, subsistence, exchange, and ritual on mainland 
Europe and Sardinia provides important information about prehistoric lifeways on 
Sardinia. 
The examination of these aspects of life in Sardinia, as well as the mainland, 
during the Neolithic provides clues about how the obsidian analyzed in this study may 
have been used.  For example, the technology discussed shows how obsidian was being 
crafted into tools, including those which may be used to manufacture or decorate pottery.  
Subsistence patterns show what foods were being utilized, providing further clues about 
what materials obsidian was used to process (e.g., plant harvesting, cutting meats, or 
cleaning fish).  Obsidian exchange demonstrates the importance of this raw material.  
Provenance studies have shown that artifacts made from Sardinian obsidian are found 
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hundreds of kilometers from the source of the raw material (Tykot 1992, 1995, 1996, 
2002).  Use-wear analysis can supplement theories formed based on these exchange 
patterns.  For example, perhaps the preference for one type of obsidian was not due to 
sociopolitical factors, but rather functional ones.  Or perhaps obsidian that is considered 
by present day archaeologists to be desirable based on physical characteristics, such as 
transparency, luster, or color, are not preferred over local lithics because of those factors, 
but rather, their ability to process a material more effectively than obsidian that does not 
appear esthetically pleasing to archaeologists.  Finally, ritualistic traits and aspects reflect 
Neolithic life in a way that cannot be attained by analyzing exchange and subsistence 
patterns.  Figurines, such as those previously discussed, may reflect cultural processes 
that may have utilized obsidian, such as body decoration, hair cutting, and clothing.  
Understanding these cultural processes, and additionally mortuary practices and grave 
goods, gives more information about the possible functions of obsidian in the Late 
Neolithic in Sardinia. 
 
Lithic Technology 
 Overall, in the early Neolithic (8000 - 5000 BC) period in Europe, the material 
industry was made up of flint and other stone tools, many of which have been used as 
knives, scrapers, borers, engravers, and monoliths (interpreted as projectile points).  
These assemblages were widespread throughout Europe; however, different combinations 
of these tools are found at different sites.  Aside from the lithic assemblages, wood and 
antler tools have been found when conditions for preservation were favorable.  These 
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tools have been used to provide the cultural framework and chronology for the Neolithic; 
however, the information has been uneven as long stratigraphies have been restricted to 
southern Europe.  Obviously, there is an imbalance between organic and stone tools at 
these sites, leaving a serious gap in the understanding of Neolithic technology.  Also, 
there have been relatively few detailed studies on the use and duration of use of artifacts. 
Changes in types of artifacts seem to be driven by technological improvements, cultural 
preferences (fashion), and adaptation of the local population (internal change), rather than 
by an external population change (Whittle 1996).  It is also likely that there were failed 
innovative attempts of which we may not be aware, as no trace of their presence has been 
found because they were not used as long due to their ineffectiveness (Spindler 1994). 
 The skill of stone tool manufacturing depends upon several factors that may have 
taken thousands of years to develop.  The knowledge of the properties of lithic media, 
such as flint and obsidian, was an important factor in the selection of materials, 
manufacturing of tools, and their use.  The skills developed throughout the Paleolithic, 
and by the Neolithic, humans were well acquainted with lithics.  They had developed 
basic stone working techniques, such as percussion flaking, pecking, pressure-flaking, 
indirect percussion flaking, sawing, drilling, and grinding (Rudgley 1999).  The clearest 
changes in tools during the early post-glacial period are seen in microliths.  Non-
geometric microliths appear in several areas around 8000 BC, and late Upper Paleolithic 
types of points begin to disappear virtually everywhere by 7000 BC.  Geometric forms, 
such as triangles and crescents, are common after 7000 BC, and trapezoidal forms around 
6000 BC.  For example, changes can be found specifically in southern France and 
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northern Italy, and the change in these lithic sequences is better dated than in other 
regions of Europe.  Research has indicated that some late Upper Paleolithic traditions, 
which include backed blades and points, continue for some time in the regions of 
Calabria, Campania, and Liguria.  Some areas show the adoption of geometric microliths 
earlier than other regions.  For example, geometric microliths appear in association with 
backed points soon after 8000 BC in the Adige Valley and Tuscany.  Trapezoidal forms 
appear in the Adige Valley around 6000 BC, which is when their occurrence is common 
throughout Europe (Whittle 1996). 
 In the Middle Neolithic, polished stone axes and obsidian occur more frequently 
throughout Italy; however, in southern France, obsidian is still rare.  For the most part, 
lithic industries lack the ‘epipalaeolithic’ characteristics, such as the geometric microliths 
associated with hunting activities, and tools such as blades, bladelets, and endscrapers 
become prominent (Whittle 1996).   
 
Subsistence 
In general, subsistence refers to what people live on, while economy refers to how 
resources are managed and mobilized (Barker and Gamble 1985).   Europe during the 
fifth to second millennium BC experienced vast changes in food use.  These changes 
most likely were due to a combination of cultural and environmental changes.  An 
example of this is the increased use of cereals, specifically with the most important grain, 
wheat, followed by the use of barley.  Most of the evidence for this is represented 
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archaeologically through the carbonized remains of these grains, or their impressions, 
which are found in pottery and bricks (Brothwell 1971).   
 It is difficult to determine if a number of foods, such as apples, almonds, and 
grapes, represent wild or domesticated plants.  It is possible that the foods represented in 
the archaeological record are a reflection of more successful attempts to domesticate 
plants and animals, while other attempts that did not work and were abandoned are not 
represented archaeologically.  Also, wild plants and animals still could have been used as 
an alternative food source when crops failed.  However, it is important to be aware of 
sampling biases and the variable preservation of these materials (Brothwell 1971; 
Marciniak 1999; Tortosa 2002).  In addition to the archaeological record, throughout 
Neolithic Europe, there are several examples of farming and agriculture represented in 
rock-carvings (Fowler 1971), which can supplement archaeological data and aid in its 
interpretation. 
  
Exchange 
One of the many questions surrounding the Neolithic addresses the aspect of 
contact and exchange.  Exchange alone, which has expanded through the millennia, must 
have provided cultural growth as ideas were exchanged with goods.  Archaeologists can 
infer the existence of exchange networks by the analysis of obsidian, alabaster, marble, 
pottery, Spondylus shell, and other materials.  Some of these materials were being 
exchanged, or at least procured regularly, as early as the seventh millennium BC, with 
earlier evidence demonstrated by the presence of obsidian in Franchthi in Greece (Patton 
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1996).  Supporting evidence includes sailing vessels and seafaring skills, which have 
been depicted on pottery from as early as the sixth millennium BC (Gimbutas 1974). 
 Even if contact and exchange were sporadic, brief or casual rather than organized, 
the opportunity for the exchange of ideas was still significant; however, the pottery 
record shows that these opportunities were taken only to a minor extent (Trump 1984).  It 
is also possible that throughout prehistory the exchange was not consistent but varied 
(Tykot 1999).  Other forms of interactions that could have taken place with the exchange 
of goods may have included exogamous marriages, extended kinships, and alliances, all 
of which allow a group to widen their potential sphere of interaction (Whittle 1988).  It is 
also possible that the exchange of local materials was made in conjunction with the 
exchange of domesticated animals, aiding the transition into an agricultural way of life 
(Tykot 1999).  As noted by Whittle (1988), we need a better measure of the intensity of 
communication in order to determine the extent of these relationships and the connections 
that subsequently occurred.  Establishing the presence of contact is not enough to draw 
significant conclusions about the cultures. 
 Acknowledging these interactions is necessary when conducting studies of 
individual or networked archaeological sites.  The site’s place within the network of 
neighboring communities must be kept in mind (Patton 1996; Whittle 1988).  Because 
people can move resources, many remains found at a site could have been used locally 
and/or regionally. In fact, by identifying the geographical context of the site and traded 
resources, it may be possible to suggest various kinds of processes, such as colonization 
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or acculturation in reaction to colonization, settlement expansion, consolidation, internal 
differentiation, and so forth, helping to explain the changes that take place over time. 
There is much evidence for exchange during the Neolithic.  Primarily, the 
exchange of goods and ideas can be researched by examining the movement of materials, 
such as obsidian and pottery, as these are two of the most durable remains at 
archaeological sites.  In addition, obsidian is a material that can be easily attributed to a 
specific source, making it exceptionally useful when analyzing exchange routes.   
Obsidian in the central Mediterranean is restricted to four insular sources, Lipari, 
Palmarola, Pantelleria, and Sardinia (Figure 3).  Provenance studies by Tykot (1995, 
1996, 1997, 1999, 2002; Tykot et al. 2003) have shown that these sources provided a 
  
Figure 3.  The four insular sources of obsidian in the western Mediterranean:  Lipari, 
Palmarola, Pantelleria, and Sardinia (Monte Arci) 
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material for tools across the continental mainland.  This can demonstrate not only the 
lithic technological knowledge of the people who lived in the Neolithic, but also their 
seafaring abilities. 
Along with these goods, less permanent floral and faunal remains can be studied 
to determine the interactions of humans.  For example, in the western Mediterranean the 
Early Neolithic is defined by the appearance of ceramics and domesticated plants and 
animals that are presumed to be from the eastern Mediterranean (Tykot 1999).  However, 
any data associated with the examination of these faunal remains with regard to the origin 
of these stocks, that is whether they were imported or domesticated locally, are not 
detailed nor are studies addressing this issue widely conducted.   
 
Ritual 
In general, throughout prehistoric Europe, clay and stone figurines are ubiquitous 
and possibly one of the first lines of evidence for the development of the concept of 
ritual.  Before pottery was first made, c. 6500 BC, ‘Venus figurines’ were being produced 
from clay and stone.  Through the transition from the Paleolithic to the Neolithic, their 
numbers increased and their forms changed (Gimbutas 1974). 
Although they appear plain and unnatural, the Neolithic figurines’ forms are not a 
reflection of the sculptor’s inability to replicate adequately the human form, but an 
indication of the ability to conform to the traditions that matured through time (Gimbutas 
1974).  While the familiar forms of female bodies are present occasionally in all parts of 
prehistoric Europe, there have also been discoveries of a series of male sculptures that are 
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distinguished for their more accurate portrayal of the male form.  Other figurines are 
hybridized human-animal forms, favoring the water bird, deer, bear, fish, snake, toad, and 
turtle, each with their own symbolic meanings (Gimbutas 1974). 
 Much has been made of the interpretation of these figurines (Conkey 1983; 
Bednarik 1990, 1992; Taylor 1996), including the labeling of these as ‘Fertility 
Goddesses’ or ‘Mother Goddesses,’ perhaps based on the belief demonstrated in 
European folklore that says that a woman’s fertility (or lack of) influences farming.  This 
folklore has led to further attempts to interpret the ritual and ideological components of 
these prehistoric societies.  These interpretations have also provided the basis of the 
pantheon for Greek and Roman goddesses and gods (Gimbutas 1974).  Other 
archaeologists believe that it is impossible to determine if these figurines represent 
goddesses at all.  In fact, they could just be depictions of real humans and may not hold 
the same meaning or use (e.g., religious, sexual, functional, gender ideas, etc.) for all 
individuals as they have been found over a vast geographical area for thousands of years 
(Conkey 1983; Bednarik 1990, 1992; Taylor 1996). 
The figurines also provide us with other information about the people of the 
Neolithic.  For example, the masks, clothing, and hairstyles on the figurines can be said 
to reflect the styles of the time.  Some figurines (e.g., Vinča figurines) have elaborate 
coiffures, while others have neatly combed, parted and cut hair.  In some cases, 
throughout Europe they seem to depict human activities showing events and objects, such 
as clay house models from religious, daily, and seasonal life (Gimbutas 1974).  In 
particular, figurines from the Mediterranean island of Malta bear a striking resemblance 
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to those found in Sardinia, with the peoples of both islands producing rounded figures 
with large hips and buttocks.  
In addition to these figurines, another striking feature of art during the 
development of agriculture was the appearance of graphic designs that symbolized 
abstract ideas (Gimbutas 1974).  In particular, the bull is represented and expressed 
through its emphasis of its horns.  Gimbutas (1974) has stated that this animal’s horns are 
believed to be a lunar symbol and began to appear as early as the Palaeolithic (e.g., the 
cave of Laussel in southern France).  Tykot (1999) has indicated that there are similar 
symbolic religious motifs cut in bas-relief in Sardinia, and they are commonly interpreted 
as having connotations of fertility.  
When interpreting symbolic systems, one is faced with both general and 
conceptual problems (Whittle 1988).  For example, there is the danger of confusing sign 
systems with symbolic systems.  Also, the concept and practice of culture may not agree.  
The definition and expression of ideology and the representation of these concepts could 
be either a reflection of the studied society at large or only special interest groups 
(Hodder 1986).  The role of individuals and groups in generating and utilizing the 
symbolic systems could vary both within the culture and between cultures (Yengoyan 
1985). 
Clues to the nature of a people can be found by examining their burial practices.  
While there are several tombs that have been found in prehistoric Europe, it is probably 
unlikely that these represent anything more than a fraction of the population within the 
tomb’s region and time of use.  After the structure’s use for entombment of the deceased, 
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further information can be gathered based on its secondary use – what happens to these 
tombs after depositions stopped can be of significance (Whittle 1988). 
The construction of megalithic tombs usually involves more work than do 
hypogea (oven-shaped tombs holding single or multiple burials) and cave burials.  The 
construction of these tombs usually involved formalized repetitive behavior as well as a 
formal use of space allowing the concealment of tomb interiors.  As they are upstanding 
monuments, it is possible that different methods used to dispose of the dead reflected a 
change in rites, symbolically representing a change in ideology (Whittle 1988). 
In Sardinia, some of the tombs constructed and used during the Neolithic and 
Bronze Ages continued to be utilized into the Iron Age (Lazrus 1999).  In addition, it is 
possible that the dead in the tombs may not have become remote ancestors, at least not 
until the entombments stopped (Whittle 1988). 
 
The Sardinian Neolithic  
 An examination of the Sardinian Neolithic (Table 1) not only provides us with 
specific cases of Neolithic cultures, but also with the opportunity to examine an island 
environment during the Neolithic.  Since Monte Arci was a source of obsidian for 
mainland populations, direct or indirect interaction occurred between these populations.  
Examining the technology, subsistence, economy, settlement patterns, and ritual during 
the Neolithic in Sardinia demonstrates the commonalities between this island and the 
European mainland.   
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Table 1.  The Cultures of Neolithic Sardinia (after Webster 1996) 
 
Time Period Culture Technology Subsistence Exchange Ritual 
Richly 
decorated 
ceramics 
 
Copper and 
silver first 
appear 
Earliest indication of 
an island-wide 
association of a group 
of cultural features:  
settlements, tombs, 
structures for 
communal activities 
 
Egalitarian, mixed 
agro-pastoral 
economy practicing 
crop rotation, fishing, 
hunting and 
collecting 
Sardinian 
obsidian still 
traded with 
northern Italy 
and southern 
France 
Rock-cut 
tombs 
(domus de 
janas) 
 
More 
elaborate 
burials with 
an emphasis 
on kin 
relationships 
Bonu Ighinu 
ceramics 
displaying 
more detail 
than Cardial I, 
II and 
Epicardial 
ceramics 
 
Appearance of 
ground stone 
axes 
 
Grinding tools 
for cereal 
production 
Cave and rock shelter 
sites with village 
settlements in the 
Campidano plain 
 
Indications of 
increased forest 
clearing for 
cultivation 
 
Obsidian 
exchange with 
northern Italy 
and Southern 
France  
Hypogea 
burials with 
offerings 
and 
figurines 
 
 
 
 
Late Neolithic 
(4000-3200 BC) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Middle Neolithic 
(4800-4000 BC) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Early Neolithic 
(6000-4800 BC) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sub-
Ozieri 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ozieri 
 
 
 
 
 
 
San 
Ciriaco 
 
 
 
 
 
Bonu 
Ighinu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Epicardial 
(Filiestru) 
 
 
Cardial II 
 
 
Cardial I 
 
 
 
Impressed 
wares - bowl 
and jar forms 
 
Lithic 
technology- 
geometric 
microliths, 
scrapers, 
burins, 
projectile 
points 
Appearance of 
domesticated plants 
and animals 
 
Obsidian may have 
influenced people 
when settling on 
Sardinia 
Procurement 
and exchange 
of pottery and 
obsidian 
 
Exchange 
within 
Sardinia and 
between 
Sardinia and 
Corsica 
Cave burials 
 
Stone 
figurines 
 
Symbolic 
religious 
motifs and 
connotations 
of fertility 
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Stone Tool, Pottery, and Metal Technology 
 Tools during the Neolithic in Sardinia were made from flint, quartz, rhyolite, and 
especially obsidian, which was available from four main sources (SA, SB1, SB2 and SC) 
on Monte Arci.  These sources are found in various areas of Monte Arci, and differ in 
quality, quantity, and accessibility (Tykot 1996, 1997, 1999).   
In Sardinia, the Early Neolithic is subdivided into Cardial I, Cardial II, and the 
Epicardial (Filiestru) phases (Tanda 1998).  In Corsica, a fourth Early Neolithic phase 
(Punched = Curasien; Lanfranchi 1992; 1993) is contemporaneous with the Sardinian 
Middle Neolithic (Tykot 1999). 
 Obsidian has been found at all Early Neolithic sites on Sardinia.  The Cardial I 
phase of the site of Filiestru has a lithic assemblage that is 17 percent obsidian (Trump 
1983).  In neighboring Corsica, obsidian becomes more abundant in the Cardial II phase.  
The lithic assemblages are generally made up of geometric microliths, scrapers, burins, 
and points (Tykot 1999).  Points are infrequently made of obsidian here. At Filiestru, 
obsidian accounts for 30 points of the lithic assemblage (Trump 1983) and was primarily 
used to process animals (Hurcombe 1992; 1993). 
 During the Early Neolithic, Sardinian pottery includes impressed wares with 
simple bowl and jar forms, frequently with rounded bases, and a strong reliance on 
Cardium, or cockle shell, for decoration.  In neighboring Corsica, pottery is incised with 
triangular and chevron motifs, cardial impressions, jabbed impressions, and incisions in 
horizontal bands.  The ‘Impressed ware complex’ is a very common style of pottery  
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 Figure 4.  An example of impressed ware pottery (from Webster 1996) 
 
throughout this region in the Early Neolithic (Figure 4).  Styles vary from region to 
region, and its origin is uncertain (Lilliu 1988; Webster 1996). 
Material sequences and chronology during the Middle Neolithic are marked not 
only by changes in lithic technologies, but also pottery styles.  This period in Sardinia is 
associated with the Bonu Ighinu pottery type (Figure 5).  Bonu Ighinu pottery is typically 
found in both open village and cave sites (Webster 1996; Lazrus 1999).  These ceramics 
are more decorated and display more craftwork than earlier pottery from the Early 
Neolithic (Tykot 1999). 
 
 
Figure 5.  Bonu Ighinu pottery (from Webster 1996) 
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The Late Neolithic period in Sardinia is represented by a variety of material 
goods, such as flaked stone and bone tools, greenstone axes, spindle whorls, loom 
weights, bone shuttles (indicating textile production), and baskets.  Ceramics during this 
period were richly decorated, and new forms were being produced, including bowls and 
cups with carinated rims, globular vases with tunnel handles, tripods, and amphoras.  The 
clay had geometric and stylized figurative motifs impressed or incised onto the pottery, 
and the ceramics were colored red or white (Lazrus 1999; Tykot 1999).  
 Copper and silver first appear in Sardinia at this time (Camps 1988, Lo Schiavo 
1989).  This indication of social development and prestige in Sardinian is similarly 
present in mainland societies. 
 
Subsistence 
 The Bonu Ighinu culture is largely homogenous throughout Sardinia during the 
Middle Neolithic (Lewthwaite 1983).  The Bonu Ighinu sites include caves and rock 
shelters as well as village settlements in the Campidano plain (Lanfranchi 1992).  During 
this period, ground stone axes are frequently found in Sardinian sites.  It is thought that 
they may be an indication of an increase of forest clearing to make way for cultivation.  
Another indication of cultivation is the associated grinding tools that may have been used 
for cereal processing during this time (Lanfranchi 1990).  Sheep and goats were still a 
main source of meat, with cattle being less important, and the evidence of pigs continues 
to decline throughout this time (Levine 1993).   
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The Ozieri period is dated to the 4th millennium BC, with the late or sub-Ozieri 
phase extending into the 3rd millennium BC (Tykot 1994).  This period is the earliest 
indication of an island-wide association of a group of cultural features, archaeologically 
speaking.  This association includes the appearance of settlements, tombs, and structures 
for communal activities, as well as storage pits; however, the storage pits have only been 
found at one site, Su Coddu, where they have been excavated (Lazrus 1999). 
 The Bonu Ighinu and Ozieri/San Michele cultures expanded human occupation 
throughout most of the coastal lowlands in the western part of the island and, to a lesser 
extent, to the interior valleys (Webster 1996).  During the Late Neolithic in Sardinia, 
settlements reached their greatest pre-Bronze Age extent, with 165-200 known sites 
(Webster 1996).  However, the large number of sites during this period could be due to 
the fragility of structures of the earlier Neolithic, as well as the loss of residual features 
and artifact remains (Whittle 1988). 
The floral and faunal archaeological data that are available for this time are rare, 
although as research continues, more information is beginning to be recovered.  This has 
only provided us with a limited understanding of the economic strategies of the Sardinian 
people of the Late Neolithic.  Botanical remains from the Late Neolithic sites in Sardinia 
are indicative of an agricultural regime that utilized crop rotation, which was 
supplemented with fishing, shellfish, collecting, and hunting (Lazrus 1999; Piga and 
Porcu 1990).  
The social organization during this time is generally assumed to be egalitarian; 
however, few villages have been extensively excavated to provide information about the 
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internal structure of these sites.  While there is a relatively uniform distribution of 
material goods, funerary forms, and open-air sites, there is no way to conclude, at this 
point, if there is an emergence of elite within a community (Lazrus 1999).  
According to some authors (Tanda and Depalmas 1991; Fadda 1985; Lilliu 1988; 
Foschi Nieddu 1988), there appears to be a major transition in economic strategies and 
social structures between the Neolithic and Bronze Ages.  In general, the people of 
Neolithic Sardinia have been depicted as peaceful, egalitarian farmers with a 
predominantly agricultural economy.  For example, the early Filigosa-Abealzu phase of 
the Chalcolithic period has sites that are enclosed with megalithic walls.  These walls 
may have been built in response to the need to protect economic interests, such as those 
involved with prospecting, and or to increasing social tensions between groups.  An 
increasing population may have contributed to differential access to resources, such as 
land, materials, and animals, causing some populations to become marginalized, resulting 
in an increase in social tension (Lewthwaite 1986; Webster 1990, 1996).  The Bronze 
Age, on the other hand, is thought to have been represented by warrior-pastoralists who 
lived in a stratified society, becoming increasingly dependent on specialized pastoralism 
(Lazrus 1999).   
However, Lazrus (1999) believes that there is not sufficient evidence available to 
make this determination based on the currently available published data.  For example, 
there is no indication from the archaeological record, such as an increase in dairy or 
textile equipment or specialized structures for animals, to indicate a change in economic 
strategy during the Chalcolithic.  Lazrus (1999) also argues that the mixed agro-pastoral 
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economy established by the Late Neolithic was a successful adaptation that was sustained 
through subsequent periods.  Archaeologically, there does not seem to be an indication of 
changes in the social structure until the very late Bronze Age or the Iron Age.  However, 
there is archaeological evidence to support the presence of farming, small-scale animal 
husbandry, hunting, fishing, gathering, trade, and mining during both the Neolithic and 
Bronze Ages. Diversification, rather than specialization appears to be the economic trend 
for this period, making the societies extremely stable. 
 
Exchange 
Although many Sardinian materials were exchanged, such as shells, beads, 
polished stone rings and bracelets, greenstone axes, and ceramics (Tykot 1999), the 
examination of the spread or diffusion of obsidian from Monte Arci provides the clearest 
example of the extent of the exchange patterns of Sardinia (Trump 1984).  An 
examination of the exploitation of these lithic materials, both spatially and temporally, 
and associated artifacts can demonstrate cultural aspects of procurement and use.  For 
example, was a certain type of obsidian being procured and utilized due to its functional 
qualities, or did social and political arrangements influence its use?  It is thought that the 
selection of this material has been made with reason and intent, rather than by 
happenstance (Whittle 1996).  If this premise is correct, it may provide answers to 
questions such as when detailed examinations are made and inter- and intra-site 
variability is studied. 
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Although there is no evidence of the exchange of artifacts taking place from or 
within Sardinia prior to the Neolithic, obsidian may have played a primary role in the 
settlement and Neolithic economy of Sardinia (Lilliu 1967).  The others islands, which 
have sources of obsidian in the central Mediterranean (Lipari, Palmarola, and 
Pantelleria), do not demonstrate evidence of settlement during the Early Neolithic.  
However, obsidian was being procured from these islands.  This is demonstrated by the 
movement and distribution of artifacts made from obsidian obtained from these sources.  
This again provides us with an idea of the seafaring capabilities of people during the 
Early Neolithic, as large sea distances had to be covered in order to obtain these 
materials.  It has been hypothesized that sailors anchored in the Cabras lagoon acquired 
Monte Arci obsidian and transported it in blocks, unmodified chunks, or pre-cores, to as 
far as southwest Corsica (Phillips 1992). 
 There are two basic exchange systems involving Sardinia that can be examined.  
First, there is the exchange that took place between Sardinia and other islands and the 
mainland.  The study of the patterns and chronology of obsidian distribution can provide 
information about the degree of interaction between Sardinia and other populations 
(Tykot 1992).  Sardinian obsidian appears at sites in Corsica around the 6th millennium 
BC (Hallam et al. 1976; Lanfranchi 1980).  By the Early Neolithic, Sardinian and 
Liparian obsidian had reached sites in northern Italy and southern France.  Sardinian 
obsidian continued to be the obsidian of choice in southern France (and less certainly 
northern Italy) during the 4th millennium, with Lipari obsidian always being popular in 
southern Italy (Hallam et al. 1976; Williams-Thorpe et al. 1979; 1984; Phillips 1992; 
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Tykot 1996).  Second, there is the exchange that took place within Sardinia.  Obsidian 
from Monte Arci has been found at almost all prehistoric and protohistoric sites on 
Sardinia (Tykot 1992). 
 The wide distributions of pottery styles and Monte Arci obsidian inside and 
outside of Sardinia indicate that the people of this island were never completely isolated, 
as noted by Trump (1984).  In the early Neolithic, the distribution of different types of 
obsidian remain fairly consistent, which would be indicative, according to Renfrew 
(1977) and Tykot (1996), of multiple down-the-line types of exchanges.  In fact, it 
appears that variety in the types of obsidian is generally the rule throughout the Neolithic. 
 Even though there were post-glacial occupations on Sardinia, Corsica, Sicily, and 
the Italian peninsula, and there is evidence of exchange between these west 
Mediterranean communities, as demonstrated by Cardial pottery and obsidian, there is 
little indication of interactions between Sardinia and the east Mediterranean until the 
Bronze Age (Phillips 1998). 
 
Ritual 
The Neolithic in Sardinia displays ritualistic traits and practices as much of the 
European mainland does.  Cave burials and stone figurines were common from the 
beginning of the Neolithic, as were other symbolic religious motifs with connotations of 
fertility.  In particular, tombs in the Late Neolithic on Sardinia were stylized with bull 
horns on the walls.  Inhumations in hypogea with offerings and female figurines 
interpreted as mother-goddesses were also present (Webster 1996).  Lilliu (1988) has 
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suggested that the bull motifs and figurines could suggest a base for a religion or ritual of 
dual opposition, that is, one of the masculine cults of the bull god and one of the feminine 
cults of the mother-goddess.  
During the Late Neolithic, a variety of burial and funerary structures were used in 
Sardinia, including rock-cut tombs (domus de janas or witches’ homes), dolmens 
(monuments of two or more stones in an upright position supporting a horizontal slab), 
and menhirs (single, upright monoliths).  The construction of the domus de janas is of 
particular interest, with the stone of the structure often resembling the inside of a home.  
Floor plans are of various shapes, some with central columns used to support the roof.  
Commonly used for communal burials, and holding a variety of grave goods, the domus 
de janas was made and utilized in the Late Neolithic and Copper Age periods.  However, 
their chambers were reutilized as hypogea (Figure 6) during the Early Bronze Age 
(Webster 1996).  They are often comprised of a vertical access shaft that is cut down to a 
depth of about 0.8 meters to a single chamber (c. 2.5 x 2.0 meters).  These tombs contain 
a single or sometimes double inhumation positioned in a semi-fetal posture.  Some of 
these remains were covered in red ocher and were accompanied by various items, such as 
vessels, tools, and food offerings.  Often, the deceased were accompanied by a single 
female idol made of polished stone.  Hypogea have been found among the huts of some 
Monte Claro villages, as well as appearing as small necropolises.  However, the feminine 
statues that were very characteristic during the Neolithic are not present in the Monte 
Claro tombs (Webster 1996).  There is a link between the increase in exchange of 
material goods in peninsular Italy during the later Neolithic and changes in burial goods  
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Figure 6.  Hypogea tomb, plan (a) and profile (b) (from Webster 1996) 
 
and practices, but the sample of Sardinian burial remains is insufficient to determine if 
the same changes were occurring on the island (Robb 1994a, 1994b). 
Small limestone female figurines have been discovered in the context of burials in 
Sardinia. While some have suggested a comparison with the mother goddesses and 
fertility goddess of Eastern Europe, others, such as Turchi (1992, Figure 7), have 
hypothesized that they functioned as ‘companion dolls’ for the deceased, who might  
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 Figure 7.  Plan of a Middle Neolithic tomb (Tomb 387 at Su Cuccuru s’Arriu in Cabras)  
with enlarged detail of stone figurine found in Tomb 387 (from Webster 1996) 
 
otherwise be lonely or dangerous.  More rarely are the figurines carved in silhouette form 
(usually made from local stone, such as marble), which closely resembles the Cycladic 
idols of the Aegean (Webster 1996). 
During the transition from the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age, burial 
practices varied more widely than in other prehistoric Sardinian periods.  Not only were 
old tombs reused and altered, but new structures were built and subsequently modified 
(Webster 1996).  The Monte d’Accoddi site near Sassari is a unique example of a site that 
was used throughout this transition.  With a central feature of a truncated pyramid with a 
ramp and causeway, it is composed of not only domus de janas tombs, but also stone 
huts, menhirs, and a large stone sphere.  A stone slab discovered with associated 
offerings provides evidence for sacrificial rituals at Monte d’Accoddi. 
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Burials during this period ranged from burials in natural caves to above ground 
megalithic tombs.  These differences may represent an evolution of funerary structures, 
starting from the earlier dolmen constructions (i.e., dolmens, allées couvertes and long 
cists or a cassone graves) to the Giants’ Tombs, or tombe di giganti (MacKenzie 1910).  
During the later Neolithic in Sardinia, burial architecture became more elaborate with an 
emphasis on kin relations (Tykot 1999).  Webster (1996) suggests that at this time in 
Sardinia, a system of ascribed status may also have existed. 
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Chapter Three:  Lithic Analysis, Obsidian, and Use-wear Research 
 
The Chaîne Opératoire as a Framework for Lithic Tool Analysis 
 Stone artifacts and debitage are the most abundant forms of artifacts found on 
prehistoric sites, and in some cases the only artifacts found.  Since studying these artifacts 
provides us with some of the most important clues to understanding prehistoric lifeways, 
it is not surprising that much attention has been given to the analysis of stone tools and 
developing theories for the interpretation of these artifacts. 
  An example of a theoretical framework that has been used in lithic studies is the 
chaîne opératoire (Figure 8), which was introduced by André Leroi-Gourhan (1943).  
This theory attempts to identify the events that occur throughout the life of an artifact, 
from the procurement of the raw materials through their manufacture, use, and 
deposition, and it attempts to provide insight about the choices prehistoric people made.  
This model considers the process of human decision-making, also demonstrating a 
feedback system (shown in Figure 8 by a system of arrows) that is multidirectional 
(Grace 1996).  For example, the intended use of an artifact may have an influence on the 
type of material procured or the technological form the tool takes.  The artifacts may not 
necessarily be produced with a specific use in mind, in fact, the use may be dictated by 
the availability of certain materials (Bar-Yosef 1991) or technological limitations.  A tool  
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Figure 8.  The chaîne opératoire (from Grace 2000) 
 
may be used and then reshaped as the need arises into another form that is better suited 
for a different use (Goodyear 1974).   
 Each of the links of this chain represent a limiting or determining factor for the 
purpose of the tool.  The procurement of a certain material will influence the purpose of 
the tool.  Some stone is less suitable for knapping than others, and different types of stone 
are good for different purposes.  For example, obsidian, while extremely flakable, is 
rather fragile, making it better suited for specific purposes (Whittaker 1994).  Many 
researchers have examined the relationships between the links in this chain (e.g., Hayden 
et al. 1996), identifying various constraints, techniques, tool design considerations, and 
production strategies. 
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 The abundance and availablity of specific lithic resources can impact the choices 
made when chosing a raw material (Bar-Yosef 1991), and is a primary influence in the 
production and use of tools.  The availability of materials can be constrained or 
controlled through physical factors, such as the distance of the material from the site or 
social networks, such as control by another group or exchange.  Exchange can take place 
in the form of gifts and reciprocal obligations, usually in the context of feasts, religious 
celebrations, marriage, or the formalization of an alliance.  Ethnographic research has 
demonstrated that items are traded based on their value due to the inaccesibility of the 
item to the other party, and sometimes involves a third, more distant party.  While this 
exchange can and has taken place on a grand scale (demonstrated by the ability to source 
valuable exotic goods that were exchanged in the past), small-scale exchange of ordinary 
goods was also common (Whittaker 1994).  The technology, the skills needed to use 
techniques and tools, that is available also limits the types of tools that can be 
manufactured.  Technology can vary from culture to culture and over time.  Also, within 
a culture there is variance due to the skill of the individual (Whittaker 1994).  The 
intended function of the tool plays a part in the ultimate shape of the tool, and the 
intended function may influence the type of material procured.  The use of the tools is 
one link of this chain.  Use-wear analysis is a technique that can supplement the analysis 
of lithic materials as a whole (Grace 1989). 
The chaîne opératoire approach attempts to recreate the entire process from 
procurement to discard.  Research that encompasses as many aspects of this chain can 
provide us with a more accurate understanding of how the links are related and how 
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decisions were made by the culture that is being studied (Tykot 1997; Odell 2001).  
However, other researchers have modified this diagram.  For example, Hurcombe 
(1992b) adds three other steps after discard:  post-deposition, excavation, and post-
excavation.  All of these processes also impact the artifact, and in turn the data obtained 
from studying them.  It is important to distinguish between the effects of these processes 
and prehistoric modifications made by humans.  Some of the damage caused by these 
factors can mimic the wear that occurs from the manufacture and use of these tools. 
 
The Physical Nature of Obsidian 
Before examining the use wear on artifacts, there are other factors of which 
researchers should be aware.  Understanding use as it relates to the other links in the 
chaîne opératoire is not enough.  The physical nature of the lithic raw material needs to 
be taken into consideration, as different lithic materials have unique properties that 
directly influence how the material fractures during tool manufacture and use.   
The physical nature of obsidian affects how it fractures during manufacture and 
use.  Obsidian is a volcanic glass that is produced when lava cools extremely rapidly.  It 
is chemically related to rhyolite and granite, and contains large amounts of nonsilica 
minerals, including potasium feldspar and quartz.  Typically black, as a result of 
magnetite (Fe3O4), the color of this glass can vary depending upon the amount of 
oxidation that has occurred during the cooling.  Some obsidian is banded due to 
variations in oxidation while the obsidian is cooling and lava continues to fold over it, 
cooling and oxidizing at a different rate.  The texture of obsidian also varies from 
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perfectly homogenous and glassy to grainy.  Inclusions may occur, as well as cracks and 
stress lines from uneven cooling.   
What makes obsidian and very fine-grained minerals (e.g., flint, jasper, agate, 
chalcedony, quartzite) different from other lithic materials is the overall homogenous or 
isotropic nature of the substance.  Other raw materials, such as quartzite and flint, are 
composed of larger crystals, with varying degrees of brittleness.  These are known as 
anisotropic or cryptocrystalline materials. 
 
Fracture Mechanics 
Fracture mechanics, how crack patterns evolve within a stress field, have long 
been acknowledged to have applications in the manufacture of stone tools.  Recently, 
they also have been acknowledged to have principles that apply to use wear, even though 
the details have not been completely worked out (Cotterell and Kamminga 1987; 
Kooyman 2000).  For example, research by Lawn and Marshall (1979) has demonstrated 
that there is a relationship between fracture analysis and the interpretation of lithic use-
wear patterns.  Further research has been done by Tomenchuk (1997) regarding the 
application of fracture mechanics during the analysis of lithic tools.  He has developed a 
parametric use-wear analysis method based on fracture mechanics and engineering 
principles that can be applied to research pertaining to edge scarring.   
According to the Griffith (1921) Crack Theory an indentor, such as a 
hammerstone, acting upon a solid, such as obsidian, causes a compressive stress field to 
be set up around the contact area.  At the same time, strong tensile, or pulling apart, 
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stresses occur at the immediate edge of the contact area.  Brittle materials are weaker in 
tension than in compression, causing fractures to occur generally where the tensile 
strength is high.  The fractures initiate usually when a critical value is reached where 
there are microcracks or “flaws” in the material.  Since obsidian from different eruptions 
varies in chemical composition, brittleness, and density, and can have different amounts 
of inclusions, it is likely that obsidian from different sources displays slightly different 
fracture patterns when being crafted into tools and used.   
Blunt indenters (objects producing a force resulting in a fracture) create a 
Hertzian cone in obsidian.  These are commonly observed when a window is fractured by 
a bee-bee.  This cone has exceptionally sharp edges in structurally isotropic materials 
(those which have a consistent, homogenous internal structure) such as glass.  This 
fracture type was first described by physicist H. Hertz (2004).  He also notes how the 
fracture patterns in anisotropic materials (those with varying internal structure) produces 
cones that are symmetrical, yet reflect the crystalline structure of the material.  That is, 
the cone may be triangular, or pyramid like, in nature rather than round.  When the 
fracture in an isotropic material is not produced as a result of a downward force, but with 
the more likely outward bending action, it results in only a portion of the Hertzian cone 
being detached or, in other words, a flake (Cotterell and Kamminga 1987; Lawn and 
Marshall 1979; Kooyman 2000).   
Other factors contribute to how a material fractures.  Fracture patterns tend to 
occur along the weaker covalent bonds in the material.  Since obsidian is relatively 
isotropic and rigid molecularly, any stress will create an equally clean fracture, such as 
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the conchoidal (smooth, shell-like) Hertzian cone.  Other materials, such as granite, 
which is anisotropic, produce a much more random fracture pattern, because the pressure 
from the load follows the least resistant path, breaking weaker molecular bonds. 
Bending forces that are tangential to the tool edge frequently contribute to the 
edge damage (Coterell and Kamminga 1979; Lawrence 1979; Tsirk 1979; Odell 1981) 
possibly more than forces based on the principle of the Hertzian cone.  The distinction 
between sharp and blunt indenters also plays a role in identifying edge damage (Odell 
1982).  Another force that has been taken into consideration with use wear analysis is the 
prehension, the handling or hafting, of the tool (Odell 1982). 
 
Use Wear 
Throughout the history of archaeology, scientists have given stone tool types 
various names that imply a use.  Frequently, the names given imply more about the shape 
of the artifact or techniques used to manufacture the tool rather than its purpose 
(Whittaker 1994).  However, while there is no one-to-one relationship with tool form and 
function, there is a correlation (Hayden and Kamminga 1979).  In fact, evidence has 
shown that lithic artifacts are multifunctional tools regardless of form (Kamminga 1978; 
Semenov 1964).  An example of this can be seen by examining the angles of the use 
edges on lithic artifacts.  Lawrence (1979) found that edge angles are not indicative of 
use, but rather, edges with varying angles can be used for many purposes in contrast 
Keeley (1980) suggests that individual flaked tools may have had several edges that were 
used for various purposes.   
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In general, archaeologists describe the functions of tools in a variety of ways, 
aside from classifying them based on morphology.  They also examine other 
characteristics, for example, the material’s suitability to perform specific tasks, through 
methods such as ethnographic analogy, ethnohistorical documentation, or 
experimentation (Lewenstein 1981).  However, when ethnographic data are used, an 
archaeological tool with a form similar to a tool from ethnographic contexts may 
incorrectly be assumed to have the same or even similar function (Hodder 1982). 
Lithic materials must be described by the mechanical and physical properties 
relevant to the tool design and use, and the types of wear on the edge of the tool (Hayden 
and Kamminga 1979).  To identify the wear on the edge of the tool, research generally is 
comprised of examing the tool and discriminating among the different microwear types, 
or quantifying the size, frequency, and distribution of the different types of termination 
classes.  In general, the goal of these types of analysis is to identify variables that are 
characteristic of the mode of use and of the material on which the tool was used (Odell 
1982).  However, the microwear types are defined and interpreted in different ways. 
Kamminga (1982) identifies six types of fractures related to use wear:  bending 
fractures, feather fractures, hinge fractures, retroflexed fractures, step fractures, and 
clefts.  However, Kamminga also notes that there is not a radical difference between 
these types of fractures, and he studies them in terms of overall size and depth.  These 
fractures are a reflection of the hardness of the material, how much the material yields, 
the angle the tool was used at in relationship to the material, the edge angle of the tool, 
the direction of use, and the type of material used to make the tool.  Also, fracture 
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patterns may not only be an indication of these factors, but also of the force that is needed 
to carry out the activity (Hayden et al. 1979).    
Shea (1992) identifies four types of lithic microwear phenomena:  microfractures, 
striations, polishes, and edge-dulling.  Microfractures consist of bending and shear 
fractures.  Striations are linear grooves that are a result of grit particles being compressed 
into the tool’s surface during use.  Polishes are changes in the light-reflecting properties 
of a surface due to an alteration caused by the tool sliding against another material.  
Edge-dulling is the rounding of the edge of the tool due to prolonged use (Shea 1992). 
Edge damage on utilized flakes is assumed to be less complex than the damage on 
modified tools (Lawrence 1979), as flake tools are usually expediently made, used, and 
discarded.  Ethnographic research by Hayden (1979) and Whittaker (1994) supports this 
finding, showing that most tools in their studies were used briefly and then discarded.  
The pattern of edge damage has been shown using microcopic techniques to be a 
significant indicator of the use of the tool (Keeley 1977; Odell 1977; Vaughan 1985).  
Macroscopically, others have used edge damage as a way to infer the relative hardness of 
the materials worked (Parry 1987; Shott 1993); however, this technique is not as reliable 
as microscopic methods. 
An underlying principle of the nature of use-wear analysis is the idea that not 
every type of material and contact situation needs to be tested, that there are underlying 
principles concerning the physical properties of the material and the loading vectors of 
the contact that allow us to make predictive statements about these matters (Hayden and  
Kamminga 1979).  Researchers do stress that there are two important parts of credible 
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use-wear analysis.  The first is extensive experimental tool use to provide an adequate 
base with which to compare and assess archaeological materials (Young and Bamforth 
1990; Shea 1992).  The second crucial part of the use-wear analysis is verifying the 
ability of the analyst through a series of blind tests (Odell and Odell-Vereecken, 1980; 
Gendel and Pirnay 1982). 
 
Non-Use Damage 
Other fractures may occur in non-use situations that cause confusion during use-
wear analysis.  This damage can occur from the beginning of the tool’s life, during the 
manufacturing stage, through post-depositional forces, to the excavation and curation of 
the artifact (see Sheets [1973] and Healan and Kerley [1984] for in-depth descriptions of 
the types of manufacture damage and how they are formed during biface and blade 
manufacturing).   
The hafting of a tool can also produce a wear pattern along the edge of the hafted 
element.  Sometimes, this blunting has been intentionally done to aid in the stability of 
the hafting of the tool (Andrefsky 1998).  This modification prevents the tool from 
cutting the material that is holding it in place. 
In most instances, non-use damage is sufficiently different and easily identifiable 
from use wear to be distinguished from it (Odell 1982).  Usually, the wear from post-
depositional non-use damage is spaced irregularly on all edges of a piece, and any 
striations are generally multi-directional and not associated with a particular edge.  Polish 
is also not associated with a single edge (Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980).  However, 
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the damage from the manufacturing of the tool can be harder to ascertain from use wear 
than the other aforementioned non-use damage.  Bag wear, which is caused by the 
transportation and curation of excavated artifacts, generally results in a random 
distribution of wear that produces erratic and non-aligned short grooves (Odell and Odell-
Vereecken 1980; Healan and Kerley 1984). 
One example of research involving the non-use alteration of the surface of lithic 
tools has been conducted by Burroni et al. (2002).  Issues addressed included identifying 
surface alteration features attributable to a combination of factors and tribological 
features related to processes such as trampling, chemical reactions, and geological 
factors, such as soil creep and tumbling.  They note, as others have (Plisson 1983; Levi-
Sala 1986, 1996; Moss 1986; Plisson and Mauger 1988) that these factors heavily impact 
use-wear interpretation, and that understanding the processes related to wear formation 
will improve the quality of use-wear analysis.  
Further research on the wear patterns caused by trampling have been researched 
by Shea and Klenck (1993) through a series of blind tests.  They found that the amount of 
trampling the artifacts were subjected to was directly proportional to the likelihood the 
use-wear would be obscured, particularly with lithics used on softer materials, which 
would produce little wear.  Shea continued by noting that, by analysts working together 
with soil geologists, the degree of compaction by trampling can be assessed prior to 
selecting assemblages to analyze and the types of analysis to use.  This knowledge would 
also allow the analyst to know how conservative the interpretations of the use wear need 
to be.   More objective methods of analsysis (e.g., detailed mechanical studies and the use 
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of “expert systems”) can also reduce the error in interpretation due to trampling effects, 
according to Shea.  It is not clear to what extent post-depositional factors affect, obscure, 
or destroy the wear patterns from the use of the tool (Shea 1992).   
 
Raw Material 
Although the properties of the individual raw materials must have led to the 
deliberate selection of these materials, little reseach has been done on the relationship 
among use, flaking properties, and raw material variability.  Greiser and Sheets (1979) 
compared the wear patterns of different lithic materials, such as variations between flint 
and obsidian; however, they did not research the variation between physicochemically 
varying obsidian from different sources.  Others, such as Kamminga (1978, 1982), have 
found that there seems to be considerable mechanical variation within some types of 
rock, such as quartzite, yet little variability in other lithic materials, including obsidian, 
which has a limited range of usefulness due to its fine texture and brittle nature (Hayden 
1979).  Schiffer (1979) found that materials from a single source vary physicochemically, 
and experimental studies should produce results that are applicable to all lithic materials. 
Obsidian, in comparison to other lithic materials, exhibits more edge damage due 
to non-use modification, as it is more brittle than other lithic materials, and it is also 
debatable if use-polishes are able to be identified on this material (Odell 1982).  Keeley 
(1980) also states that it is hard to distinguish polish on obsidian as the surface of the 
artifact is generally covered with randomly oriented scratches from use, and microwear 
traces generally consist of abrasion rather than polish (Grace 1989b). 
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On the other hand, Spear (1980)  made an experimental set of obsidian tools, and 
he found that it is quite possible to determine the direction of use, as well as if the tool 
was used on hard or soft contact materials.  He concludes that in general the wear on 
obsidian was quite similar to that of chert. 
 
Ethnoarchaeology and Lithic Research 
 Hurcombe (1992) notes that ethnographic data are useful for identifying the 
general context of tool use, establishing specific wear patterns, and developing ideas for 
experiments.  It is also advantageous to use ethnographic examples for studying wear 
patterns because tools are used to perform tasks, not to create wear on a tool to be 
analyzed.  Ethnographic data may also provide a better understanding of the organic 
materials that people used in prehistory.  For example, many experimenters may not 
include the less obvious materials in their use-wear experiments, ones that current 
populations may still be utilizing, which can be incorporated in their experiments. Thus, 
Hurcombe (1992) surmises that ethnographic data provide us with a source of ideas on 
the use of different materials and the processing activities associated with them.  The 
population observed can supply us with a preformed set of experimental tools.  However, 
when conducting ethnographic research, one must consider the similarity between the 
culture studied and the group with which the analogy is drawn.   
 There is ample research that shows obsidian was used to perform tasks related to 
daily activities, such as processing food and other materials, and making items, such as 
tools and clothing.  Other research has demonstrated that obsidian was not limited to 
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these secular daily activities, but it was also used for ritual purposes and warfare.  Some 
of the research has compared the form and function of the tool, as well as other 
technological attributes, such as hafting techniques.   
Observances made in today’s hunter-gatherer societies provide us with a vast 
amount of knowledge of the use of lithic tools.  Since the only remains found of Neolithic 
people today are usually bones (an exception is the find of the Iceman), it is difficult for 
researchers to find evidence for surgeries on soft tissue from human remains.   However, 
it seems likely, based on ethnographic research, that surgeries on soft tissue did occur, 
and that these simple procedures were performed, as well as the more difficult 
trepanations (Rudgley 1999). Since this research focuses on the use of obsidian, the 
following are examples of surgical and ritual practices that may be associated with 
obsidian use in Europe during the Neolithic.   
Some surgical procedures leave marks on the skull.  These vary from scrapes that 
may occur from surgery on the soft, scalp tissue surrounding the skull to the more 
invasive technique of trepanation, which was documented in detail by Wilson Parry, 
M.D. (1914, 1916, 1918, 1923).  Trepanation involves the removal of a section of the 
skull without damaging blood vessels to relieve symptoms associated with epilepsy, 
severe and chronic headaches, mental illness, vertigo, deafness, demonic possession 
(medical illness), fractures, and other head trauma (which is still done today in Western 
medicine), including the removal of foreign objects.  It was noted that the tools used by 
Parry in his experiments to do this procedure were made of obsidian, flint, slate, shell, 
glass, and shark teeth. 
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 Archaeologically, there is evidence that Neolithic populations also performed 
dental procedures (Rudgley 1999).  In addition, it is likely that they performed 
procedures that did not leave evidence on the skeleton.  Examples of some of these 
procedures have been observed in tribal and hunter-gatherer populations, and specifically 
with the use of obsidian.  These surgeries include amputations, the treatment of wounds, 
bone setting, bloodletting, male and female circumcision, clitoridectomy, Caesarian 
sections, and the removal of leprous tissue, swellings, and lipomas.     
 Ethnography has also given us information about the symbolic meaning 
associated with tools.  For example, observation of Australian aboriginies’ stone tool use 
has provided researchers with the realization that the stone tools, like all artifacts, are part 
of a complex symbol system.  Their users may assign meaning or value that has little to 
do with the functions of the tool.  Some tools are important because they are associated 
with spiritual power, ancestors, or gender (Jones 1990, Jones and White 1988, Sharp 
1952, Taçon 1991).   
  
Previous Use-Wear Research and Theory:  A Synopsis 
  While scientists have been conducting research to identify the function of lithic 
tools for almost two centuries (see Appendix A), significant lithic use-wear studies began 
with Semenov’s pioneering studies, which were published in the United States in 1964.  
The use-wear research continued with the work of Keeley (1974, 1979, 1980).  
Semenov’s work focused primarily on studying the microscopic polishes, striations and 
edge damage of Russian artifacts to explain how the tool was oriented during use and, to 
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a lesser degree, what materials on which the tools were used.  To conduct this research, 
Semenov replicated thousands of tools and used them on a variety of materials. He 
subsequently examined the tools for striations and compared them with the wear present 
on artifacts. Keeley’s work, known as the “Keeley method” (Newcomer et al. 1986, 
1988; Rees et al. 1991), focused upon identifying the materials worked by analyzing 
micropolishes.  Keeley developed this from Semenov’s work (Grace 1989).  He found 
that micropolishes contrasted with striations, as they are not a reductive process due to 
abrasion, but rather a depositional one.  Keeley identified micropolishes as an additive 
process that resulted from the “frictional heat” and “melting” of the materials onto the 
tool (Keeley 1980).  In the same work, Keeley demonstrated that polish brightness is the 
main way to identify the material worked.  While hide polish is relatively dull and rough, 
corn glosses are bright and smooth, wood polish is very bright and very smooth, and 
meat-cutting polish varies in brightness, but is relatively dull with a different surface 
texture and a greasy luster (Keeley 1980).  Keeley studied further use-wear phenomena, 
such as edge rounding and edge damage with polish to define the tool function and the 
material upon which it was used.  Furthermore, in regard to high-power microscopic 
analysis, Keeley (1974a, 1974b, 1977a/b, 1980) advises to utilize material from the same 
source as the archaeological tools when examining polishes, because the polishes are so 
individually distinctive.  He also explains that if the material is not available, then one of 
the same type and grain size should be used.  However, since then, other researchers have 
said that the use of raw material from the same site is not necessary, because of the very 
distinct nature of the polishes (Grace 1989). 
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Since Keeley’s initial observations on the process of polish formation, a debate 
has arisen about the accuracy of his findings.  There are two general theories on polish 
formation.  One is termed the silica gel theory (Anderson-Gerfaud 1980), and the other is 
the abrasion theory.  Shelley (1982) and Singer (1979) believe that polish forms when 
green plants with silica gel are processed.  This silica gel theory was also used to explain 
what appeared to be phytoliths embedded in the surface of flint tools.  Subsequent 
research failed to support the presence of these phytolith-like structures (Meeks et al. 
1982; Levi-Sala 1989 and 1993; Yamada 1993).  In fact, experiments have produced 
these structures by rubbing two flints together (Unger-Hamilton 1984).  This leads to the 
formation of the second theory, termed the abrasion theory, which states that polish is the 
result of the progressive smoothing of the stone due to surface abrasion.  This occurs 
because microscopic silica particles are detached and recompressed on the tool during use 
(Diamond 1979; Shea 1992).   
Researchers have made other observations on polish formation that fall outside 
the parameters of the silica gel and abrasion theories.  For example, Collins (1979) 
believes that polish formation is a reflection of the acidity of the plant being processed.  
Others, such as Kamminga (1979), have suggested that the presence of water during plant 
processing is what causes the presence of the polish.  Corruccini (1985) suggests that the 
presence of moisture on the worked material during use also plays a role in the formation 
of wear features on obsidian, such as striations.  Research by Bettison (1985) has shown 
that sickle sheen, or polish from processing plant materials, is an attritional wear, similar 
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to that postulated by the silica gel theory, that varies as a result of the age of growth of 
the plant, which may allow archaeologists to determine the season of occupation of a site. 
Others, such as Grace (1996), Shea (1992), and Odell (1982), have studied 
microwear phenomena, such as microfractures and edge dulling, as well as striations and 
polish.  They have also addressed important issues, such as the use of blind experiments 
to analyze the interpreter’s ability to correctly identify wear and post-depositional wear 
patterns. 
 
Types of Use Analysis and Considerations for Choosing a Methodology  
 Three basic methods have characterized use-wear studies to date.  There are those 
that attempt to isolate the dependent and independent variables under laboratory-
controlled conditions.  Others try to replicate the wear patterns without control, that is, 
under conditions that are more natural.  Finally, there are those that analyze the wear 
patterns on ethnographic tools with known functions (Hayden and Kamminga 1979). 
 Analysts can observe use wear on three different levels.  The first level is based 
on the attributes of the edge used and the macrowear present on them.  While most tools 
that have been used display wear that is visible to the unaided eye, analysts may 
misclassify tools with microscopic damage when using only a macroscopic assessment 
(Andrefsky 1998).  The second level is based on the low-power microscopy approach, or 
edge-wear analysis, which is used in addition to the macrowear analysis and the study of 
the edge attributes.  Finally, the high-powered microscopy approach looks at microwear 
and polish distribution (Grace 1989).  The level of analysis used is dependent upon 
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factors such as the research questions that are asked, the size of the assemblage, the time 
and money available, and the expertise of the experimenter.  The light microscope is 
useful for the low and high-power examination of wear on large collections, while 
scanning-electron microscopy (SEM) is most effective when examining the mechanics of 
wear formation (Ahler 1979). 
The low power microscopy approach uses magnifications under 100x.  Abrasive 
forms of damage, such as polish, are difficult to see using low-powered 
stereomicroscopes (Odell 1982).  Odell (1982) has demonstrated a relatively high degree 
of accuracy by using only low-power microscopy techniques; however, there is an 
inability to identify correctly the exact material worked (Odell 1982).  Overall, the low-
power techniques rival the high-power ones in terms of accuracy.  However, low-power 
microscopy techniques are advantageous because they require less time to perform than 
high-power microscopy techniques, and only one microscope is required, making the 
analysis less expensive (Odell 1982).  Andrefsky (1998) states that the low power 
microscopy techniques are more useful for determining the action of use, such as slicing, 
boring, and sawing, as well as the relative density of the material worked, that is, soft or 
hard.  Odell and Odell-Vereecken (1980) have shown that low-powered analysis is an 
accurate technique, yet not precise enough to identify the specific types of materials 
worked by the tools. The basic types of microwear can be observed with light 
microscopes (Odell 1982).     
The high power microscopy approach, or Keeley method, uses magnifications 
between 100x and 500x.  The major contribution of this technique is the identification 
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and analysis of polish formation that determines the material worked.  However, this 
technique is problematic in blind tests with tools used on more than one material (Keeley 
1980; Keeley and Newcomer 1977).  Also, factors such as post-depositional effects 
(Lévi-Sala 1986), raw material color (Bamforth 1988), and the replication of polish 
formation (Hurcombe 1988; Moss 1987) are factors that have been suggested to affect the 
ability to identify correctly the functions of tools through high power microscopy 
techniques. Higher-powered equipment provides more intense and effective lighting 
conditions, and eliminates most of the depth of field problems due to the uneven surface 
of the artifacts.  High power practitioners generally employ two types of microscopes, 
incident light and SEM, so they can observe the full range of wear patterns (Odell 1982; 
Andrefsky 1998).  If the sample size is small, or the time and money are available to 
process larger samples, the high-power microscopy approach is desirable (Odell 1982).     
The ability for analysts to identify distinctive polishes by using high-power 
microscopy approaches is not always agreed upon.  Recent studies have shown that the 
qualities of polishes created by working different materials can overlap and are not 
necessarily distinctive.  Variables that affect polish are the type of lithic material used, 
motion of use, duration of use, and post-depositional effects including the cleaning of the 
artifacts (Unger-Hamilton 1984).  Grace (1989) notes that the main problem with high-
power microscopy analysis is that the descriptions of the polishes are subjective and 
unusable by independent workers.  In addition, the brightness of the polishes is a function 
of the type of microscope and lighting used (Grace 1996).  Polish seems to be absent for 
the most part on obsidian because of its shiny nature (Grace 1989). 
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In addition, the ability to interpret wear by using either a low-powered or a high-
powered microscopy technique is not always agreed upon.  Moss (1983) argues that any 
edge damage observed at between 75 -100x magnifications is usually meaningless, unless 
the analyst also uses high-powered microscopy information about polish or striations to 
check the reliability of the edge damage interpretation.  She also questions the value of 
examining wear at the range of 25 -100x magnifications in use-wear studies. 
On the other hand, Odell and Odell-Vereecken (1980) argue that low-power 
microscopy methods are reliable analytical tools for determining the function of the 
artifact.  They state that they are not just alternatives when other methods are not 
available, but are capable of providing vast amounts of data when high-power 
microscopy methods are not adequate, even though the specific material worked cannot 
be determined accurately with low-power microscopy techniques.  That is, low-power 
microscopy techniques would be advantageous when studying large collections that do 
not require high specificity in diagnosing the material worked, because they require less 
time and money.  They also advise that it is most logical to define the situation and 
specify the goals of the analysis, then choose the methods to employ.  A consensus 
emerged at the Uppsala conference (an international conference on lithic use-wear 
analysis) in 1989, stating that the low and high powered techniques are not competing, 
but rather alternative strategies depending on the problems being addressed (Grace 1996).   
Scanning electron microscopy analysis is also popular in use-wear analysis 
because of its ability to provide a great depth of field at high magnifications (Shea 1992).  
Hay (1977) published results demonstrating that it is possible to see enough variability in 
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use-scratches when using SEM to determine the different materials worked and the nature 
of those materials.  Analysts also employ SEM in use-wear research to study 
micropolishes in areas such as rock art engravings (Alvarez, Dánae Fiore et al. 2001).  
Generally, researchers use SEM analysis when studying the wear formation process, or 
when searching for organic residues, such as plant phytoliths (Shea 1992; Kealhofer et al. 
1999), starch grains (Barton, Torrence, et al. 1998), or blood stains (Hortolà 2001, 2002).  
Phytoliths also play a role in residue analysis.  Kealhofer et al. (1999) note that 
range of phytoliths associated with use deposited on artifacts would be significantly 
different from the range of types of phytoliths in the adjacent soil.  Phytoliths can provide 
information about the materials worked, when combined with use wear evidence such as 
polishes, and can also indicate the hafting of a tool.  However, it is important to note that 
the analysis of phytoliths alone is not indicative of use, merely contact.  In order to 
surmise tool function, use-wear would have to be present as well.  Jahren et al. (1997) 
note that not only phytoliths are useful with residue analysis, but animal minerals, such as 
the apatite and carbonate in bones and teeth, may also provide information about the use 
of a tool, for example animal or plant processing. 
Other residue analysis has considered the chemical compounds left on the tools 
after use.  Christensen et al. (1992) have produced promising qualitative elemental data 
with experiments involving environmental scanning electron microscopy, Rutherford 
backscattering spectrometry, and particle-induced X-ray emission spectrometry, and 
similarly positive results have been obtained when using these techniques on museum 
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pieces that are thousands of years old and have undergone decades of handling since 
being excavated.   
Although there is not a debate on the existence of residues on used stone tools, 
there are problems with residue analysis. Craig and Collins (2002) argue that the nature 
of the surface of lithic materials is not conducive to any long term bonding with protein; 
however, much of the archaeological literature contradicts this so, alternative ideas about 
preservation of residues in these archaeological contexts are needed, or the methods 
employed in residue analysis must be re-evaluated.  The presence of a residue may or 
may not be a result of the function of the tool.  For example, contamination from 
surrounding sediments and post excavation handling can occur (Grace 1996).  
Contamination can be controlled by handling the artifacts carefully and by conducting 
soil testing from the immediate area where the artifact was found (Fullagar et al. 1996, 
Hardy et al. 1997; Newman et al. 1996, 1997). Therefore, it is important to conduct 
residue analysis on artifacts with a detailed history of curation (Grace 1996).  If the use-
edge is incorrectly identified, the residues analyzed on that edge are not necessarily 
related to the use of the tool (Grace 1996).  According to Grace (1996), the analysis of 
residue has a role to play when analyzed with the use wear on the artifact, but the analysis 
of residue alone is not enough to determine the function of the tool.  An example of 
research integrating residue analysis with use-wear was done by Hardy and Garufi 
(1998), who attempted to identify plant residues in conjunction with use wear with the 
hopes of identifying the species of the wood worked, as well as the actions of the wood 
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working tools.  Loy et al. (1989, 1992, 1998) have attempted to identify the species that 
the tool was used to cut by analyzing blood residue. 
Even subsurface damage has been studied.  Derndarsky and Ocklind (2001) have 
used dyes on quartz tools to enhance subsurface damage in use-wear research.  Others, 
such as Shanks et al. (2001), have attempted to recover DNA trapped in the microcracks 
of stone tools, which would possibly allow the identification of processed animals to the 
subspecies level (Bonnichsen et al. 2001).   
Most of the use-wear analysis conducted is qualitative in nature.  Many 
researchers have tried to come up with ways to quantify these data.  Keeley (1980) tried 
to quantify the brightness of polish using a light meter.  Dumont (1982) researched 
interpherometry to measure the variations in the texture of polished surfaces; however, he 
advises that this is a difficult approach to utilize due to technical limitations.  Stemp and 
Stemp (2001) have experimented in UBM laser profilometry to quantify use wear in a 
non-destructive nature by measuring and recording the micro-topographical patterns 
related to stone tool use.  Image analysis, measuring the texture, pattern, and degree of 
polish development, has provided promising results for quantifying use-wear polish 
(González-Urquijo and Ibáñez-Estévez 2002), especially when used in conjunction with 
other use-wear procedures. 
Keeley and Newcomer (1977) state that the choice of analytical techniques is 
dependent upon what factors of wear the researcher is examining.  Those who are 
examining micro-fracturing should utilize low-power microscopy techniques because 
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they are most effective for this, while mid-range magnifications (up to 100x) are good for 
studying striations.  Polishes are best examined with magnifications of up to 400x.   
 
Interpretations Made with Use-Wear Studies 
Use-wear research can provide specific information about the function of one 
artifact, or it can provide general information, such as site activities.  When examining 
one tool, researchers are able to derive information about the function of the tool, the 
materials worked, and the motion during use.  For example, use wear can tell us the 
relative hardness of the material worked, to a point.  However, softer materials may 
produce little wear, or wear patterns that could be confused with non-use modification.  
In some instances, it is possible to identify the actual type of material on which the tool 
was used.  Information about the motion and direction of use of the tool can be gleaned 
from examining the wear patterns as well.  Cutting, sawing, boring, and scraping are 
examples of the use methods that can be interpreted.  Use wear on individual tools can 
verify relationships between the form of a tool and its function (Shea 1992).   
When analyzing complete assemblages, use wear can provide information on the 
function of the site as a whole, such as the activities that were occurring at a site (Grace 
1989).  Information about the motions of the tools used and the range of materials worked 
can allow the identification of the range of activities taking place at that site.  Kill sites 
and special-activity sites can be recognized, as well as sites that had a variety of activities 
occurring.  For example, analysts can make connections between the use of the tools, the 
spatial clusters of these artifacts, and their distributions within the site to identify the 
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specific use of different regions of the site (Shea 1992). The range of materials worked 
can also provide information on subsistence strategies, or the general importance of 
vegetal as opposed to animal resources, and the proportion of vegetal and animal 
materials used.  Use-wear analysts are able to determine not only the types of work that 
was done at a site, but how much of a particular type of work was done at a site (Hayden 
and Kamminga 1979).  However, Whittaker (1994) advises that it is important to 
determine the number of flaked stone tools that must be examined to understand what 
activities were being performed at a site.  That is, an appropriate sampling design is 
important.  Furthermore, comparisons between similar assemblages can be made to 
determine if they had the same or different functions (Shea 1992).  
 
Problems with Use-Wear Analysis 
 The analysis of use-wear on artifacts is a difficult and complex procedure 
involving many variables, such as the material used, the morphology of the tool, and the 
subjective nature of interpreting wear and polish (Grace 1989).  Factors affecting the 
analysis of artifacts range from the preservation of the assemblages to the rating of the 
skills of the analysts.  However, many of arguments regarding preservation and skill 
factors are applicable to most archaeological research (Bamforth 1988). 
 First, the preservation of the archaeological record is always an issue, and lithics 
are not exempt from this.  Post-depositional effects, such as sedimentary processes and 
subsequent trampling, involve processes similar to the compressive and bending forces 
that occur during use (Grace 1989; Shea 1992). 
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In addition, experimental analysis raises questions.  For example, Andrefsky 
(1998) notes that critics of replication studies argue that the studies show only how the 
tools may have been made and used in the past, not how they were actually used.  
Although it is true that it shows how a tool may have been used, these experiments do 
produce a range of variability that can be controlled and understood.   
Another issue is the subjectivity and observer error in use-wear analysis (McGuire 
et al. 1982; Newcomer et al. 1986, 1987).  For example, analysts are more likely to 
interpret accurately tools used for longer periods on harder materials because they exhibit 
more wear than tools used for processing softer materials, such as those associated with 
food procurement and processing (Shea 1992).  In addition, the analysis of lithic use wear 
frequently involves the interpretation of visually assessed features through analogies 
made by an experimental set of tools.  This results in variation in the interpretation 
among analysts, even though they are using the same techniques (Shea 1992).   
Furthermore, multifunction artifacts may have wear patterns similar to those on single-
purpose experimental tools.  It is possible that tools were used for another purpose after 
they were discarded, and it is also possible that the reuse occurred after a significant 
amount of time had passed (Bordes 1980).  Related to the aspect of reuse, Odell (2001) 
notes that tool manufacture is a dynamic process.  People may not have only reused the 
tools, but they may also have reshaped or modified the tools into another form, or the 
tools may have broken after deposition.  Because of these possibilities, it is unlikely to 
ascertain a sole function of a lithic artifact.  For instance, a reduced biface could produce 
flakes that have a number of uses.  At this point, analyzing a flake allows one only to 
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infer the most recent use of the tool, while being oblivious to the role that the flake 
played when it was part of a biface.  In these cases, analysts may make incorrect 
interpretations ranging from the function of a single tool to the purpose of a site (Grace 
1996; Shea 1992).  Studies by Young and Bamforth (1990) demonstrate that a relatively 
low number of experienced and competent archaeologists correctly identify the used and 
unused edges of tools, most likely as a result of not considering the non-use 
modifications that occur.  However, others, such as Hurcombe (1988), argue that some 
methods for recording wear and rating the analysts’ interpretations are too stringent, for 
example, not acounting for probable and possible uses. 
Finally, researchers should identify the goals of the study before analysis due to 
the amount of time needed to perform use-wear replication experiments and to analyze 
the total assemblage (Grace 1989).  Ideally, analysts should address these goals before 
excavating so they can use the necessary methods to ensure optimal results.   
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Chapter Four:  The Experiment 
 
Materials Used 
 
Geologic 
Both in situ and secondarily deposited samples of obsidian were obtained from 
the Monte Arci region for this research.  Type Sardinian A (SA) obsidian was collected 
from the Conca Cannus region of the eastern side of Monte Arci, and Sardinian C (SC) 
obsidian was collected on the western side of Monte Arci.  
As previously noted, the obsidian in the western Mediterranean was obtained 
from four volcanic island sources, Lipari, Palmarola, Pantelleria, and Sardinia (Monte 
Arci)  (Dixon 1976; Tykot 1995; Williams-Thorpe 1995).  The obsidian from Monte Arci 
on Sardinia had been categorized into four groups ,SA, SB1, SB2, and SC (Hallam, 
Warren and Renfrew 1976), prior to the research conducted by Tykot (1991, 1992, 1995), 
which demonstrated that there are nine chemically distincive sources, five of which were 
used for making tools (SA, SB1, SB2, SC).  The research in this thesis focuses on the 
analysis of obsidian artifacts from the site of Contraguda, which have been attributed to 
SA and SC sources. 
Type SA obsidian is abundant in primary sources below the peak of Conca 
Cannas on the western region of  Monte Arci with the presence of surface finds from Su 
Paris de Monte Bingias and near Monte Sparau south.  Conca Cannas obsidian is black 
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and glassy, and often translucent enough to see any inclusions with an unaided eye.  
Deoposits of SC obsidian can be found in Punta Pizzighinu with secondary deposits near 
Perdas Urias, Mitza Sa Tassa, and Santa Pinta, and on the surface near Su Varongu and 
Mitza Troncheddu (Tykot 1997).  Also primarily black, SC obsidian is contrastingly 
untransparent when compared with the SA obsidian.  It may have intrusive red-brown 
colors, and it frequently has gray banding on the surface. 
 
Measurement 
The General® 6” (152 mm) Dial Caliper was used to take measurements of the 
dimensions of the obsidian tools.  The College B3002 DeltaRange® Mettler Toledo Scale 
was used to weigh the samples.  Edge angles were measured using a goniometer.  The 
tools were examined using a Zeiss stereomicroscope.     
 
Photography 
Photographs of obsidian samples and archaeological tools were taken using an HP 
720 photosmart camera.  Micrographs were taken with the ProScope™ USB microscope 
at 50x magnification. 
 
Methods 
Upon returning to the United States, the geologic samples were washed in tap 
water to remove any excess dirt and reveal any cortex.  The pieces were numbered and 
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weighed, and this information was entered into a database.  Photographs of the obsidian 
were taken and downloaded into a database.  
The purpose of this experiment was to create an experimental set of tools and to 
replicate wear that is indicative of use for a specific material.  One large nodule of SC 
obsidian (USF catalog number 6250, 2166.60 grams), and two smaller pieces of SA 
obsidian (USF catalog number 6248, 837.40 grams, and USF catalog number 6270, 
314.20 grams) were selected for the production of experimental tools.  One hundred fifty 
experimental tools were produced using direct hard hammer percussion methods.   
After I produced 150 tools, 80 were selected based on attributes such as size, 
sharpness of edges, and morphology.  In other words, the pieces that resembled tools 
from the Contraguda assemblage were selected.  The goal was to produce a set of tools 
comparable to the artifacts found at Contraguda, use them to process various materials 
that were likely used in prehistoric times at the site, examine the wear patterns on this 
experimental set, and compare the use wear to those found on the Contraguda artifacts to 
interpret the function of the prehistoric tools.  These experimental tools were then 
numbered and classified by type, based on definitions taken from Andrefsky (1998).  The 
types were flake, flake shatter, non-flake debitage, and blades.  A flake is defined as 
having a discernible point-of-applied-force or striking platform, and recognizable ventral 
and dorsal sides.  Flake shatter, on the other hand, has recognizable ventral and dorsal 
sides, but no recognizable striking platform.  Non-flake debitage is a detached piece that 
does not have recognizable dorsal and ventral surfaces or a striking platform.  The ventral 
side of the tool is the side that was facing the core before it was removed.  This side 
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usually has no other scarring on it that occurs from knapping other blades or flakes from 
the core.  The dorsal side of the tool is the side that was facing the flakes or blades that 
were removed from previous knapping.  There are usually multiple scars or evidence of 
knapping on the dorsal side due to this process.  Blade is defined as a detached piece with 
parallel or sub-parallel margins, usually twice as long as it is wide.  The amount of cortex 
was also recorded.  Again, based on Andrefsky’s (1998) rating techniques, the pieces 
were rated based on an ordinal scale:  0 = no cortex on the dorsal side, 1 = < 50 percent 
of the dorsal surface being covered by cortex, 2 = > 50 percent of the dorsal surface being 
covered by cortex, and 3 = the entire side being covered by cortex.  
The sample tools were numbered, and photographs of the tools were taken, 
documenting both the ventral and dorsal sides (Appendix B).  After this, they were 
weighed, and the maximum length, width, and thickness were measured.  The tools were 
then cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner using tap water to remove any remaining soil and 
microscopic pieces of obsidian that may have been present on the surface and edges of 
the tools from the original knapping.  After drying in an oven at approximately 35°C, 
they were examined microscopically at 50x magnification, and the point of percussion 
was noted, as well as any edge damage due to manufacturing.  The edge damage, when 
present, was minimal (on average 0.5 flakes per tool) for the SC obsidian, while the SA 
obsidian had substantially more edge damage (2.5 flakes per piece) from the production 
of the pieces.  Photographs were taken of some examples of points of percussion and 
edge damage at 50x magnification. 
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After the tools were produced, and 80 were selected and examined, two SA and 
two SC tools were used for each of the following materials:  meat (Bovis sp.), bone 
(Bovis sp., wet and dry), fish (Merlangius sp.), lambskin, dried meat (Bovis sp.), tropical 
grass (Stenotaphrum sp.), ceramics (terra cotta), leaves (Ulmus sp.), dried oak wood 
(Quercus sp.), clay (unsourced, self-hardening pottery clay), hair (Homo sapiens), 
feathers (Nymphicus hollandicus), and cork (Quercus suber).  Flora specimens, clay, and 
cork were obtained from the University of South Florida’s Tampa Campus.  The animal 
products and ceramic material were purchased at a local supermarket, with the exception 
of the feathers, which were taken from a molting pet.  The use-wear materials were 
chosen based on the categories outlined by Shea and Klenck (1993), who categorized 
them in terms of yielding and resistance.  The yielding classes are soft, medium (semi-
rigid), and hard (rigid), while the resistance categories were animal (non-siliceous), 
vegetal (moderately siliceous), and inorganic (highly siliceous).  The specific use 
materials were chosen based on their availability during the Neolithic in the Contraguda 
region.  They found that there is a range of wear for various materials, based on the 
material’s resistance and silica content.  The goal of this experiment was to produce wear 
patterns that could be compared to the artifacts, allowing for the function of the artifact to 
be attributed to one of these categories, rather than a specific plant, animal or other 
material.  The general hardness for the materials used in this experiment is presented in 
Table 2.  These are examples and are not a complete representation of the materials that 
could fall into each of these categories.  
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Table 2.  Hardness of Materials Worked Based on Shea and Klenck (1993) 
 
Hardness of 
materials worked 
 
Soft 
 
Medium 
 
Hard 
 
Animal 
Meat 
Hair 
Fish 
Animal hide 
Dried meat 
Feathers 
Bone 
 (wet and dry) 
Vegetal Leaves Cork Dried oak wood 
Inorganic Tropical grass Clay Ceramics 
 
 
Shea and Klenck (1993) found that wear patterns associated with their experiments could 
be identified at magnifications under 100x; however, they occasionally used 
magnifications of 120x to view smaller-scale wear.  
For each type of obsidian, one piece was used for five minutes, and the other was 
used for 15.  The edge that was used was recorded for subsequent analysis. Therefore, the 
angles and motions of use were not controlled.  However, the general angle(s) and 
motion(s) of use were noted on the use-wear form (Appendix C).  Experiments were also 
done to replicate bag-wear and trampling.  Details of the individual experiments are 
described in the following section.      
After the use experiments, the tools were cleaned to remove any deposits that 
would cover or hinder the viewing of the wear patterns on the tools.  This was done using 
a method similar to that described by Keeley (1980).  The tools were rinsed with water, 
and swished in a detergent solution to remove grease, and then rinsed again.  They were 
then placed in a 2 percent HCl solution for 5 minutes, rinsed, placed in 0.1 M solution of 
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NaOH for 30 minutes, and then rinsed again.  After that, they were cleaned in the 
ultrasonic cleaner using Fisherbrand ultrasonic cleaning (50 ml of cleaning solution per 
2000 ml of water) solution for 30 minutes.  They were then cleaned in the ultrasonic 
machine for 30 minutes using only water.  They were dried again in an oven at 
approximately 35°C.  After cleansing, observations were made on their wear 
macroscopically and at 50x magnification.  Photographs were taken of examples of 
different types of wear (Appendix D).     
A sample set of tools (n = 20), half SA obsidian and half SC obsidian, was made 
and numbered for the blind portion of the experiment.  These were taken from USF 
geological sample numbers 6250 and 6270.  Volunteers were recruited from the 
Anthropology Department at the University of South Florida (listed in 
acknowledgments).  The volunteers were directed to use a tool for a minimum of five 
minutes on a specific material, while noting the motions and methods used to work the 
material.  They also noted how well the tool worked, how long it could be used 
effectively, and if any breakage occurred.  The form with directions for this portion of the 
experiment is in Appendix E.  After use, these tools were cleaned in the same manner as 
the sample set I worked with was cleaned, the wear was analyzed, and interpretations 
were made.    
 
The Methods and Standards Used for the Analysis of the Tools 
 The tools used in this experiment, as well as those analyzed from the site of 
Contraguda, are flaked tools without retouch.  The analysis of the experimental set of 
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tools was conducted using the form in Appendix F.  The information recorded on this 
form was based on research done by Grace (1989).  The purpose of recording the wear in 
this manner is to maintain a consistent method for observing the wear patterns from one 
tool to the next.   
The tool number and type of obsidian were recorded on this form, along with 
topographic features, edge morphology, and both macro- and micro-edge wear.  The 
topography included the general nature of the edge (e.g., flat, undulating, or ridged) as 
well as other topographic features that were present on the edge, such as percussion 
ripples and edge feathering.  Morphological features of the used edge were also recorded.  
These features included the angle, length, thickness, profile, and shape of the edge.  The 
angle measurement of the used edge was taken at the midpoint of the used edge 1 mm 
back from the edge of the tool using a goniometer.  The length of the used edge was 
measured using a pliable piece of wire as a guide.  The measurement of the thickness of 
the tool was also taken from the midpoint of the used edge.  The profile is a measurement 
of the plan of the use edge, which could be convex, straight or concave.  This 
measurement is a ratio of the perpendicular distance of the working edge and its chord, or 
linear distance between the extremities of the working edge.  This measurement is taken 
by using graph paper, and it is calculated by dividing the perpendicular measurement by 
the chord (Figure 9).  For example, a concave edge would produce a negative profile 
measurement, while a straight edge would produce a measurement of zero, and a convex 
edge would produce a positive score (Figure 10).  The shape of the tool is measured in a 
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 Figure 9.  The measurement of the profile of the tool (from Grace 1989) 
 
similar manner; however, the size of the complete tool is measured.  The working edge of 
the tool is placed along the y-axis of the graph paper, and the maximum lateral dimension 
of the tool is measured.  This measurement, divided by the maximum height of the tool, 
which is obtained in a similar manner but measured along the x-axis, provides a score 
that is indicative of the overall shape of the tool (Figures 11 and 12). 
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 Figure 10.  Examples of profile ratios (from Grace 1989) 
 
 Macroscopic and microscopic use wear was recorded on these tools.  For the 
purposes of this analysis, macroscopic wear is that which is seen without any 
magnification, and microscopic wear (for this experiment) is that which is seen at 50x 
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Figure 11.  The calculation of the shape of the tool (from Grace 1989) 
 
magnification.  The same factors were recorded for both macroscopic and microscopic 
wear.  Macroscopic wear could be present on a tool without microscopic wear being 
present.  The first factor that analyzed was the location of the wear.  The ventral and 
dorsal sides of the tool were studied to determine if wear was present.  If there was no 
wear, this was noted, and if there was, the side or sides with wear were noted.  
Macroscopically, the wear was recorded as being absent, occurring at a rate of < 5 
fractures per 10 mm, or occurring at a rate of  ≥ 5 fractures per 10 mm.  Microscopically, 
use-wear fractures were recorded as being absent, occurring at a rate of < 5 fractures per 
5 mm, or occurring at a rate of ≥ 5 fractures per 5 mm.  In both instances, these fractures 
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 Figure 12.  Examples of the scores obtained from shape measurements (from Grace 1989) 
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 Figure 13.  Common fracture types recorded in this experiment, with arrows in the profile 
view representing the direction of force resulting in the various fracture types (from 
Grace 1989) 
 
were classified as flakes (or conchoidal fractures), snaps, or steps (Figure 13).  The 
predominant fracture types were recorded for each tool, as was the distribution of the 
wear.  The wear distribution was classified as either random, having no regular pattern, 
intermittent, displaying a regular pattern on some areas of the edge but not others, and 
regular, which is a consistent display of wear along the edge. The minimum and 
maximum sizes of the wear fractures’ widths were measured and noted. Finally, the 
amount of edge rounding was examined.  Recording on the observance of edge rounding 
is heavily subjective.  In this research it was either noted as absent, light, or heavy.  
Macroscopically, heavy rounding is characterized by a rounded edge that can be easily 
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seen with the unaided eye and felt with the finger.  Light rounding is more difficult to 
define, and the assignment of this rating is usually made after a more detailed 
observation.  Microscopically, edge rounding was rated as heavy if an obviously blunt 
edge was observed, and light if it was more questionable.  Typically, with macroscopic 
examination, the more the edge rounding that was present, the more difficult it was to 
focus the edge of the tool when viewing it laterally.  Due to the highly subjective nature 
of edge rounding, and the variety of angles produced when manufacturing lithic tools, it 
is probably more beneficial to use this as supporting evidence for the presence of wear 
rather than as a primary indicator.   
  
Results of the Experiment 
 In these experiments, the tools that were used on known materials were analyzed 
first, then the tools used in the blind experiments.  While the topographic and edge 
morphologies of these experimental tools were recorded, this analysis focuses primarily 
on the wear patterns identified in the forms of fracture types, and their frequency, size, 
and distribution. Acknowledgments have been made regarding the effectiveness of the 
different types of obsidian when processing materials.  In some instances, it is not clear if 
these differences are likely due to the type of obsidian or the morphology of the tool, and 
these instances are noted.  Appendix G provides a complete record of the experiment.    
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Material Worked:  Meat.  Tool Numbers:  1, 2, 41, and 42 
 The SC obsidian tools (1 and 2) were more effective for processing meat than the 
SA obsidian tools (41 and 42).  The SC obsidian only required sawing and cutting to 
produce cubes of meat, while the SA obsidian used for 15 minutes required the use of a 
scraping motion, causing the meat to appear soften or torn rather than cut.   
 There was no evidence of macrofractures on the SC tools; however, 
macrofractures were present at the rate of < 5 per 10 mm in the form of flakes and snaps 
on the ventral side of the tools produced from the SA material.  The SA tool used for 15 
minutes only had damage in the form of flakes, while the SA one used for five minutes 
showed damage in the form of both flakes and snaps.  This wear was distributed 
randomly across the edge of the tool, and was possibly related to the edge angle.  There 
was no evidence of edge rounding at the macroscopic level on any of the four tools. 
 The microscopic analysis revealed that the SA tools showed wear on the ventral 
sides at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm on the both of the tools.  The SA tool used for five 
minutes produced microwear in the form of flakes and snaps, while the tool used for 15 
minutes produced wear in the form of flakes, snaps, and steps.  The most common  
fracture types were flakes on both tools, and the sizes of the use-wear damage ranged 
from 0.2-3 mm.  
The SC tools showed microscopic wear at a rate of < 5 fractures per 5 mm for the 
tool used for 5 minutes, and ≥ 5 fractures per 5 mm for the tool used for 15 minutes. Both 
tools displayed only flake and step fractures, with steps being the predominant fracture 
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type on the SC tool used for 5 minutes, and flakes being the predominant fracture type on 
the SC tool used for 15 minutes.  The sizes of these fractures ranged from 0.1 – 1.5 mm.  
For all tools used to work meat, the tools used for 5 minutes had wear that was 
randomly distributed along the edge, while the tools used for 15 minutes produced an 
intermittent pattern of wear.  None of the tools showed evidence of microrounding. 
 
Material Worked:  Bone (wet).  Tool Numbers:  3, 4, 43, and 44 
The SA tools were used to saw and cut and appeared more effective for 
processing this type of material than the SC tools did.  While the SA tools removed or 
incised the bone with the cutting and sawing motions, the SC tools only removed bone 
material effectively by scraping. 
Macroscopic wear was present on the ventral and dorsal sides of each of the four 
tools in the forms of flakes and steps.  While the SA tools did not display a dominant 
fracture type, the SC tool used for 5 minutes was predominantly marked by step fractures, 
as was the SC tool used for 15 minutes; however, it was harder to determine the 
predominant fracture type on the latter.  Three of the tools displayed macrowear on the 
order of ≥ 5 fractures per 10 mm.  The fourth, the SC tool used for 15 minutes, had < 5 
fractures per 10 mm.  These were found at regular intervals.  Light edge rounding was 
found on the SC tool used for 5 minutes, the SA tool used for 15 minutes, while no edge 
rounding was found on the other two tools. 
 The microscopic wear appeared on the ventral and dorsal sides of the tools used 
for 5 minutes, the dorsal side of the SC tool used for 15 minutes, and the ventral side of 
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the SA tool used for 15 minutes.  Flakes and steps were found on all of the tools, while 
snaps were also noted on the SA tool used for 15 minutes.  While there was no 
predominant fracture type observed on the tools used for 5 minutes, steps were the most 
abundant fracture type found on the tools used for 15 minutes.  These fractures occurred 
in a regular manner at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm on all of the tools. The fracture sizes 
ranged from 0.2 – 3 mm for the SC tools, and 0.25 – 3 mm for the SA tools.  Light 
microrounding was observed on three of the tools, with heavy microrounding occurring 
on the SC tool used for 5 minutes. 
 
Material Worked:  Fish.  Tool Numbers:  5, 6, 45, and 46 
The SA tools worked better than the SC tools for cutting fish skin and flesh in this 
experiment.  However, time, rather than type of obsidian, played a factor in the methods 
of use in this experiment.  The tools used for 5 minutes were used to cut and saw, while 
the tools used for 15 minutes dulled and were used in a scraping method.  
Macrowear was observed on three of the four tools, excluding the SA tool used 5 
minutes.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes had one step fracture (< 5 per 10 mm) on its 
dorsal side, and the tools used for 15 minutes had ≥ 5 fractures per 10 mm.  The SC tool 
had macro flakes and snaps regularly distributed along its edge, both on the dorsal and 
ventral sides, with snaps prominent.  The SA tool had flakes and steps regularly 
distributed as well, but only on the ventral side, without a prominent fracture type.  No 
edge rounding at the macroscopic level was observed on any of the tools. 
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Microscopically, the SC tools had edge damage on the dorsal sides.  Flakes and 
steps were on the tool used for 5 minutes, while flakes, snaps, and steps were on the tool 
used for 15 minutes.  Flakes were the most common fracture type on both of the tools.  
This edge damage was distributed regularly on these tools at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  
The SA tool used for 5 minutes showed randomly distributed microwear on the ventral 
and dorsal sides.  This wear was in the form of flakes and snaps with flakes being the 
most common type.  It was observed at the rate of < 5 per 5mm.  The SA tool used for 15 
minutes had microwear on the ventral side in the form of flakes and steps, without a 
predominant type, and the wear was regularly distributed at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5mm.  
Microscopic edge rounding was observed only on the SA tool used for 15 minutes and it 
was light.  The fracture sizes ranged from 0.1 – 2 mm on the SC obsidian, and 0.25 – 2 
mm on the SA obsidian. 
 
Material Worked:  Bone (dry).  Tool Numbers:  7, 8, 47, and 48 
The SC obsidian cut dry bovine bone; however, it was slower at working the bone 
than the SA obsidian.  All of the tools were used in a sawing motion.  Both SC tools and 
the SA tool used for 15 minutes were also used in a cutting fashion. 
Macroscopically, there was damage on the edges of the ventral and dorsal sides of 
all of the tools, in the form of flakes and steps occurring at the rate of ≥ 5 per 10 mm. The 
most predominant fracture type on the SA and SC tools used for 5 minutes and the SC 
tool used for 15 minutes were steps.  The use wear on these tools was distributed 
regularly.  The SA tool used for 15 minutes had a random distribution of wear and no 
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predominant fracture type.  All of the tools displayed macrorounding.  The SA tool used 
for 5 minutes displayed heavy rounding, and the other tools had light rounding. 
Microwear was present on the dorsal sides of all of the tools, and on the ventral 
side of the SA tool used for 5 minutes.  Flakes and steps were found on all of the tools, 
and snaps were also found on the SA tools.  There was no predominant fracture type on 
the SC tools, and flakes and steps were more common than snaps on the SA tools.  The 
wear was regular and occurred at ≥ 5 per 5mm on all of the tools.  Microrounding was 
light on the SC tool used for 15 minutes and heavy on the remaining tools.  The use 
fractures on the SC tools ranged in sizes from 0.2 – 2 mm and 0.25 – 2 mm on the SA 
tools.   
 
Material Worked:  Ceramics.  Tool Numbers:  9, 10, 49, and 50 
 There did not appear to be any difference between the effects of SA and SC 
obsidian on the ceramics.  All of the tools were used in a scraping and sawing motion, 
creating an etched effect upon the terra cotta. 
 Macrowear was present in the forms of flakes and steps on the ventral and dorsal 
sides of all the tools, and it occurred at the rate of < 5 per 10 mm.  The SC tools and the 
SA tool used for 5 minutes showed steps as the predominant fracture type.  No 
predominant fracture type was observed on the SA tool used for 15 minutes.  The wear 
patterns were random on the SA tools and intermittent on the SC tools.  Light 
macrorounding was observed on the tools used for 15 minutes, and heavy edge rounding 
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was observed on the SA tool used for 5 minutes.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes did not 
display any edge rounding.    
 Microwear, in the form of flakes and steps, was present on the ventral sides of all 
of the tools, and on the dorsal sides of those tools used for 5 minutes.  Steps were the 
predominant fracture type on the SC tools; the SA tools did not have a predominant type.  
The wear was at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm, except for the SA tool used for 5 minutes, 
which showed wear at the rate of < 5 per 5 mm.  The edges of each tool appeared heavily 
rounded at the microscopic level.  The SC tools’ fractures ranged in sizes from 0.1 – 2 
mm, and the SA tools’ fractures ranged in sizes from 0.2 – 3 mm. 
 
Material Worked:  Dry Oak.  Tool Numbers:  11, 12, 51, and 52 
 The experiments with the dry oak required a sawing motion with all of the tools.  
In addition, a scraping method was used with the SA tools and the SC tool used for 15 
minutes.  
 Macroscopic wear was visible on the ventral and dorsal sides of all of the tools.  
The wear on the SA tools occurred at a rate of < 5 per 10 mm, and the wear on the SC 
tools occurred at a rate of ≥ 5 per 10 mm.  The SC tools only displayed regular 
macroscopic wear in the form of snaps, while the SA tool used for 5 minutes displayed 
flakes and steps, and the SA tool used for 15 minutes displayed flakes, steps, and snaps.  
Both of the SA tools displayed random wear.  Macrorounding was absent on all of the 
tools except the SA tool used for 15 minutes, which had heavy macrorounding.   
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 Microscopic wear was noted on the ventral sides of all of the tools and the dorsal 
side of the SA tool used for 15 minutes and both of the SC tools.  Flakes, snaps, and steps 
occurred on all of the tools, with snaps predominating on the SC tools.  The SA tool used 
for 15 minutes produced wear at the rate of < 5 per 5mm, while the other tools had wear 
at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  The wear on the SC tools was regular, the SA tool used for 5 
minutes had intermittent wear, and the SA tool used for 15 minutes had random wear.  
Microrounding was only present on the SA tool used for 15 minutes, and it was heavy.  
The SA tools’ use wear measured 0.25 – 3 mm, and the SC tools had wear measuring 0.1 
– 3 mm.   
 
Material Worked:  Tropical Grass.  Tool Numbers:  13, 14, 53,and 54 
 All of the tools used on the tropical grass were used in the same manners, cutting, 
sawing, and scraping.  There was no notable difference between the effectiveness of the 
SA and SC obsidian. 
 The tools used for 5 minutes did not display any macrowear.  The tools used for 
15 minutes produced wear on the ventral and dorsal sides at a rate of ≥ 5 per 10 mm in 
regular intervals.  The most common type of fracture was the snap on both of the tools.  
The SA tool also had step fractures, the SC tool had steps and flakes in addition to the 
snaps.  The only macrorounding observed was light and on the SA tool used for 5 
minutes.   
 Microwear was observed on the ventral side of all of the tools, and the dorsal 
sides of the SA tool used for 15 minutes, and both SC tools.  The rate of the wear on the 
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SA tool used for 5 minutes was < 5 per 5 mm, and the remainder of the tools had a rate of 
wear of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  The SA tool displayed use wear in the form of flakes in a random 
pattern.  The remaining tools had microscopic use wear in the form of flakes, steps, and 
snaps.  The predominant use-wear fracture type varied for each of the tools.  The SA tool 
used for 15 minutes had a regular pattern of microwear generally in the form of flakes 
and snaps.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes predominately had flakes as the common 
microwear type, and the use wear was distributed randomly along the edges.  Finally, the 
SC tool used for 15 minutes had regularly patterned wear with the snaps being the 
predominant wear type.  Light microrounding was observed on the SA and SC tools used 
for 15 minutes, and heavy edge rounding was noted on the SA tool used for 5 minutes.  
The SC tool used for 5 minutes did not have any microrounding.  The SA tools had use-
wear fractures ranging in sizes from 0.2 – 2 mm, and the SC tools had fractures 
measuring from 0.1 – 2 mm. 
 
Material Worked:  Leaves.  Tool Numbers:  15, 16, 55, and 56 
 Initially, there appeared to be a difference in the effectiveness between the SA and 
SC obsidian types when cutting the leaves.  However, in this instance the one tool that 
was not functioning as well as the others, the SA tool used for 5 minutes (#55) had a 
greater edge angle than the others.  The cutting difficulty was most likely due to this 
factor.  The tools in this experiment were used in a cutting and sawing manner.  
 Macroscopically, no wear was observed on the SA tool used for 5 minutes.  The 
SC tool used for 5 minutes and the SA tool used for 15 minutes had macrowear on the 
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ventral and dorsal sides.  The SC tool used for 15 minutes only had macrowear on its 
dorsal side.  When wear was present, it was at the rate of < 5 per 10 mm.  The SC tool 
used for 5 minutes had flake and step fractures intermittently displayed along the working 
edge, with steps being the most common.  Snaps and steps were present on the tools used 
for 15 minutes, and they both had a regular pattern of wear.  Steps were more common on 
the SC tool, and snaps were more common on the SA tool.  There was no evidence of 
macrorounding; however, the SA tool used for 5 minutes had an edge that appeared to be 
heavily rounded; however, it was also noted that this might be due to the natural edge 
angle of the tool or the manufacturing processes.  
 Microscopic wear was present on the ventral side of all of the tools.  It was also 
present on the dorsal sides of the SC tools and the dorsal side of the SA tool used for 15 
minutes.  The SA tool used for 5 minutes had a wear pattern with snap fractures 
randomly occurring at a rate of < 5 per 5 mm, and the other tools had various types of 
fractures regularly occurring at a rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  The SA tool used for 15 minutes 
had snap and step fractures, with snaps being the most common.  The SC tool used for 5 
minutes had microwear in the form of flakes, snaps, and steps with flakes being the 
predominant type of use-wear fracture.  The SC tool used for 15 minutes had microwear 
in the form of flakes, snaps, and steps with flakes and steps being the most common types 
of wear.  Microrounding was absent on the SC tools and light on the SA tools.  The SA 
tools had fractures measuring in sizes from 0.2 –2 mm, and the SC tools had fractures 
measuring in sizes from 0.2 – 3 mm. 
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Material Worked:  Animal Hide.  Tool Numbers:  17, 18, 57, and 58 
 The SC tools cut the animal hide more effectively than the SA tools.  However, 
the SC tools dulled after about three minutes of use.  All of these tools were used in 
cutting, sawing, and scraping motions. 
 Macrowear was absent on all of the tools, and only the SA tool used for 5 minutes 
showed any sign of macrorounding, and it was light.  Microwear was present on the 
ventral sides of the SA tool used for 15 minutes and both of the SC tools.  The microwear 
was present at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm in the form of flakes and snaps on all of the tools, 
and steps on the tools used for 15 minutes.  The SA obsidian did not have a predominant 
wear type, and it was randomly distributed.  The SC tools had flakes as the predominant 
type of wear and they occurred in regular patterns.  There was no evidence of edge 
rounding on these tools.  The SA tool used for 5 minutes did not display any microwear.  
The light edge rounding and lack of wear on this tool is probably more a result of the 
edge angle of the tool rather than the type of obsidian, as the angle was at least 20° 
greater than the other tools.  The size of the use-wear fractures on the SC obsidian 
measured 0.1 mm, while the SA obsidian use-wear fractures were 0.2 mm. 
 
Material Worked:  Cork.  Tool Numbers:  19, 20, 59, and 60 
 While cork from trees is available on Sardinia, I was unable to return with 
samples, so cork test tube stoppers were used as a substitute.  The obsidian tools were all 
used in a sawing method on the cork.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes was also used to 
cut the cork.   
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 Macrowear was present on the ventral and dorsal sides of the tools used for 5 
minutes, and it was present on the dorsal side of the SC tool used for 15 minutes.  The SA 
tool used for 15 minutes did not have any macrowear.  When the wear was present, it was 
in the amount of < 5 per 10 mm, with only snaps occurring on the tools used for 5 
minutes, and flakes occurring on the SC tool used for 15 minutes.  On the SC tools, the 
wear was intermittent.  The wear was random on the SA tool used for 5 minutes.  
Macrorounding was not present on any of the tools. 
 Microscopic wear was observed on all of the tools.  The tools used for 5 minutes 
had wear on both the ventral and dorsal sides, the SC tool used for 15 minutes had wear 
only on the dorsal side, and the SA tool used for 15 minutes had wear on the ventral side.  
The SA tools had flakes, steps and snaps occurring at the rate of < 5 per 5 mm in an 
intermittent fashion.  The most common type of use-wear fractures observed on the SA 
tool used for 5 minutes were snaps, while the most common fractures on the SA tool used 
for 15 minutes were steps.  Microrounding was absent on both of these tools.  The SC 
tools displayed wear at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes had use 
wear in the form of flakes, snaps and steps with steps and snaps being the most common.  
This wear was distributed regularly across the edge of the tool.  The SC tool used for 15 
minutes had an intermittent distribution of flakes on its edge.  The microrounding was 
light on both of the SC tools.  Possible striations were noted on the SA tools.  The use-
wear fractures ranged in size from 0.2 – 1 mm on the SA obsidian, and 0.1 – 5 mm on the 
SC obsidian   
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Material Worked:  Hair.  Tool Numbers:  21, 22, 61, and 62 
 For this experiment, volunteers (Beyer and Ceo) removed hair by shaving their 
arms and cutting small bundles of hair from their scalps.  While some epithelial tissue 
may have been removed during this process, skin is also classified as a soft animal 
product; therefore, not affecting the results.  The tools in this experiment were used to 
cut, shave, and scrape.  The SA tool used for 5 minutes was used to cut, and the 
remaining tools were used to scrape or shave. 
 Macroscopic wear on the SA tool used for 5 minutes occurred in a regular pattern 
in the form of snaps at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm on the ventral and dorsal sides of the tool.  
The SA tool used for 15 minutes did not have any macroscopic wear.  The wear on the 
SC tool used for 5 minutes had use wear in the form of flakes and steps, with steps being 
the most common type.  These use-wear features were distributed in a random manner at 
a rate of < 5 per 10 mm on the ventral and dorsal sides of the tool.  The SC tool used for 
15 minutes had flakes intermittently distributed on the ventral side at the rate of ≥ 5 per 
10 mm. Macrorounding was absent on these tools. 
 Microscopically, all of tools had use wear on the ventral sides, with the SC tool 
used for 5 minutes also showing wear on the dorsal side.  This wear occurred in the form 
of flakes, snaps, and steps on all of the tools except the SA tool used for 15 minutes, 
which did not have step fractures.  The most predominant fracture type in all instances 
was snaps.  These fractures were distributed at a rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm for all of the tools.  
The pattern of wear was regular on all of the tools with the exception of the SC tool used 
for 15 minutes, where it appeared in an intermittent fashion.  The wear on the SA tool 
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used for 15 minutes appeared serrated in nature.  Microrounding was absent on all of the 
tools.  The SA tools had use wear fractures measuring 0.1 – 1 mm, and the SC tools had 
use-wear measuring 0.1 – 2 mm.  
 
Material Worked:  Clay.  Tool Numbers:  23, 24, 63, and 64 
 All of the tools in this experiment were used in a cutting motion.  
Macroscopically, the tools that had wear were the ones used for 5 minutes.  The SA tool 
had wear in the form of snaps that occurred regularly at a rate of ≥ 5 per 10 mm on the 
ventral and dorsal sides.  The SC tool had wear in the form of flakes that intermittently 
occurred at the rate of < 5 per 10 mm on the dorsal side.  Macrorounding was absent on 
all of the tools. 
 Microscopically, the tools used for 5 minutes had use wear present on the ventral 
and dorsal sides, while the tools used for 15 minutes had wear on the ventral sides.  The 
SA tool used for 5 minutes had a random pattern of flakes and steps occurring at a rate of  
< 5 per 5 mm, with no predominant type.  This tool had light microrounding, while the 
remaining did not have microrounding.  The SA tool used for 15 minutes had use-wear in 
the form of flakes and snaps, without a predominant type, randomly distributed at the rate 
of < 5 per 5 mm.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes had flakes and snaps intermittently 
distributed along the ventral and dorsal sides of the tool at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  
There was no predominant fracture type on this tool.  The SC tool used for 15 minutes 
had flakes, snaps, and steps intermittently occurring at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm along the 
ventral side of the use edge, with snaps as the predominant fracture type.  The sizes of the 
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use-wear fractures on the SA tools ranged from 0.1 – 3 mm, and the sizes of the use wear 
fractures on the SC tools ranged from 0.1 – 1 mm. 
 
Material Worked:  Dried Meat.  Tool Numbers:  25, 26, 65, and 66 
 The tools in this experiment were used to process dried meat by cutting and 
sawing.  Macroscopic wear occurred on all of the tools at the rate of < 5 per 10 mm.  On 
the SA tool used for 5 minutes, flakes and steps occurred on the ventral and dorsal sides 
intermittently.  There was no predominant fracture type on this tool.   The SA tool used 
for 15 minutes had a random pattern of flakes and steps on its ventral side.  Again, there 
was no predominant fracture type.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes had snaps occurring in 
a regular pattern on the ventral and dorsal sides of the tool, while the SC tool used for 15 
minutes had flakes occurring intermittently on both sides. There was no macrorounding 
observed on these tools. 
 Microscopically, the wear on these tools occurred at a rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  The 
SA tool used for 5 minutes had flakes and snaps distributed intermittently on the ventral 
and dorsal sides.  The most common use-wear fracture type on this tool was the flake.  
The SA tool used for 15 minutes had snaps and steps randomly distributed on the dorsal 
side, with the snap being the predominant fracture type.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes 
intermittently displayed snaps and steps, with snaps being the most common type of use-
wear fracture on the ventral and dorsal sides.  The SC tool used for 15 minutes had all 
three types of use-wear fractures with snaps being the most common.  These were 
distributed regularly on the ventral and dorsal sides.  On the SC tool used for 5 minutes, 
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microrounding was absent, and light microrounding was observed on the remainder of 
the tools.  The use-wear fractures on the SA tools displayed wear ranging from 0.1 – 2 
mm.  The SC tools had use-wear fractures measuring from 0.1 – 4 mm.  
 
Materials Worked:  Feathers.  Tool Numbers:  27, 28, 67, and 68 
 The tools in this experiment were used in a cutting and sawing motion.  Overall, 
the SC tools stopped working effectively after 5 minutes of use, and the SA tools were 
better suited for processing feathers. 
 Macroscopic examination revealed that the SA tool used for 5 minutes had steps, 
and to a lesser degree snaps, on the dorsal side of the tool.  These fractures were 
distributed in a regular pattern at a rate of ≥ 5 per 10 mm.  The SA tool used for 15 
minutes also had a regular pattern of wear with flakes and snaps with snaps being the 
most common use-wear type.  These occurred at a rate of ≥ 5 per 10 mm on the ventral 
side of the tool.  The SC tool used for 5 minutes had macrowear on the ventral and dorsal 
sides at the rate of ≥ 5 per 10 mm.  This wear was in the form of flakes and steps, with 
flakes being the predominant fracture type.  The SC tool used for 15 minutes displayed 
the same wear as the SC tool used for 5 minutes, but the wear was only present on the 
ventral side and in the form of flakes.  Macrorounding was absent on these tools. 
 Microscopically, the SA tools were similar.  Wear was present on one side, the 
dorsal side, of the tool used for 5 minutes, and on the ventral side of the tool used for 15 
minutes.  The wear on the tool used for 5 minutes occurred at a rate of < 5 per 5 mm, 
while the wear on the tool used for 15 minutes occurred at a rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  The 
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wear on both tools was in the form of flakes, snaps, and steps, without a predominant 
fracture type.  Both of the SC tools had wear in the form of flakes, snaps, and steps 
occurring at the rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  On the SC tool used for 5 minutes, the wear was 
present on the ventral and dorsal sides with steps being the most common wear type.  The 
SC tool used for 15 minutes had wear on the ventral side with flakes and steps being the 
most common types.  The use wear on all four tools occurred at regular intervals.  The 
microrounding was heavy on the SA tool used for 5 minutes, light on the SC tool used for 
5 minutes and the SA tool used for 15 minutes, and absent on the SC tool used for 15 
minutes.  The SA tools had use wear measuring 0.25 – 3 mm, and the SC tools had use 
wear measuring from 0.2 – 1 mm.   
  
Bag-Wear Experiment.  Tool Numbers 29 and 69 
 These tools were placed in a 4 mil plastic bag with other obsidian and carried for 
a week (approximately two hours of walking and driving motion each day for seven days) 
in order to mimic the handling of artifacts after they are excavated from a site.  After the 
week was over, the tools were examined macroscopically and microscopically.   
 Macroscopic wear was noted on both tools.  The SA tool had snaps and steps 
randomly distributed ≥ 5 per 10 mm, without a predominant fracture type.  These use-
wear fractures were observed on the ventral and dorsal sides of the tool.  The SC tool had 
flakes randomly distributed on the ventral side of the tool at the rate of < 5 per 10 mm.  
There was no evidence of edge rounding; however, it broke during the experiment.  Both 
pieces were examined.  
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 Microscopically, wear on the SA tool occurred at a rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  This 
wear was in the forms of flakes, snaps, and steps on the dorsal side in an intermittent 
pattern and there was no predominant fracture type.  The SC tool had flakes and snaps 
occurring in a random pattern at a rate of < 5 per 5 mm.  There was no predominant 
fracture type on this too either.  There was no evidence of microrounding on these tools.  
The fractures on the SA tool ranged from 0.25 – 1 mm, and the fractures on the SC tool 
range from 0.1 - 0.5 mm.   
 
Trampling Experiment.  Tool Numbers 30 and 70 
In the trampling experiment, a piece of SA and a piece of SC obsidian were 
placed in a bin of sand at a depth of 2.5 cm.  They were then stepped on 200 times, by a 
105 lb individual wearing sneakers.   
Macroscopic wear was observed on the ventral and dorsal sides of both pieces.   
The SA tool had random damage in the form of flakes, snaps, and steps at the rate of < 5 
per 10 mm, with no predominant fracture type.  The SC obsidian had snaps and steps in a 
regular pattern on one edge at the rate of ≥ 5 per 10 mm, and random on the other edges 
at a rate of < 5 per 10 mm.  There was no macrorounding on either piece. 
Microscopic wear was present on the ventral sides of both tools.  The SA piece 
had flakes, snaps, and steps without a predominant type in an intermittent pattern at the 
rate of ≥ 5 per 5 mm.  The SC piece had flakes and steps in a random pattern at the rate of 
≥ 5 per 5 mm. There was no predominant fracture type on this piece.  Microrounding was 
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absent.  The fractures on the SA piece ranged in size from 0.1 – 1 mm, and the fractures 
on the SC piece ranged in size from 0.5 – 1.5 mm.   
 
Results and Interpretations of the Blind Experiment 
 The blind experiment was done with tools 31 – 40 and 71 – 80.  These tools were 
used by volunteers, in my absence, on the same materials that were used in the controlled 
portion of the experiment.  After the tools were used and cleaned, they were examined 
using the same parameters that were used with the sample set.  The information was then 
compared to the data collected with the sample set (as presented in Appendix G).  
Comparisons were made based on the categories of predominant macrowear type, 
macrowear pattern, macrowear frequency, microwear type, microwear pattern, microwear 
frequency, macrorounding and microrounding.  For each category, the matching patterns 
for both SA and SC sample sets were noted.  The types of materials worked for each 
category and obsidian type were noted, and the frequency of the occurrence between 
categories was tallied.  That is, if soft meat was present in all categories, this possible use 
was given a score of eight.  If there was only one category of wear that matched wear 
from soft meat, then it was given a score of one.  To reduce the possible number of 
interpretations of wear, if the material produced a score of one, that material was not 
included in the list of possible materials that the tool was used to process.  After the 
possible materials that the tools were used upon were noted, the forms that were 
completed by the volunteers were reviewed and the use of the tool was noted. 
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 This test produced mixed results.  For example, with the SC obsidian, I was able 
to attribute wear correctly (that is, the material worked was within the top two most 
tallied groups based on my wear analysis in either type of obsidian), to the exact material 
worked 90 percent of the time, while a correct identification by chance would occur 9 
percent of the time.  However, with the SA obsidian, I was able to attribute wear 
correctly to the exact material worked (e.g., soft meat, medium meat, hard meat) 60 
percent of the time.  Overall, I was successful in identifying the exact material 75 percent 
of the time.  I was able to identify the class of material (e.g., meat, vegetal, inorganic) 90 
percent of the time for the SC obsidian, and 80 percent of the time for the SA obsidian.  
The wear patterns on the tools used in the blind set were compared to wear patterns on 
both types of obsidian.  When compared solely to the wear patterns on the same type of 
obsidian, the materials worked were correctly identified 70 percent of the time with the 
SC obsidian, and 50 percent of the time for the SA obsidian.  When compared solely to 
the other type of obsidian, the materials were identified 50 percent of the time for the SC 
tools used in the blind experiment, and 40 percent of the time for the SA tools used in the 
blind experiment.  The results of this analysis will be addressed further in the discussion 
section of this thesis. 
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Chapter Five:  Analysis of Obsidian Artifacts from the Site of Contraguda, Italy 
 
Description of the Site 
 In order to make a sufficient interpretation of artifact and site function, it is 
important to understand the site and archaeological context of the obsidian artifacts 
examined in this study.  The open air site of Contraguda sits on a hill in the Coghinas 
Valley of Sardinia, about 20 km from the north coast of Sardinia and 3 km north of the 
town of Perfugas in Sassari (Figure 14).  Used during the Late Neolithic, or the Ozieri 
period, this site extends over several hectares and is the largest Ozieri settlement known 
on Sardinia.  Not only is the site one of the largest open-air sites from this time, but it is 
also one of the only open-air sites with obsidian artifacts.  While most of the 
contemporaneous sites that have produced obsidian artifacts on this island have been 
almost exclusively rock shelters and caves, Contraguda provides archaeologists with a 
different perspective on the lifeways during the Late Neolithic on Sardinia.    
 This site was first identified in 1980 during an archaeological survey that was 
conducted to identify and catalog archaeological features at the site.  In 1992, a 
systematic investigation of Contraguda was begun by Boschian et al. (2000-2001).  Five 
radiocarbon dates obtained from this site place it in the mid-4th millennium BC, with the 
calibrated dates ranging between 4050 and 3770 BC.  However, the samples that 
provided these dates were not from the same context as the obsidian tools, which appear 
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 Figure 14.  The location of Contraguda on the island of Sardinia, Italy with other Late 
Neolithic sites identified 
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to be from later in the Ozieri period.  This makes the site contemporaneous with Grotta 
Filiestru, as well as the sites of Basi, Presa-Tusiu, and Scaffa Piani in Corsica.  The 
location of this site and the time it was used, places it in an important position.  At this 
time, obsidian was being distributed from Monte Arci throughout Sardinia and Corsica 
and to mainland sites in Italy and France.      
 Obsidian tools have been found at this site outside of a feature, called Structure 
A-B.  This structure is composed of a series of small, interrelated walls, which form 
rooms.  Structure A-B is of unknown function, and the quality of the construction varies.  
One hundred ninety-two obsidian tools were found in strata beneath the plow zone 
associated with this structure. These tools were found in areas 3, 4, 19, and 20 of the site 
(Figure 15), which are adjacent to each other and in proximity with the undefined 
Structure A-B. 
 
The Excavation of Contraguda 
In November and December of 1992, preliminary excavations took place in 
Contraguda by Boschian et al. (2000-2001) with the approval of the Ministero per i Beni 
culturali ed Ambientali.  The first unit that was excavated covered 32 m² and was labeled 
“saggio A.”  The upper 25 cm stratum contained a light brown soil with artifacts that 
were disturbed by agricultural activity.  Under this plow zone were levels with degraded 
limestone and flint, which were also destroyed by the agriculture activity and 
subsequently covered with colluvium.  One hundred meters from “saggio A” a second 
unit, “saggio B,” was opened.  This second unit was on a greater slope than the 
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 Figure 15.  A site plan of Contraguda highlighting areas 3, 4, 19, and 20, and test units D, 
I, and Q.  Red areas indicate those with obsidian artifacts (from Lai and Tykot 2004 after 
Boschian et al. 2000-2001). 
 
first, and covered 13 m².  This unit contained archaeological materials, predominantly 
lithics, in a 30–35 cm layer of dark, tawny soil.  This layer also was disturbed by 
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agricultural activities.  Under this was a very compact, dark brown, almost black layer 
with a muddy texture and small, sandy lenses. 
Under a subsequent layer of degraded limestone, there was a more abundant 
amount of archaeological materials, including lithics and pottery.  The layer containing 
these items ranged in depth from 10 – 40 cm below the degraded limestone.  During the 
excavation of this layer, two structures became partially exposed.  The first one was 
visible along the north and southwest walls of the unit, while the second one was present 
along the east and southeast walls.  There were more lithic deposits including blocks of 
unworked flint under the second structure.  The soil under this layer was light brown and 
sandy with more lenses and an abundant amount of archaeological materials. 
The excavations during this season demonstrate that people were utilizing this site 
during prehistoric times and there were at least two distinct phases of use.  The first one 
was related to the Ozieri culture, and the second one is attributed to the phase between 
the end of the Copper Age and the beginning of the Bronze Age. 
During the 1995-1996 field season, the main goals of the research were to find the 
boundary of the site and protect it from further damage from agricultural activities.  This 
season consisted of a survey of about 8 ha.  This was divided into three areas during this 
survey, each 10,000 m² in size.  “Saggio B” was expanded by 24 m² more.  This defined 
the zone of the two structures discovered during the prior excavation.   
Fourteen test units were excavated, twelve of which yielded in situ archaeological 
layers with a remarkable amount of artifacts.  Of particular interest are test units D and I 
in area 3, and test unit Q in area 4.  Test unit D was on the top of a hill, which included 
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the space frequented by people during prehistory.  Several cobbles of medium and small 
size were found in this unit, as well as several potsherds and lithic artifacts.  Test unit I, 
covering a surface of 69 m², was opened on a higher part of the hill, where the land takes 
on a slight slope, about 30 m from test unit D.  This test unit uncovered many stones that 
appeared related to each other.  The removal of plowed soil in this test unit revealed two 
structures.  The first had an elliptical shape (7 x 5 m) and was oriented in an east-west 
direction.  This structure was a large tumulus made of flat flint stones and cores, as well 
as other undefined materials of various sizes between 5 and 50 cm long.  Some of these 
were placed in an organized manner.  About 80 cm of this structure was visible above 
ground before the excavation.  Ceramic Ozieri artifacts were also found on the surface.  
The second structure was about 2 m south of the tumulus and was partially embedded in 
the limestone bedrock. 
A remarkable quantity of manufactured lithics and ceramics were found in test 
unit Q, which initially covered 36 m².  The distribution and density of these artifacts 
required reducing the investigation to 4 m².  In this reduced investigation, a hollow, 
unidentifiable structure was uncovered, which contained an abundant amount of artifacts 
including decorated Ozieri pottery, well-crafted flint blades, food remains and residue, 
and a bone punch. 
As the field season progressed, the excavation expanded to about 3 ha, including 
the previously, partially investigated areas 3 and 4.  Area 3 was enlarged to about 90 m² 
for further research of the two structures excavated in the prior field season, and the 
amount of tumulus uncovered was also expanded. At this time, Boschian et al. decided to 
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excavate around the tumulus, because the plan of this structure was complex.  In addition, 
there are no other similar coeval structures like this in Sardinia, so only a portion of it 
was excavated.  Culturally, the tumulus is attributed to the terminal phase of the Ozieri 
culture.  Structure B had a dense concentration of stones placed on the limestone bedrock 
with several unspecified archaeological materials and food remains.  Area 4 produced 
archaeological remains, including some structures that were distributed along a surface of 
123 m².  The artifacts from this sequence were of the Ozieri culture, as well as from the 
terminal phase of the Monte Claro and Bonnannaro cultures.  The analysis of these 
artifacts identified a first phase of use during the final Neolithic with breaks in continuity, 
either due to abandonment or a decline in activity or population.  There are also 
components of use, transformation, and abandonment during the end of the Copper Age 
and the Early Bronze Age. 
The work between 1997 and 2000, by Boschian et al., included the division of the 
entire hill into large 50 x 50 m sections.  Each section was defined as an area, and shovel 
tests were done inside them to determine the limits of the site and assess the dimensions 
of the deposits.  The prehistoric site was about 4 ha; however, the surface finds of lithic 
and ceramic materials covered a much larger region.  The deposit was thinner on the 
upper part of the hill, and became thicker along the south and southeast slopes of the hill.  
The excavations in 1997 followed the preliminary tests, and focused on areas 3, 4, 19 and 
20.  During this research, they found that the hill of Contraguda was the site of many 
components of use by humans during prehistory.  The most substantial use appears to 
have occurred during the Late Neolithic.  
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The Stratigraphy of Contraguda 
 The following defined stratigraphic sequence applies to the entire hill of 
Contraguda: Layer 1 includes soil disturbed by agricultural activities, containing 
abundant amounts of ceramics from the Ozieri period.  Materials from the Copper and 
Bronze Age are rarely found.  The second layer contains materials from the metal ages; 
however, a systematic investigation has not been done on these objects.  The soil in this 
layer is probably of colluvial origin, and is found only south of the hill in area 1.  The 
third and fourth layers correspond to the highest part of the hill, and are present in some 
parts of areas 3, 4, 19, and 20.  There is no continuity due to the damage from plowing, 
thus they cannot be directly related to each other.  Both of these layers contain materials 
from the Ozieri culture.  Layer 5 consists of the pits dug in the limestone bedrock, which 
also contains Ozieri culture materials. 
  
The Sampling Strategy for the Analysis of the Obsidian Artifacts from Contraguda 
 Over 500 obsidian artifacts were found at Contraguda.  These artifacts were sent 
to the archaeological lab at the University of South Florida to be chemically analyzed to 
determine the most likely source that provided the raw material for these tools.  Although 
this sample provides an opportunity to research the use of these tools, many of the 
artifacts were of an uncertain context, primarily due to agricultural activity around the 
site that has disturbed the soil matrix in which these obsidian objects were found.  In 
addition, the curation of these artifacts from this site is unknown.  However, radiocarbon 
dating indicates that these artifacts are most likely from the Ozieri period. 
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In order to assess confidently what activities were taking place, only obsidian 
artifacts from well documented contexts were analyzed, primarily from the 192 obsidian 
pieces found in areas 3, 4, 19, and 20.  Additionally, all of the 192 tools have been 
classified as to the most likely attributed source (Tykot et al. 2003), and others from this 
sample have been sent for chemical analysis to obtain additional information about the 
geologic source.  Analysis showed that the artifacts were attributed to the SA and SC 
sources of Monte Arci.  Since the tools sent out for analysis were not available for this 
use-wear study, I relied only on the tools which were available for 19 specific test units in 
these four areas, so in some instances not all of the tools in a unit were available for 
analysis.  However, 110 tools (Appendix H, Table 3) were analyzed, representing 
approximately 20 percent of the total assemblage from Contraguda and all of the areas 
where radiocarbon dates were obtained.  
 
Artifact Analysis 
 The tools in the assemblage from Contraguda, and therefore the experimental set, 
were composed of expediently made, informal, unretouched, small, flaked tools.  
According to Binford (1979), these types of tools are situational in use, not produced with 
a specific use in mind, and made with little regard to form.  The expedient nature of their 
manufacturing and short period of use are interpreted as being wasteful when compared 
to formal tools which are used for long periods of time and retouched for subsequent use.  
Informal tools, such as the ones in the Contraguda assemblage, are thought to be 
indicative of sedentism (Parry et al. 1987).  While mobile groups generally utilize formal 
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Table 3.  The Contraguda artifacts analyzed in this study, including the area number, unit, 
obsidian type, and the results of the use-wear analysis 
USF NUMBER AREA UNIT NUMBER TYPE MATERIALWORKED 
2991 3 L19           SA Hard Animal Products 
3020 3 L19           SA Medium Hardness Animal Products 
3022 3 L19           SC Soft Animal Products 
3034 3 L19           SA Soft Vegetal Products 
3035 3 L19           SA Soft Inorganic Products 
3036 3 L19           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3095 3 L19           SC Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
2983 3 M19           SA Post-Depositional Wear 
2984 3 M19           SC Hard Animal Products 
2986 3 M19           SA Post-Depositional Wear 
3004 3 M19           SA No Wear Present 
3006 3 M19           SC Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3007 3 M19           SA Medium Hardness Animal Products 
3008 3 M19           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3104 3 M19           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3116 3 M19           SC Hard Animal Products 
3165 3 M19           SA Soft Animal Products 
2994 3 M20           SC Hard Animal Products 
2995 3 M20           SA Soft Animal Products 
2996 3 M20           SA Soft Vegetal Products 
2998 3 M20           SA Medium Hardness Animal Products  
2999 3 M20           SA Post-Depositional Wear 
3000 3 M20           SC Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3001 3 M20           SC Post-Depositional Wear 
3002 3 M20           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3003 3 M20           SA Soft Inorganic Products 
3024 3 N18           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3026 3 N18           SC Post-Depositional Wear 
3027 3 N18           SC No Wear Present 
3059 3 O17           SA Post-Depositional Wear 
3061 3 O17           SC Soft Animal Products 
3062 3 O17           SA Hard Animal Products 
3068 3 O17           SC Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
3069 3 O17           SA Post-Depositional Wear 
3070 3 O17           SC Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3072 3 O17           SA Soft Inorganic Products 
3073 3 O17           SC No Wear Present 
3074 3 O17           SC Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
3076 3 O17           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3079 3 O17           SC Post-Depositional Wear 
Continued on the next page 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
USF NUMBER AREA UNIT NUMBER TYPE MATERIALWORKED 
3122 3 O17           SA Hard Animal Products 
3123 3 O17           SA Soft Animal Products 
3141 3 O17           SA Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
3145 3 O17           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3146 3 O17           SA No Wear Present 
3155 3 O17           SA Hard Inorganic Products 
3154 3 O18 SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3064 3 O18           SC Hard Animal Products 
3065 3 O18           SC Hard Animal Products 
3077 3 O18           SC Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
3101 3 O18           SC Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
3103 3 O18           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3081A         3 O18           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3081B         3 O18           SA Soft Vegetal Products 
3081C         3 O18           SA Hard Animal Products 
3179 4 HHH23         SA Hard Vegetal Products 
3184 4 L12           SC Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3192 4 L12           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3194 4 L12           SC Post-Depositional Wear 
3186 4 S11           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3189 4 S11           SC Hard Vegetal Products 
3272 19 GG4           SC Post-Depositional Wear 
3273 19 GG4           SC Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3336 19 HH2           SC Soft Inorganic Products 
3377 19 HH2           SC Soft Vegetal Products 
3453 19 HH2           SC Soft Inorganic Products 
3455 19 HH2           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3456 19 HH2           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3457 19 HH2           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3458 19 HH2           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3283 19 II1           SA Soft Inorganic Products 
3284 19 II1           SA Post-Depositional Wear 
3285 19 II1           SA Post-Depositional Wear 
3286 19 II1           SA Soft Animal Products 
3287 19 II1           SC Soft Inorganic Products 
3288 19 II1           SC Hard Animal Products 
3289 19 II1           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3291 19 II1           SC Soft Vegetal Products 
3491 19 II1           SC Soft Animal Products 
3298 19 LL3           SC Soft Inorganic Products 
3299 19 LL3           SA Post-Depositional Wear 
3301 19 LL3           SC Soft Animal Products 
Continued on the next page 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
 
USF NUMBER AREA UNIT NUMBER TYPE MATERIALWORKED 
3302 19 LL3           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3303 19 LL3           SC Medium Hardness Animal Products 
3304 19 LL3           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3305 19 LL3           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3306 19 LL3           SA Hard Animal Products 
3307 19 LL3           SC Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
3392 19 LL3           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3445 19 LL3           SA Hard Vegetal Products 
3446 19 LL3           SC Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
3472 19 LL3           SA Soft Inorganic Products 
3482 19 LL3           SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3220 20 EE45          SC Hard Inorganic Products 
3221 20 EE45          SC Post-Depositional Wear 
3223 20 EE45          SC Post-Depositional Wear 
3204 20 FF50          SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3205 20 FF50          SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3206 20 FF50          SC Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3207 20 FF50          SC Soft Animal Products 
3219 20 GG3           SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3229 20 GG47          SC Soft Inorganic Products 
3240 20 GG47          SA Medium Hardness Inorganic Products
3241 20 GG47          SC Hard Animal Products 
3242 20 GG47          SC Soft Inorganic Products 
3243 20 GG47          SA Soft Animal Products 
3209 20 GG49          SC Soft Inorganic Products 
3218 20 GG49          SA Medium Hardness Vegetal Products 
3210 20 GG50          SC Soft Inorganic Products 
3211 20 GG50          SC Soft Vegetal Products 
3213 20 GG50          SC Soft Vegetal Products 
 
 
tools because these tools are multifunctional, modifiable, and easily transported, 
sedentary populations are not as affected by raw material availability.  Therefore, 
sedentary populations do not need the formal tools, as they can manufacture, use, and 
discard the tool as the need arises (Andrefsky 1998).   
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Any of the tools I studied which were not already sourced by Tykot et al. (2003), 
I attributed to either the SA or SC source based on a physical appearance.  The tools were 
then examined macroscopically and microscopically to identify any use wear and the 
edges on which these patterns occurred.  The artifacts were then rated using the same 
methods that were used for the experimental set to determine their function.  The 
determination of the most likely type of material processed was based on the same 
process that was used to determine the function of the tools used in the blind portion of 
the experiment. 
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Chapter Six:  Results and Discussion 
 
Experimental Results  
During the experiments, users observed that the SA and SC obsidian varied in 
effectiveness for working certain materials.  For example, when processing soft animal 
products, the SC obsidian cut the meat in clean cubes, while the SA obsidian was not as 
effective, leaving the meat to appear torn or shredded.  In contrast, hard animal products 
(wet and dry bone) were processed more effectively when using SA tools.  Medium 
hardness animal products were processed effectively using both types of obsidian; 
however, specific materials classified in the medium hardness animal category, such as 
animal hide, fish, and feathers were processed more effectively with specific types of 
obsidian, as noted in the previous chapter.  There was no difference noted between the 
two types of obsidian when processing vegetal and inorganic products.    
 The wear patterns observed on the SA and SC obsidians were significantly 
different in nine out of eleven observed parameters, as well (Table 4).  In some instances, 
the use of one type of obsidian would not produce wear on the macroscopic level.  This 
was noted on some of the SC obsidian tools that were used to process soft animal and soft 
and medium organic products, and on some of the SA obsidian tools used to process soft 
and medium animal, soft and medium inorganic, and medium vegetal products.  Overall, 
the SC obsidian demonstrated more evidence for macroscopic wear.  The variations and 
similarities of all the use-wear attributes examined in this study are presented in 
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Appendix I, and statistical comparisons of the distribution of these attributes between SA 
and SC obsidian are provided in Table 4.  For this comparison, the non-parametric 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used, as the data are non-continuous.  The results reflect a 
comparison of the distribution of the measurements between the SA and SC obsidian 
tools used in the controlled portion of the experiment.  The individual categories used to 
interpret wear were compared, rather than the individual use categories, as this provides a 
larger sample size. 
 
Experimental Discussion 
The use-wear experiment produced results that are noteworthy for this research, 
as well as the design of other obsidian use-wear studies.  These include the variation of 
the effectiveness of working the material based on the type of obsidian, as well as the 
production of different wear patterns on these obsidians. 
This experiment was conducted with two of the types of obsidian used to make 
the artifacts from the site of Contraguda in an attempt to control for this variable.  Even 
though I found no mention of a study that specifically compared and demonstrated the 
use-wear attributes of two types of obsidian, I expected that there would be some 
variation between the usefulness of the types and wear patterns on the tools due to the 
variations in chemical composition, inclusions, and brittleness.  This research has 
demonstrated that some variation does occur that appears to be related to the type of 
obsidian used, at least in the case of the SA and SC obsidians used at Contraguda.  The 
results in Chapter Four indicate that using obsidian from a different source as a reference 
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Table 4.  The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the use-wear features analyzed 
in this research 
FEATURE TWO-SIDED LARGE 
SAMPLE K-S STATISTIC 
APPROXIMATE P VALUE 
SA and SC 
macrowear type 
1.27 0.08 
SA and SC 
macrowear 
distribution 
1.778 < 0.005 
SA and SC 
macrowear 
frequency 
1.905 < 0.005 
SA and SC 
microwear type 
1.778 < 0.005 
SA and SC 
microwear 
distribution 
2.54 < 0.005 
SA and SC 
microwear 
frequency 
3.556 < 0.005 
SA and SC 
macrorounding 
3.429 < 0.005 
SA and SC 
microrounding 
2.54 < 0.005 
SA and SC 
minimum fracture 
size 
2.286 < 0.005 
SA and SC 
maximum fracture 
size 
1.016 0.25 
SA and SC fracture 
size range 
0.889001 0.41 
 
 
set can reduce the number of correct interpretations made when analyzing artifacts, in this 
case, up to one-fifth of the time.  If the results of future research support the findings in 
this study, this could provide important information for others conducting use-wear 
experiments with obsidian. 
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While only two tools from each of the obsidians were used on each specific 
material, these initial observations would benefit from a more detailed experiment with a 
larger sample size, while discriminating and controlling more of the variables, such as 
edge profile, edge angle and duration of use, direction of use, and other types of obsidian.  
These factors were not controlled in this study due to the stabilization of the use edge and 
its angle that occurs when working a material.  In addition, controlling for the same use 
angle is debatable.  The nature of material processing is one that employs angles and 
motions that are varied and inconsistent due to the preference of the worker, the 
characteristics of the product, and the desired result.  Also, the brittleness of obsidian 
causes damage to occur more quickly than on other materials, such as flint.  In addition, 
these tools in the Contraguda assemblage were likely to have been used for one purpose, 
as previously discussed (Andrefsky 1998; Binford 1979; Parry et al. 1987).  However, a 
study controlling for the use of various combinations and permutations of the categories 
of materials investigated in this research could also provide valuable information, 
particularly for formal, multifunctional tools.  This was not addressed in this research 
because of the informal nature of the artifacts, and limits due to time and funding. 
 Not only is it important to identify the source of the obsidian that was exploited 
for artifact production in prehistory and use these same materials when analyzing use 
wear, but it is also essential to conduct a blind experiment in order to identify the 
analyst’s ability to identify correctly the material worked.  Without conducting the blind 
portion, there is no way to verify the reliability of the analyst when interpreting wear on 
artifacts.  An additional benefit from the blind portion of the experiment is that the results 
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produced by using these tools can be added to the initial set of experimental tools since 
the product it was used on is known.  This not only increases the sample size of the 
experimental set, but also allows the analyst to identify wear patterns that were created by 
different users who may not have been using the same methods as the analyst did on the 
initial sample set.  
 Through my survey of the literature, I have found that the analysis of use-wear 
attributes on lithic artifacts is a highly subjective process.  This aspect makes attempts to 
duplicate experiments or analysis difficult without direct training.  Even then, it is likely 
that the analysts have conflicting views on how use wear is observed.  Researchers may 
define terms in various ways, or interpret wear differently, and they may emphasize the 
importance of the range of use-wear attributes inconsistently.    
 In an attempt to address this problem and standardize lithic use-wear analysis, 
Grace (1996, 2004) has developed computer programs that analyze information (e.g., 
form, wear patterns and lithic grain size) of an artifact, and subsequently provide 
information on tool technology and use.  LITHAN is an example of a program that 
analyzes the technology and typology of tools, and FAST is a program that provides the 
likely use of the tool.    
 
Results for the Contraguda Artifacts 
 The determination of the use of obsidian tools at Contraguda was based on the 
documentation and scoring of visible wear attributes on the artifacts.  These attributes 
were then compared to those patterns found on the experimental tools to identify the 
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material these tools were most likely used to process.  The analysis of 110 artifacts from 
19 different units in Areas 3, 4, 19, and 20 revealed that most (43 percent) of the tools 
were used to process inorganic materials, or had wear patterns consistent with no use or 
post-depositional damage (17 percent) (Figure 16).  Twenty-three percent of the tools 
showed evidence of working animal products, and 17 percent were showed evidence of 
use on vegetal products.  The SA obsidian artifacts were generally used to process 
medium hardness inorganic materials, such as cutting or incising clay, while the SC 
obsidian was also used to process more medium hardness vegetal and soft and hard 
inorganic materials than the SA obsidian. 
 
Figure 16.  Materials processed with both SA (n = 51) and SC (n = 59) obsidian at 
Contraguda (n = 110) 
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Discussion of the Archaeological Results 
The analysis of the obsidian artifacts from Contraguda provides information about 
activities occurring at this site during the Late Neolithic, or Ozieri period.  Recent 
research has shown that 75 percent of the obsidian artifacts from Contraguda are 
attributed to the SC source (Lai and Tykot 2004).  However, the reason for this 
preference is not clear.  Both sources are on the same mountain with no significant 
difference in distance from Contraguda.  The reasons for this distribution could range 
from access to the raw materials to preference due to workability when manufacturing 
tools or functionality when using them.  The results of this specific use-wear analysis 
indicate that the SC was used for processing more hard inorganic materials than SA, 
while SA was used to process more medium hard inorganic materials.   The distribution 
of which tools near Structure A-B could indicate this structure may have been used for 
the storage of obsidian, hafted tools, or processed goods, such as pottery.  Due to the 
ceramic and flint finds at Contraguda, it is also possible that this structure was used for 
the heat treating of flint or as a kiln for the manufacturing of pottery; the latter use could 
be indicated by the presence of slumped sherds or residues on the structure.  The 
remainder of the obsidian tools that were found with wear patterns consistent with the 
processing of animal and vegetal materials indicate that humans have been utilizing this 
region for similar activities throughout the Late Neolithic.  A study of the use-wear 
patterns on the flint tools found at Contraguda could compliment the information found 
from analyzing the use of the obsidian.  For example, it may be possible that the variety 
of materials the flint was used to work could be quite different than those worked with 
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obsidian, which could indicate a preference based on the qualities of the two lithic media.  
In addition, the proportion of obsidian relative to flint can provide information about the 
accessibility and possibly usefulness of these materials.  The stratum disturbed by 
agricultural activities, containing artifacts from the Late Neolithic that were used for 
similar activities, provide a means for understanding the subsistence traditions of the 
people of Sardinia and their changing technologies.   
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Chapter Seven:  Conclusions 
 
Other Research in this Region 
 Ammerman et al. (1998) report findings of an excavation of a household at Piana 
di Curinga, Italy.  They found that the lithic remains were primarily obsidian artifacts.  
Obsidian was also found, along with Impressed-Ware sherds, in the daub of dwellings at 
this site.  The lithic remains were found below a thick layer of daub fragments that were 
covering a large portion of the occupation surface due to the collapse of the structure.  
This provided very favorable conditions for preservation.  Two hundred and twenty five 
pieces of obsidian were removed from the occupation surface, with the attributed source 
being the island of Lipari, located 100 km from the site.  For microwear analysis, 50 of 
these pieces were analyzed, including all of the blades found and other pieces that had 
edges that were deemed to be good for cutting.  Three categories of wear were identified. 
The first was related to slicing or sawing motion, ranging from light whittling to notch 
cutting. The second category of wear was primarily related to scraping actions.  The third 
type of wear pattern is similar to activities such as cutting and slashing certain types of 
plants.  There is evidence that some of the blades were used for more than one activity.  
Also, it appears that the obsidian was not exploited in an efficient manner, that is, the 
blades did not appear to be use-exhausted. Ammerman et al. (1998) conclude that, 
because these artifacts did not show heavy wear patterns, obsidian was not considered a 
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scarce or valuable commodity even though the source of the obsidian was more than 100 
km from the site.   
 Linda Hurcombe (1992, 1993; Hurcombe and Phillips 1998) has also done use-
wear analysis with obsidian from the central Mediterranean sources.  However, her 
research focused on Sardinian obsidian artifacts from the Sardinian sites of Grotta 
Filiestru (Neolithic) and Ortu Còmidu (Late Bronze-Iron Age).  Hurcombe used 250x 
magnification to record 18 variables related to polish, striations, attrition, and residues to 
identify the functions of the tools.  She found that the Grotta Filiestru artifacts were 
mainly utilized for flesh, fish, and hide working, while the Ortu Còmidu artifacts were 
used for processing soft and tough plants.  Hurcombe (1992) also found through 
experimentation that obsidian is very good for cutting meat, hide, and plants, and for any 
work that requires fine detail. 
 Research has been done on obsidian use-wear in the central Mediterranean 
(Ammerman et al. 1998; Vaughan 1990, Hurcombe 1992: and Iovino 1996), and has 
provided valuable information about the function of sites and human behavior.  Further 
use-wear research, macroscopic, low power or high-power, in the Mediterranean will 
provide additional data useful for supplementing provenance, trade, and manufacturing 
studies that have been recently conducted. 
 
Considerations Regarding Use-Wear Experiments 
 In contrast to many of the studies discussed in Chapter Three, this research has 
relied solely on macroscopic and low-powered techniques.  In addition, this research 
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incorporated provenance studies, allowing for the inclusion use of two different types of 
obsidian, both used at Contraguda, in the experimental set.  The consideration of the 
specific source of the raw material in this research, and the recognition of significant 
differences in the wear patterns on these two types of obsidian, demonstrates that this is 
an essential point when interpreting obsidian use-wear patterns. 
 The results of this experiment indicate that the source of the obsidian artifacts 
being studied should be identified and used when manufacturing a reference set.  
Obsidian from the two different sources worked certain materials (e.g., soft animal, 
medium animal, and hard animal) with varying effectiveness.   This research has shown 
that in most instances, the wear patterns produced on SA and SC obsidians were 
significantly different.  Further experimentation with different types of obsidian and a 
larger sample set controlling for more factors, may provide more clarification on these 
preliminary findings. 
 It is important to note that an approach using multiple lines of evidence, such as 
low- and high-powered microscopy and residue analysis, is favorable, as more data can 
be obtained evaluating the arguments for the function of the tool.  However, prior to 
conducting any analysis, the quality of the curation and handling of the artifacts, the 
availability of soil samples, the research questions, and the factors such as available 
resources should be considered before deciding which methods to employ when 
analyzing the tools.  For example, conducting residue or SEM analysis on a large 
assemblage of tools could be costly and time consuming.  In this instance, it would be 
important to know the curation techniques used so issues such as contamination can be 
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addressed.  General research questions about the site being analyzed may be answered by 
a more efficient, both time and cost-wise, method, such as the quick low-powered 
technique used in this research.  Due to the subjective nature of this research, it would be 
ideal to utilize one skilled use-wear analyst when studying an assemblage until a 
standardized method is devised.   
 After conducting this research and analyzing the results, I have found that use-
wear studies are highly subjective and require extensive knowledge of the composition of 
the material being used, the products available to the people being studied, their culture, 
and contemporary site function.  This process proved to be a complex, tedious task at 
times.  It involved various activities from fieldwork to assessing and reassessing use-wear 
patterns, to determining the best analytical techniques to use when describing the data.  
However, since the wear patterns on the sample set of SA and SC obsidian have been 
studied and documented, the future analysis of SA and SC obsidian artifacts will be much 
easier.  
The findings in this study have not only provided an interpretation of the activities 
occurring at the site of Contraguda during the Late Neolithic, but have also demonstrated 
that this approach is useful for identifying use-wear patterns on artifacts and determining 
the general materials that the artifacts were being used to process.  When used by a 
skilled analyst, it is likely that these methods can be used in the field to provide an 
expedient method to identify and study lithic artifact use. 
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Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research 
The following table is a summary of the contributions of analysts who have 
studied lithic artifact use.  The data are presented in a chronological format, with 
notations of the foci of their research and the contributions they have made.  This table 
contains research through the end of the last century, and is based on the review of the 
literature examined for this thesis with a focus on those of Seitzer Olausson (1980) and 
Odell (2001).   
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Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research (Continued) 
Researcher Date Type of Research Contributions 
Nilsson 1830s Ethnographic analogies Macro-examination of tool edges 
with general inferences about their 
use 
Sehested 1884 Experimental replication and 
use 
 
Spurrell 1884, 
1892 
Traces of tool manufacture, 
experimental replication and 
use 
 
Evans 1897 Ethnographic analogies Compared archaeological samples 
to ethnographic samples 
Pfeiffer 1912 Ethnographic analogies and 
replicative experiments 
 
Warren 1914 Experimental replication and 
use, force applied to tool, 
quantification of wear, post-
depositional wear 
 
Quente 1914 Experimental replication and 
use 
Experiments in hafting and using 
axes and celts 
Moir 1914 Experimental replication and 
use, lithic material, post 
depositional wear 
 
Vayson 1920, 
1922 
Mechanical action, material 
worked, ethnographic 
analogies 
 
Burkitt 1925 Site functions based on tool 
functions 
 
Curwen 1930  Experimental replication and 
use 
 
Semenov 1964, 
1970, 
1973 
Ethnographic analogies, 
lithic material, material 
worked, use angle, post 
depositional wear 
Most systematic and 
comprehensive study to that date, 
recognized the many variables 
that affect edge-wear and made 
advances in recording wear 
Bordes 1961 Site functions based on tool 
functions 
 
Sonnenfeld 1962 Edge angle Systematic analysis demonstrating 
how wear patterns develop 
through use 
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Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research (Continued) 
Researcher Date Type of Research Contributions 
Mauser 1965 Ethnographic analogies, use 
angle 
Compared modern metal tools 
with stone tools 
Keller 1966 Experimental replication and 
use, edge angle, 
quantification of wear 
More rigorous experimentation 
than Semenov 
MacDonald 
and Sanger 
1968 Lithic material  
Frison 1968 Traces of tool manufacture  
Wilmsen 1968 Edge angle  
White 1968, 
1969 
Ethnographic analogies, 
mechanical action, edge 
angle, edge morphology, 
quantification of wear, 
magnification 
 
Kantman 1970 Edge angle, post-depositional 
wear 
 
Gould, Koster 
and Sontz 
1971 Ethnographic analogies, post-
depositional wear 
 
Gunn 1971 Use angle  
Rosenfeld 1971 Magnification  
Nance 1971 Lithic material  
Tringham 1971 Experimental replication and 
use, post-depositional wear 
Began an experimental program at 
the University of London 
White and 
Thomas 
1972 Typology and edge angle Edge angles stabilize with use 
Sheets 1973 Lithic material  
Hester, 
Gillbow and 
Albee 
1973 Quantification of wear  
Hayden and 
Kamminga 
1973 Material worked, use angle, 
quantification of wear 
 
Gould 1973 Quantification of wear  
Goodyear 1974 Site functions based on tool 
functions 
 
Tringham et 
al. 
1974 Mechanical action, material 
worked, edge angle, use 
angle, post-depositional wear
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Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research (Continued) 
Researcher Date Type of Research Contributions 
Shiner and 
Porter 
1974 Magnification  
Keeley 1974, 
1977, 
1980 
Experimental replication and 
use, material worked, post-
depositional wear 
High powered analysis of lithic 
artifacts, analyzed polish to 
identify material worked 
Ranere 1975 Experimental replication and 
use 
Used experimental techniques to 
establish the functions of an entire 
archaeological collection 
Brose 1975 Edge angle  
Wylie 1975 Post-depositional wear Cautioned that cleaning may 
impact wear patterns 
Broadbent and 
Knutsson 
1975 Lithic material, material 
worked, edge angle, use 
angle, post-depositional wear
Quartz 
Odell 1975, 
1977, 
1978, 
1990 
Edge morphology, 
mechanical action, 
experimental replication and 
use, lithic material, use angle, 
post-depositional wear 
 
Price-
Beggerly 
1976 Experimental replication and 
use, use angle, quantification 
of wear 
 
Knutsson 1976 Ethnographic analogies  
Briuer 1976 Post-depositional wear  
Stapert 1976 Post-depositional wear  
Walker and 
Long 
1977 Use angle, edge morphology, 
force applied to tool 
 
Hay 1977 Striations Used SEM to distinguish different 
materials worked based on 
striation morphologies 
Keeley and 
Newcomer 
1977 Mechanical action, 
quantification of wear, 
magnification 
 
Schousboe 1977 Lithic material, edge angle, 
post-depositional wear 
Obsidian 
Brink 1978 Experimental replication and 
use, use angle, magnification
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Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research (Continued) 
Researcher Date Type of Research Contributions 
Seitzer 1978 Edge morphology  
Gero 1978 Post-depositional wear  
Del Bene 1979 Striation and polish 
formation 
 
Hayden 1979 Edge angle, force applied to 
tool, mechanical action, 
material worked, lithic 
material, 
 
Anderson-
Gerfaud 
1980 Magnification Proposed the "silica gel" polish 
formation theory 
Kamminga 1982 Edge angle, force applied to 
tool, mechanical action, 
material worked, lithic 
material 
Recognized six fracture types with 
low-power examination 
Meeks et al. 1982 Magnification  
Loy 1983 Residue analysis Claimed blood residue survives on 
stone tools 
Unger-
Hamilton 
1984, 
1989 
Magnification, functional 
interpretation 
Found the features (phytoliths) 
proposed by the "silica gel" theory 
can be created by rubbing two 
flints together 
Grace et al. 1985 Quantification  
Moss 1987 Experiments with blind tests  
Knutsson et 
al. 
1988 Quantification Used image processing techniques 
to quantify polish 
Bamforth 1988 Experiments with blind tests  
Beyries 1988 Quantification Presented the technique of 
profilometry 
Gurfinkel and 
Franklin 
1988 Residue analysis Blood 
Custer et al. 1988 Residue analysis Blood 
Plisson and 
Mauger 
1988 Striations, abrasions  
Owen and 
Unrath 
1989 Prehensile wear  
Loy and 
Wood 
1989 Residue analysis Blood 
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Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research (Continued) 
Researcher Date Type of Research Contributions 
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Grace 1989 Quantification  
Levi-Sala 1989, 
1993, 
1996 
Magnification Found the presence of water 
affects the rate of surface 
smoothing 
Hyland et al. 1990 Residue analysis Blood 
Newman et al. 1993 Residue analysis Blood 
Fullagar 1991 Polish formation Different polishes develop at 
different rates 
Lewenstein 1991 Edge angle Determined that the edge angle 
cannot be used to infer function, 
even when morphological class is 
considered 
Yohe et al. 1991 Residue analysis Blood 
Fredericksen 
and Sewell 
1991 Experiments with blind tests  
Rees et al. 1991 Quantification Attempted to quantify polish with 
fractal geometry 
Smith and 
Wilson 
1992 Residue analysis Blood 
Kooyman et 
al. 
1992 Residue analysis Blood 
Loy et al. 1992 Residue analysis, post-
depositional wear 
 
Hurcombe 1992 Use-wear on obsidian  
Healey et al. 1992 Material worked  
Smith and 
Wilson 
1992 Residue analysis Questioned the reliability and 
applicability of the analysis of 
blood residues 
Kooyman et 
al. 
1992 Residue analysis Blood 
Christensen et 
al. 
1992 SEM analysis  
Rousseau 1992 Replicative experiments  
Schreurs 1992 Replicative experiments  
Yamada 1993 Magnification Presented evidence for the 
"abrasion theory" for polish 
formation 
 
 
Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research (Continued) 
Researcher Date Type of Research Contributions 
Loy 1993 Residue analysis Blood 
Yamada and 
Sawada 
1993 Quantification Suggested the use of a computer 
program designed specifically for 
analyzing polishes 
Lewenstein 1993 Replicative experiments  
Kazaryan 1993 Replicative experiments  
Schick and 
Toth 
1993 Replicative experiments  
Gassin et al. 1993 Polish analysis  
Thomas 1993 Residue analysis  
Lewenstein 1993 Experiments with blind tests  
Catteneo et al. 1993 Residue analysis Blood 
Collin and 
Jardon-Giner 
1993 Prehensile wear  
Shea and 
Klenck 
1993 Effects of trampling  
Becker and 
Wendorf 
1993 Polish analysis Detected a new type of polish on 
Nubian tools 
Hardy 1993 Material worked  
Grace 1993, 
1996 
Functional interpretation Advocacy for the use of all 
available clues for functional 
interpretation 
Coffey 1994 Abrasions, striations  
Odell 1994, 
1998 
Prehensile wear  
Bienenfeld 1995 Magnification Use of epoxy casts for SEM 
analysis 
Maudlin et al. 1995 Residue analysis Blood 
Aoyama 1995 Polish formation  
Grimaldi and 
Lemorini 
1995 Replicative experiments  
Pawlik 1995 Replicative experiments  
Leach and 
Mauldin 
1995 Residue analysis Blood 
Kimball et al. 1995 Quantification Used atomic force microscope to 
measure topography of tools 
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Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research (Continued) 
Researcher Date Type of Research Contributions 
Eisele et al. 1995 Residue analysis Blood 
Downs and 
Lowenstein 
1995 Residue analysis Blood 
Sobolik 1996 Residue analysis Phytoliths 
Tuross et al. 1996 Residue analysis Blood 
Fiedel 1996 Residue analysis Blood 
Pertaglia et al. 1996 Residue analysis Blood 
Lohse 1996 Quantification  
Kay 1996 Magnification  
Newman et al. 1996 Residue analysis Blood 
Ballenger 1996 Replicative experiments  
Mansur 1997 Striations Rabinowicz's molecular theory 
applies to the chemical alteration 
of striations 
LeMoine 1997 Functional interpretation  
van den Dries 
and van Gijn 
1997 Tool motion, worked 
material, edge rounding, 
fracturing and polish analysis
 
Hardy et al. 1997 Residue analysis Phytoliths 
Hurcombe 1997 Striations Experimented with chemicals 
demonstrating they alter the 
striations 
Tomenchuk 1997 Magnification Developed a parametric use-wear 
method using engineering 
principles 
Hudler 1997 Replicative experiments  
Storck 1997 Replicative experiments  
Fullagar et al. 1998 Residue analysis Starch grains 
Loy and 
Dixon 
1998 Residue analysis Blood 
Leach 1998 Residue analysis Phytoliths 
Anderson et 
al. 
1998 Quantification Measurement of the topographic 
features of the tool 
Barton et al. 1998 Residue analysis Starch grains 
Atchison and 
Fullagar 
1998 Residue analysis Starch grains 
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Appendix A:  A History of Use-Wear Research (Continued) 
Researcher Date Type of Research Contributions 
Bradbury 1998 Replicative experiments  
Wallis and 
O'Connor 
1998 Residue analysis Blood 
Christensen 1998 SEM analysis, abrasion Suggested abrasion is not a major 
factor in use-wear 
Therin 1998 Residue analysis Starch grains 
McBrearty et 
al. 
1998 Effects of trampling  
Garling 1998 Residue analysis Blood 
Ahler 1998 Replicative experiments  
Piperno and 
Holst 
1998 Residue analysis Starch grains 
Kealhofer et 
al. 
1999 Residue analysis Phytoliths 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools 
Photographs in this appendix are of the experimental tools before and after use.  
The tools are organized to correspond with the number in a left to right, top to bottom 
manner. 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix B:  Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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Appendix C:  Experimental Use Wear Documentation Form 
 This form was used for documenting the use of the tools used in the non-blind 
portion of the experiment.  Material worked refers to the specific type of material, such as 
feathers, meat, dry bone, etc.  The method of use includes all motions that were used 
during the experiment (i.e., cutting, scraping, sawing, and so forth).  Qualitative notes on 
the use of the artifacts were also documented, and the edge of the tool used was also 
noted in this section.     
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Appendix C:  Experimental Use Wear Documentation Form (Continued) 
 
 
 
USF Sample Number: __________________   Pre-Use 
 
Tool Number:  ___________________ IL Microscopy Date: __________________ 
 
Material Worked:   ___________________ Photo Numbers:   __________________ 
 
Duration of Use:   ___________________   Post-Use 
 
Method of Use:  ___________________ IL Microscopy Date: __________________ 
  
Angle of Use:  ___________________ IL Photo Numbers:  __________________ 
 
Date of Use:   ___________________  
 
Experimenter:  ___________________  
 
Use Notes:  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Microscopy Notes:   
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix D:  Use Wear Documented on the Experimental Tools 
 The following photographs are of the SA and SC tools used to process the various 
categories of material.  The photographs were taken with The ProScope™ USB digital 
microscope, using a 50x magnification lens. 
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Appendix D:  Use Wear Documented on the Experimental Tools (Continued) 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process soft animal products for 15 
minutes 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process medium animal products for 15 
minutes 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process hard animal products for 15 
minutes 
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Appendix D:  Use Wear Documented on the Experimental Tools (Continued) 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process soft vegetal materials for 15 
minutes 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process medium vegetal products for 15 
minutes 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process hard vegetal products for 15 
minutes 
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Appendix D:  Use Wear Documented on the Experimental Tools (Continued) 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process soft inorganic products for 15 
minutes 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process medium inorganic products for 15 
minutes 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were used to process hard inorganic products for 15 
minutes 
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Appendix D:  Use Wear Documented on the Experimental Tools (Continued) 
 
SA (left) and SC (right) tools that were subjected to trampling to simulate post-
depositional processes 
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Appendix E:  Directions for the Blind Portion of the Experiment 
 
 This form was distributed to the volunteers who used tools in the blind portion of 
the use-wear experiments.  Before using any obsidian tools, they were instructed on how 
to complete the form.  The forms were placed in an envelope after they were filled out.  
After the tools used in the blind portion of the experiment were examined and the 
materials the tools were likely used on were identified, the envelope was opened so the 
interpretation of the use-wear could be compared to the actual material that the tool was 
used to process. 
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Appendix E:  Directions for the Blind Portion of the Experiment (Continued) 
 
 
Name _______________________________________________________ 
 
Date _________________________  Tool Number ___________________ 
 
Material Worked ______________________________________________ 
 
Time Used  (at least five minutes please) ___________________________ 
 
Motion(s): 
 
 Cutting / Slicing  (one direction, holding tool at 90°) 
 
 Sawing (two directions, holding tool at 90°) 
 
 Scraping (one direction, holding tool at 45°) 
 
 Awl / Bore (using end of tool to make a hole) 
  Punching 
  Twisting 
 
 
Other notes on use (e.g., how well the tool worked, did it work better at the beginning 
rather than the end, breakage, etc.) 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix F:  Use-Wear Analysis Data Sheet 
 
 Used when examining the wear on both the experimental tools and artifacts from 
Contraguda, this form includes information on the number and form of the tool, such as 
topographic features, as well as macroscopic and microscopic observations.  As the 
researched progressed, the macroscopic and microscopic features were the primary ones 
used to diagnose the function of the tools, as the assemblage was composed of 
predominantly expediently made small, flaked tools of a similar form with similar 
topographic features. 
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Appendix F:  Use-Wear Analysis Data Sheet (Continued) 
 
Tool Number:  ___________  SA SC 
 
Topography:  flat   undulating   ridged 
 
Topographic  percussion  edge feathering  both absent  
Features:  ripples 
 
Edge   angle     ________ length  ________ thickness  ______ 
Morphology:    
profile __________________ shape __________________ 
 
Macro Edge Wear:   Ventral  Dorsal 
   
  Fractures:  1.  absent    2.  < 5 per 10 mm    3. ≥ 5 per 10mm 
   
  Fracture Types: 1.  flakes 2.  snaps  3. steps 
      
  Predominant   
  Fracture Type:     __________________________________________ 
 
Fracture Size:  _____________________________________________ 
 
Fracture   1.  random 3.  intermittent  3. regular 
Distribution: 
 
Rounding:  1.  light 2.  heavy  3. absent 
 
 
Micro Edge Wear:   Ventral  Dorsal 
 
  Fractures:  1.  absent     2.  < 5 per 5 mm    3. ≥ 5 per 5 mm 
   
  Fracture Types: 1.  flakes 2.  snaps 3. steps 
 
Predominant 
Fracture Type:  __________________________________________ 
 
Fracture Size:  __________________________________________ 
 
Fracture   1.  random 3.  intermittent  3. regular 
Distribution: 
 
Rounding:  1.  light 2.  heavy  3. absent 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment 
 The following pages contain the experimental results for each tool used.  The 
attributes and how they are calculated are explained in Chapter Three. 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
USF Number Tool Number Tool Type Obsidian Source Knapper Date Knapped
6250 1 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 2 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 3 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 4 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 5 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 6 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 7 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 8 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 9 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 10 Flake-shatter SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 11 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 12 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 13 Non-flake debitage SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 14 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 15 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 16 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 17 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 20 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 21 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 22 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 23 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 24 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 18 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 19 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 25 Non-flake debitage SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 26 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 27 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 28 Blade/Flake-shatter SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 29 Blade SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 30 Blade SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 31 Blade SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 32 Blade SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 33 Blade SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 34 Blade SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 35 Non-flake debitage SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 36 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 37 Flake-shatter SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 38 Flake SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 39 Flake-shatter SC Setzer 2/22/03
6250 40 Flake-shatter SC Setzer 2/22/03
6248 41 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
USF Number Tool Number Tool Type Obsidian Source Knapper Date Knapped
6248 42 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 43 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 44 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 45 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 46 Flake/Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 47 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 48 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 49 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 50 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 51 Flake-shatter SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 52 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 53 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 54 Flake/Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 55 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 56 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 57 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 58 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 59 Flake/Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 60 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 61 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 62 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 63 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 64 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6248 65 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 66 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 67 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 68 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 69 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 70 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 71 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 72 Flake-shatter SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 73 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 74 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 75 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 76 Blade SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 77 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 78 Flake SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 79 Flake-shatter SA Setzer 2/22/03
6270 80 Flake-shatter SA Setzer 2/22/03
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Cortex Material Worked Hardness of Material Worked Duration of Use
1 1 Meat Animal Soft 5 minutes 
2 2 Meat Animal Soft 15 minutes 
3 1 Wet bone Animal Hard 5 minutes 
4 2 Wet bone Animal Hard 15 minutes 
5 0 Fish Animal Medium 5 minutes 
6 0 Fish Animal Medium 15 minutes 
7 2 Dry bone Animal Hard 5 minutes 
8 1 Dry bone Animal Hard 15 minutes 
9 0 Pottery Inorganic Hard 5 minutes 
10 3 Pottery Inorganic Hard 15 minutes 
11 0 Dry oak Vegetal Hard 5 minutes 
12 1 Dry oak Vegetal Hard 15 minutes 
13 0 Tropical grass Inorganic Soft 5 minutes 
14 2 Tropical grass Inorganic Soft 15 minutes 
15 1 Leaves Vegetal Soft 5 minutes 
16 1 Leaves Vegetal Soft 15 minutes 
17 0 Animal hide Animal Medium 5 minutes 
20 0 Cork Vegetal Medium 15 minutes 
21 2 Hair/shaving Animal Soft 5 minutes 
22 0 Hair/shaving Animal Soft 15 minutes 
23 0 Clay Inorganic Medium 5 minutes 
24 2 Clay Inorganic Medium 15 minutes 
18 0 Animal hide Animal Medium 15 minutes 
19 2 Cork Vegetal Medium 5 minutes 
25 0 Dried meat Animal Medium 5 minutes 
26 2 Dried meat Animal Medium 15 minutes 
27 1 Feathers Animal Medium 5 minutes 
28 0 Feathers Animal Medium 15 minutes 
29 0 Bagwear Non-depositional na 
30 0 Trampling Non-depositional 200 steps 
31 0 Ceramic Hard Inorganic 5 minutes 
32 2 Animal hide Medium Animal 5 minutes 
33 0 Tropical grass Soft Inorganic 5 minutes 
34 1 Wet bone Hard Animal 5 minutes 
35 0 Cork Medium Vegetal 5 minutes 
36 1 Tropical grass Soft Inorganic 5 minutes 
37 2 Animal hide Medium Animal 5 minutes 
38 1 Wet bone Hard Animal 5 minutes 
39 0 Meat Soft Animal 5 minutes 
40 0 Cork Medium Vegetal 5 minutes 
41 1 Meat Animal Soft 5 minutes 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Cortex Material Worked Hardness of Material Worked Duration of Use
42 1 Meat Animal Soft 15 minutes 
43 0 Wet bone Animal Hard 5 minutes 
44 0 Wet bone Animal Hard 15 minutes 
45 0 Fish Animal Medium 5 minutes 
46 0 Fish Animal Medium 15 minutes 
47 0 Dry bone Animal Hard 5 minutes 
48 2 Dry bone Animal Hard 15 minutes 
49 1 Pottery Inorganic Hard 5 minutes 
50 0 Pottery Inorganic Hard 15 minutes 
51 0 Dry oak Vegetal Hard 5 minutes 
52 0 Dry oak Vegetal Hard 15 minutes 
53 2 Tropical grass Inorganic Soft 5 minutes 
54 1 Tropical grass Inorganic Soft 15 minutes 
55 1 Leaves Vegetal Soft 5 minutes 
56 0 Leaves Vegetal Soft 15 minutes 
57 3 Animal hide Animal Medium 5 minutes 
58 1 Animal hide Animal Medium 15 minutes 
59 0 Cork Vegetal Medium 5 minutes 
60 0 Cork Vegetal Medium 15 minutes 
61 0 Hair Animal Soft 5 minutes 
62 0 Hair Animal Soft 15 minutes 
63 1 Clay Inorganic Medium 5 minutes 
64 2 Clay Inorganic Medium 15 minutes 
65 0 Dried meat Animal Medium 5 minutes 
66 1 Dried meat Animal Medium 15 minutes 
67 0 Feathers Animal Medium 5 minutes 
68 0 Feathers Animal Medium 15 minutes 
69 0 Bagwear Non-depositional na 
70 0 Trampling Non-depositional 200 steps 
71 0 Leaves Soft vegetal 5 minutes 
72 0 Fish Medium Animal 5 minutes 
73 0 Dry bone Hard Animal 10 minutes 
74 0 Dry oak Hard Vegetal 5 minutes 
75 1 Wet bone Hard Animal 5 minutes 
76 0 Cork Medium Vegetal 5 minutes 
77 0 Dry bone Hard Animal 5 minutes 
78 0 Dy oak Hard Vegetal 5 minutes 
79 0 Meat Soft Animal 5 minutes 
80 0 Dried meat Medium Animal 5 minutes 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Method of Use Angle of Use Experimenter
Tool Dimensions (l x w x t) (pre-use) in 
mm 
1 Cut 90 Setzer 8788.5
2 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 4165
3 Saw, scrape 90, 45 Setzer 11250
4 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 3906
5 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 3465
6 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 2944
7 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 6873.75
8 Saw, cut 90, 90 Setzer 3450
9 Scrape, saw >45, 90 Setzer 9976
10 Scrape, saw >45, 90 Setzer 8190
11 Saw 90 Setzer 2145
12 Saw, scrape 90, >45 Setzer 2457
13 Saw, cut, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 12060
14 Saw, cut, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 4650
15 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 4192.5
16 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 918
17 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 3220
20 Saw 90 Setzer 4590
21 Scrape <45 Beyer 6000
22 Scrape <45 Beyer 3584
23 Cut 90 Setzer 2629.13
24 Cut 90 Setzer 945
18 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 90 Setzer 4200
19 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 825
25 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 1280
26 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 1725
27 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 4160
28 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 936
29 na 0 Setzer 792
30 na 0 Setzer 1466.25
31 Cut 90 Ceo 451.25
32 Bore 0 Ceo 2092.5
33 Saw 90 Duque 3375
34 Cut 90 Ceo 3045
35 Scrape 45 Duque 2940
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Method of Use Angle of Use Experimenter
Tool Dimensions (l x w x t) (pre-use) in 
mm 
36 Saw 90 Scudder 5514.75
37 Cut, scrape 90, 45 Hayes 2790
38 Cut, saw 90 Hayes 6204
39 Saw 90 Scudder 8887.5
40 Cut, bore 90 Hayes 6745
41 Cut 90 Setzer 7209
42 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 9957.75
43 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 15152.5
44 Saw 90 Setzer 2007.5
45 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 1275
46 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 3517.5
47 Saw 90 Setzer 3949.75
48 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 544.5
49 Saw, scrape 45, 90 Setzer 484.5
50 Scrape, saw 45, 90 Setzer 3933
51 Saw, scrape 90, >45 Setzer 2978.5
52 Saw, scrape 90, >45 Setzer 1212.75
53 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 1759.5
54 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 10829
55 Cut, saw 90?, 90? Setzer 17290
56 Cut, saw 90?, 90? Setzer 1056
57 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 6834
58 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Setzer 14850
59 Saw 90 Setzer 1008
60 Saw 70-90 Setzer 2996.25
61 Cut 90 Beyer 2376
62 Scrape 
(shaving) 
<45 Ceo 3878.88
63 Cut 90 Setzer 1020
64 Cut 90 Setzer 5544
65 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 1320
66 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 38458
67 Cut, saw 90, 90 Setzer 8820
68 Saw, cut 90, 90 Setzer 9246
69 na na Setzer 2821.5
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Method of Use Angle of Use Experimenter
Tool Dimensions (l x w x t) (pre-use) in 
mm 
70 na na Setzer 15984
71 Cut 90 Ceo 973.75
72 Cut 90 Beyer 8400
73 Scrape 45 Ceo 1732.5
74 Saw 90 Ceo 807.5
75 Scrape 45 Beyer 5978
76 Saw 90 Ceo 280
77 Cut, bore 90 Broadbent 2457
78 Cut, saw, 
scrape 
90, 90, 45 Broadbent 1539
79 Cut 90 Duque 1444
80 Saw 90 Beyer 1900
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Tool Weight (pre-use) in 
grams 
Tool Dimensions (l x w x t) (post-
use) in mm 
Tool Weight (post-use) 
in grams 
1 4.71 7316 4.24
2 3.41 4464 3.14
3 7.78 12025 7.77
4 2.45 3780 2.39
5 1.74 3465 1.76
6 1.75 2852 1.76
7 5.44 6727.5 5.41
8 2.63 3381 2.63
9 6.85 9072 6.82
10 6.63 7875 6.62
11 1.33 2145 1.23
12 1.42 2398.5 1.43
13 6.02 11220 5.98
14 3.86 4836 3.88
15 3.23 4095 3.23
16 1.03 918 1.02
17 2.13 3220 2.1
20 2.63 5100 2.64
21 4.65 6000 4.65
22 2.75 3584 2.75
23 2.07 2850 2.02
24 0.83 918 0.84
18 2.46 4200 2.44
19 0.49 427.5 0.21
25 0.76 1248 0.75
26 1.12 1046.25 0.83
27 2.5 4720 2.51
28 0.57 936 0.57
29 0.58 726 0.54
30 1.03 1466.25 1.03
31 0.54 427.5 0.52
32 1.7 2092.5 1.7
33 2.67 3330 2.65
34 2.64 3045 2.63
35 1.88 1440 1.81
36 4.05 5386.5 4.04
37 1.79 2281.5 1.72
38 5.46 6532 5.39
39 7.16 8887.5 7.16
40 3.09 5760 2.88
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Tool Weight (pre-use) in 
grams 
Tool Dimensions (l x w x t) (post-
use) in mm 
Tool Weight (post-use) 
in grams 
41 4.18 7128 4.17
42 6.65 9957.75 6.63
43 9.3 14833.5 9.24
44 1.02 1925 1
45 0.83 1275 0.8
46 1.91 3517.5 1.92
47 1.52 3202.5 1.47
48 0.54 528 0.48
49 0.5 484.5 0.5
50 2.5 3933 2.5
51 1.59 2508 1.6
52 0.84 1127 0.84
53 1.51 1683 1.47
54 6.71 10829 6.64
55 12.09 17290 12.12
56 0.94 1056 0.96
57 6.69 6549.25 6.71
58 7.86 14850 7.86
59 0.98 1008 0.96
60 2.58 2996.25 2.57
61 1.86 2425.5 1.87
62 2.32 3878.88 2.33
63 0.83 960 0.82
64 4.96 5456 4.92
65 0.94 1320 0.94
66 25.57 43148 25.55
67 6.72 8400 6.7
68 6.48 8613 6.45
69 1.49 2964 1.49
70 7.29 13634.5 7.28
71 1.15 990 1.16
72 3.61 7680 3.61
73 1.27 1575 1.25
74 0.57 726.75 0.55
75 3.7 6832 3.7
76 0.33 280 0.32
77 1.56 1820 1.52
78 1.28 1458 1.25
79 0.79 1444 0.78
80 0.7 1425 0.7
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
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Tool Number Use notes 
1 cut 5 minutes using distal end, broke when measuring 
2 Utilized right ventral side/margin 
3 Proximal end used, scraping motion worked bone better than sawing to remove any 
bone 
4 Scraping motion removes some bone, sawing/cutting not as much 
5 Distal edge used 
6 Right ventral side used 
7 Left ventral edge used, cuts slowly 
8 Right ventral side used 
9 Right distal edge used, sharpens edge 
10 Right ventral edge 
11 Left ventral, distal 
12 Right ventral, mostly used to saw with little scraping 
13 Right ventral side used 
14 Right ventral side used 
15 Left ventral side used 
16 Right ventral side and distal end used 
17 Right ventral side, cut easily at first, dulled rather quickly at about 3 minutes 
20 Left ventral edge used 
21 Distal end used 
22 Distal end used 
23 Distal end used, clay adheres to it, possibly limiting wear patterns 
24 Distal end used 
18 Left ventral side used, dulled at about 3 minutes into experiment 
19 Distal end used, thin piece that broke into three pieces when being used 
25 Distal end used 
26 Distal end used, broke during use 
27 Mismeasure pre use dimensions? Distal end used, cuts feathers well 
28 Left ventral edge used, stopped cutting effectively after approx. 5 minutes 
29 Broke into 2 pieces, second weight is combined 
30 na 
31 No breakage noted 
32 Difficult to use, with minor breakage 
33 Sawing easier than cutting, noted changes in effectiveness of edge with use 
34 na 
35 Broke during use 
36 Did not work well 
37 Flaking during scraping 
38 Usefulness declined with processing, flaked during use 
39 Worked well the whole time 
Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Use notes 
40 Edges good for carving, did not work well with boring 
41 Right ventral margin used 
42 Right ventral edge used, SC did not cut meat as well as SA 
43 Distal end used 
44 Right ventral edge used, sawed bone nicely, possibly due to the shape of the tool 
rather than type 
45 Right ventral side used 
46 Left ventral side used 
47 Right ventral side used, seems to cut better than SC 
48 Right ventral side 
49 Right ventral side used 
50 Distal end used 
51 Distal end used, mostly sawing motion with some scraping 
52 Distal end used 
53 Distal and right ventral edge used 
54 Right ventral edge used 
55 Right distal end used, did not cut as well as SC, required more force and strokes 
56 Left distal ventral end used, cut nicely, due to angle not type of obsidian? 
57 Mid-left ventral side used, didn't work as well as SC 
58 Right ventral edge used, didn't work very well at all, could be edge angle 
59 Right ventral edge used 
60 Left ventral edge used 
61 Right lower ventral, didn't seem to work as well, but not same activity exactly 
62 Point of percussion used 
63 Left ventral edge used 
64 Left distal ventral edge used 
65 Right ventral edge used 
66 Left lower ventral toward distal end used 
67 Distal end used, seemed to cut faster than SC 
68 Distal end used 
69 na 
70 na 
71 No breakage noted, worked consistently well during experiment 
72 Worked well on meat and skin 
73 Worked well scraping 
74 Worked well throughout experiment 
75 Cuts well on wet bone 
76 Edge dulled during use 
77 Broke during use 
78 Edges continually wore down during the experiment 
79 The tool cut well throughout the experiment 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Use notes 
80 Worked fairly well, best when cutting with the grain of the meat 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number Topography 
Topographic 
Features 
Edge 
Morphology 
Angle 
Edge Morphology 
Length 
Edge Morphology 
Thickness 
1 undulating percussion 
ripples 
86 36 7
2 flat edge feathering 38 23.5 5
3 flat percussion 
ripples 
58 23.5 11
4 flat edge feathering 66 8.5 5.5
5 undulating percussion 
ripples 
30 39 4
6 flat absent 28 27.5 3
7 flat absent 60 35 6.5
8 undulating r percussion 
ripples 
60 19 5.5
9 undulating percussion 
ripples 
15 21.5 7
10 flat percussion 
ripples 
24 23.5 4.5
11 undulating percussion 
ripples 
17 25 4
12 ridged percussion 
ripples 
18 8 4.5
13 flat absent 69 15 9.5
14 flat percussion 
ripples 
30 19 5
15 undulating percussion 
ripples 
30 20 5
16 flat percussion 
ripples 
16 12 4
17 undulating both 33 21 5
20 flat percussion 
ripples 
70 29 8
21 flat percussion 
ripples 
45 18 7
22 flat percussion 
ripples 
35 18 8
23 flat percussion 
ripples 
30 14 4.5
24 flat percussion 
ripples 
22 16 3.5
18 flat percussion 
ripples 
30 19 4.5
19 flat percussion 
ripples 
16 20 1
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number Topography 
Topographic 
Features 
Edge 
Morphology 
Angle 
Edge Morphology 
Length 
Edge Morphology 
Thickness 
25 flat absent 17 8 3
26 flat percussion 
ripples 
38 10.5 4.5
27 undulating percussion 
ripples 
34 18.5 7
28 undulating percussion 
ripples 
17.5 21 3
29 na na  
30 na na  
31 flat percussion 
ripples 
77 9.5 2.5
32 flat percussion 
ripples 
50 28.5 5
33 undulating percussion 
ripples 
27 12 2.5
34 undulating, 
ridged 
percussion 
ripples 
44 25 5
35 flat percussion 
ripples 
45 8 3
36 flat percussion 
ripples 
43 17.5 8
37 flat absent 18 6 4
38 flat percussion 
ripples 
72 39 6
39 flat percussion 
ripples 
15 12 9
40 flat percussion 
ripples 
30 19 4.5
41 undulating percussion 
ripples 
46 39.5 7
42 flat percussion 
ripples 
16 30 8
43 undulating percussion 
ripples 
16 28 10
44 undulating percussion 
ripples 
50 37.5 4
45 flat absent 78 18.5 3
46 undulating percussion 
ripples 
66 25 5.5
47 flat percussion 
ripples 
30 26 5
48 flat absent 46 7.5 3
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number Topography 
Topographic 
Features 
Edge 
Morphology 
Angle 
Edge Morphology 
Length 
Edge Morphology 
Thickness 
49 flat absent 29 18 3
50 ridged both 86 24 8.5
51 undulating percussion 
ripples 
60 24 6
52 flat percussion 
ripples 
40 26 3
53 ridged percussion 
ripples 
78 25 6
54 flat percussion 
ripples 
34 30 7
55 ridged absent 52 27 9
56 flat percussion 
ripples 
15 19 3
57 flat absent 53 12 8
58 undulating percussion 
ripples 
45 27 10
59 undulating percussion 
ripples 
17 21 4
60 flat absent 55 23.5 4
61 flat edge feathering 15 7 5
62 flat edge feathering 49 9.5 6
63 undulating percussion 
ripples 
20 10 3
64 flat absent 17 15 7
65 flat percussion 
ripples 
47 21 5
66 undulating percussion 
ripples 
48 74 14
67 flat absent 45 21 9.5
68 flat percussion 
ripples 
24 26 5
69 na na  
70 na na  
71 flat percussion 
ripples 
44 19 5
72 flat percussion 
ripples 
29 16 6
73 flat percussion 
ripples 
16 17.5 4
74 na na  
75 flat absent 20 13 7
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number Topography 
Topographic 
Features 
Edge 
Morphology 
Angle 
Edge Morphology 
Length 
Edge Morphology 
Thickness 
76 flat absent 15 9 2
77 flat percussion 
ripples 
44 16 6
78 flat percussion 
ripples 
37 11 4
79 flat absent 47.5 8.5 3.5
80 flat percussion 
ripples 
31 13.5 3.5
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Edge Morphology Profile 
Edge Morphology 
Shape 
Macro Edge 
Wear Macro Fractures
1 0.13 1.3 absent absent 
2 -0.04 0.82 absent absent 
3 0.16 0.74 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
4 -0.14 0.71 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
5 0.21 1.6 dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
6 0.05 1.38 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
7 0.06 0.53 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
8 -0.06 1.36 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
9 0.03 1.55 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
10 0.04 1.08 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
11 0.36 0.68 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
12 -0.05 0.84 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
13 0 1.22 na absent 
14 -0.07 1.1 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
15 0.14 0.68 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
16 -0.06 0.56 dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
17 0.04 0.92 na absent 
20 -0.02 0.8 dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
21 -0.2 0.91 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
22 -0.03 0.63 ventral =/> 5 per 10 mm
23 -0.09 1.42 dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
24 0.2 1 na absent 
18 0.09 1.13 na absent 
19 0.15 1.3 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
25 -0.08 0.86 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
26 0.14 1.09 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
27 0.14 0.64 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
28 -0.1 0.48 ventral =/> 5 per 10 mm
29 na 0.8 ventral < 5 per 10 mm 
30 na 0.44 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
31 0.1 0.52 dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
32 0.08 0.45 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
33 0.12 0.41 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
34 0.08 0.58 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
35 0.1 0.88 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
36 0.08 0.75 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
37 0 0.89 na absent 
38 0.18 1.63 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
39 0.08 1.56 dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
40 0 1.56 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Edge Morphology Profile 
Edge Morphology 
Shape 
Macro Edge 
Wear Macro Fractures
41 -0.04 0.5 ventral < 5 per 10 mm 
42 0.4 0.94 ventral < 5 per 10 mm 
43 0.21 0.66 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
44 0.08 0.32 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
45 0 0.37 na absent 
46 0.04 0.84 ventral =/> 5 per 10 mm
47 -0.08 0.5 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
48 -0.17 0.67 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
49 0.08 0.58 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
50 0.04 0.81 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
51 0.13 1.19 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
52 0.18 1.63 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
53 0.13 0.44 na absent 
54 0.07 0.54 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
55 0.08 0.57 na absent 
56 0.19 1.33 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
57 0 0.71 na absent 
58 -0.06 0.73 na absent 
59 -0.11 0.91 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
60 0.15 0.92 na absent 
61 0.5 0.8 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
62 0.07 0.45 na absent 
63 0.3 1.1 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
64 0.2 1.49 na absent 
65 0.11 0.56 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
66 0.17 0.46 ventral < 5 per 10 mm 
67 0.03 0.76 dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
68 -0.1 1.29 ventral =/> 5 per 10 mm
69 na na ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
70 na na ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
71 0.14 0.71 na absent 
72 0.13 0.63 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
73 0 na ventral < 5 per 10 mm 
74 na na na absent 
75 0 0.95 dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
76 0.33 2.9 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 10 mm 
77 0.24 0.64 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
78 0.03 1 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
79 0.14 1.25 na absent 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool Number Edge Morphology Profile 
Edge Morphology 
Shape 
Macro Edge 
Wear Macro Fractures
80 -0.14 1.08 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 10 mm
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Macro 
Fracture 
Types 
Predominant Macro 
Fracture Type 
Maximum 
Fracture Size in 
mm 
Macro Fracture 
Distribution 
Macro 
Rounding 
1 na na 1.5 na absent 
2 na na 0.75 na absent 
3 flakes, steps steps 2 regular light 
4 flakes, steps steps/equal 3 regular absent 
5 steps step (one) 2 random absent 
6 flakes, snaps snaps 0.5 regular absent 
7 flakes, steps steps 2 regular light 
8 flakes, steps steps 2 regular light 
9 snaps, steps steps 2 intermittent absent 
10 flakes, steps steps 1 intermittent light 
11 snaps snaps 2 regular absent 
12 snaps snaps 3 regular absent 
13 na na na absent 
14 flakes, snaps, 
steps 
snaps 2 regular absent 
15 flakes, steps steps 3 intermittent absent 
16 snaps, steps steps 2 regular absent 
17 na na na absent 
20 flakes flakes 0.5 intermittent absent 
21 flakes, steps steps 2 random absent 
22 flakes flakes 0.5 intermittent absent 
23 flakes flakes 0.5 intermittent absent 
24 na na 1 na absent 
18 na na na absent 
19 snaps snaps 5 intermittent absent 
25 snaps snaps 4 regular absent 
26 flakes flakes 1 intermittent absent 
27 flakes, steps flakes 1 regular absent 
28 flakes flakes 0.5 regular absent 
29 flakes flakes 0.5 random na 
30 snaps, steps na 1.5 regular* absent 
31 steps steps 0.5 intermittent absent 
32 steps steps 0.75 random absent 
33 snaps snaps 3 regular light 
34 flakes, snaps na 1 random absent 
35 steps steps 1 regular absent 
36 snaps snaps 1 random absent 
37 na na na absent 
38 steps steps 1 regular absent 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Macro 
Fracture 
Types 
Predominant Macro 
Fracture Type 
Maximum 
Fracture Size in 
mm 
Macro Fracture 
Distribution 
Macro 
Rounding 
39 steps steps 1 random absent 
40 flakes, snaps flake 2 random absent 
41 flakes, snaps na 0.75 random absent 
42 flakes flakes 3 random absent 
43 flakes, steps na 1 regular absent 
44 flakes, steps na 3 regular light 
45 na na na absent 
46 flakes, steps na 2 regular absent 
47 flakes, steps steps 2 regular heavy 
48 flakes, steps na 2 random light 
49 flakes, steps step 3 random heavy 
50 flakes, steps na 1 random light 
51 flakes, steps steps 1 random absent 
52 flakes, snaps, 
steps 
na 3 random heavy 
53 na na na light 
54 snaps, steps snaps 2 regular absent 
55 na na na heavy* 
56 snaps, steps snaps 2 regular absent 
57 na na na light 
58 na na na absent 
59 snaps snaps 0.75 random absent 
60 na na 1 na absent 
61 snaps snaps 1 regular absent 
62 na na 0.2 na absent 
63 snaps snaps 3 regular absent 
64 na na na absent 
65 flakes, steps na 0.5 intermittent absent 
66 flakes, steps na 2 random absent 
67 snaps, steps steps 0.5 regular absent 
68 flakes, snaps snaps 3 regular absent 
69 snaps, steps na 1 random* absent 
70 flakes, snaps, 
steps 
na 1 random absent 
71 na na 0.5 na absent 
72 flakes flakes 1 regular absent 
73 flakes flakes 1 random light 
74 na na na absent 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Macro 
Fracture 
Types 
Predominant Macro 
Fracture Type 
Maximum 
Fracture Size in 
mm 
Macro Fracture 
Distribution 
Macro 
Rounding 
75 flakes, steps na 2 regular light 
76 snaps snaps 2.5 regular absent 
77 flakes, steps steps 1 regular heavy 
78 flakes, steps steps 2 regular light 
79 na na 1 na absent 
80 snaps snaps 0.75 regular absent 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Micro Edge 
Wear Micro Fractures
Micro Fracture 
Types 
Predominant Micro Fracture 
Type 
1 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps steps 
2 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps flakes 
3 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na 
4 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps steps 
5 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps flakes (almost equal w/steps) 
6 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes 
7 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na (overlapping) 
8 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na 
9 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps steps 
10 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps steps 
11 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
12 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
13 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes 
14 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
15 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes 
16 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes, steps 
17 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps flakes 
20 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes flakes 
21 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps, steps* 
22 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
23 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps na 
24 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
18 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes 
19 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps steps, snaps 
25 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm snaps, steps snaps 
26 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
27 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps steps 
28 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes, steps 
29 ventral < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps na 
30 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na 
31 dorsal < 5 per 5 mm snaps snaps 
32 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps snaps 
33 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 5 mm snaps snaps 
34 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
35 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes 
36 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
37 ventral < 5 per 5 mm flakes flakes 
38 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps steps (probably) 
39 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm snaps, steps snaps 
40 ventral >/= 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps flakes 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Micro Edge 
Wear Micro Fractures
Micro Fracture 
Types 
Predominant Micro Fracture 
Type 
41 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps flakes 
42 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flake 
43 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na 
44 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps steps 
45 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps flakes 
46 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na 
47 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes, steps 
48 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes, steps 
49 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na 
50 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na 
51 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps na 
52 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps na 
53 ventral < 5 per 5 mm flakes flakes 
54 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes, snaps 
55 ventral < 5 per 5 mm snaps snaps 
56 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm snaps, steps snaps 
57 na absent na na 
58 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps na 
59 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
60 ventral < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps steps 
61 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
62 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps snaps 
63 ventral, dorsal < 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps na 
64 ventral < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps na 
65 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps flakes 
66 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm snaps, steps snaps 
67 dorsal < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps na 
68 ventral =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps na 
69 dorsal > 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps na 
70 ventral =/> 5 per 5 
mm* 
flakes, snaps, steps na 
71 dorsal < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps na 
72 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes 
73 ventral < 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps flakes 
74 na absent na na 
75 dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps flakes 
76 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
77 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, steps steps 
78 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps step 
79 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps, steps snaps 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Micro Edge 
Wear Micro Fractures
Micro Fracture 
Types 
Predominant Micro Fracture 
Type 
80 ventral, dorsal =/> 5 per 5 mm flakes, snaps snaps 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Predominant 
Micro Fracture 
Type 
Minimum 
Fracture 
Size in mm
Micro Fracture 
Distribution 
Micro 
Rounding Notes 
1 steps 0.25 random absent  
2 flakes 0.1 intermittent absent  
3 na 0.25 regular heavy  
4 steps 0.2 regular light  
5 flakes (almost 
equal w/steps) 
0.1 regular absent  
6 flakes 0.25 regular absent  
7 na (overlapping) 0.25 regular heavy  
8 na 0.2 regular light  
9 steps 0.1 regular, almost 
continuous 
heavy, 
possible 
polishing 
 
10 steps 0.2 regular heavy, 
possible 
polishing 
 
11 snaps 0.1 regular absent  
12 snaps 0.1 regular absent  
13 flakes 0.25 random absent  
14 snaps 0.1 regular light  
15 flakes 0.2 regular absent  
16 flakes, steps 0.2 regular absent  
17 flakes 0.1 regular absent  
20 flakes 0.2 intermittent light  
21 snaps, steps* 0.1 regular absent * probably snaps 
22 snaps 0.1 intermittent - regular absent  
23 na 0.1 intermittent absent  
24 snaps 0.1 intermittent absent  
18 flakes 0.1 regular absent  
19 steps, snaps 0.1 regular light  
25 snaps 0.1 intermittent absent  
26 snaps 0.2 regular light  
27 steps 0.2 regular light  
28 flakes, steps 0.2 regular absent  
29 na 0.1 random na  
30 na 0.5 random absent * one edge, some 
surface crushing, 
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Predominant 
Micro Fracture 
Type 
Minimum 
Fracture 
Size in mm
Micro Fracture 
Distribution 
Micro 
Rounding Notes 
white spots 
31 snaps 0.25 random absent 2 microscopic snaps
32 snaps 0.1 intermittent absent  
33 snaps 0.1 intermittent heavy  
34 snaps 0.1 regular light possible micro wear 
on ventral and 
dorsal, snaps 
35 flakes 0.25 regular absent  
36 snaps 0.1 regular absent not sure if this is use-
wear 
37 flakes 0.1 intermittent absent rough edge not wear 
- photo 
38 steps (probably) 0.1 regular light macro-wear looks 
serrated 
39 snaps 0.1 regular absent  
40 flakes 0.2 regular light  
41 flakes 0.25 random absent  
42 flake 0.2 intermittent absent  
43 na 0.25 regular light  
44 steps 0.25 regular light  
45 flakes 0.25 random absent angle measurement 
taken at midpoint 
46 na 0.5 regular light can't tell if macro fx 
are flakes or steps 
47 flakes, steps 0.25 regular heavy  
48 flakes, steps 0.25 regular heavy  
49 na 0.5 random heavy polish/edge dulling 
50 na 0.2 intermittent heavy polish/edge dulling 
51 na 0.25 intermittent absent angle measurement 
from midpoint 
52 na 0.25 random heavy  
53 flakes 0.2 random heavy  
54 flakes, snaps 0.2 regular light  
55 snaps 0.25 random light angle measurement 
from midpoint * could 
be angle 
56 snaps 0.2 regular light  
57 na 0 na light  
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Appendix G:  Results of the Experiment (Continued) 
Tool 
Number 
Predominant 
Micro Fracture 
Type 
Minimum 
Fracture 
Size in mm
Micro Fracture 
Distribution 
Micro 
Rounding Notes 
58 na 0.2 random* absent *only one small 
section of piece with 
this, remainder of 
piece clean 
59 snaps 0.2 intermittent absent possible striations 
60 steps 0.25 intermittent absent possible striations 
61 snaps 0.2 regular absent  
62 snaps 0.1 regular absent wear looks serrated 
63 na 0.2 random light  
64 na 0.1 random absent  
65 flakes 0.1 intermittent light  
66 snaps 0.1 random light  
67 na 0.25 regular heavy  
68 na 0.25 regular light hard time viewing 
micro rounding 
69 na 0.25 intermittent/regular absent *one edge w/ regular 
wear 
70 na 0.1 intermittent absent *one edge, 
remainder has less 
71 na 0.2 random light predominant 
microfracture type 
not specified 
72 flakes 0.2 regular light  
73 flakes 0.1 random/intermittent light  
74 na 0 na absent  
75 flakes 0.1 regular heavy  
76 snaps 0.1 regular absent  
77 steps 0.1 regular heavy overlapping 
78 step 0.1 regular heavy  
79 snaps 0.1 regular absent might not be wear 
80 snaps 0.1 regular light-heavy  
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Appendix H:  Contraguda Artifacts 
The following artifacts from the site of Contraguda were analyzed in this 
research.  The analysis included macroscopic and low-power microscopic use-wear 
analysis.   
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Appendix H:  Contraguda Artifacts (Continued) 
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Appendix H:  Contraguda Artifacts (Continued) 
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Appendix H:  Contraguda Artifacts (Continued) 
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Appendix H:  Contraguda Artifacts (Continued) 
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Appendix H:  Contraguda Artifacts (Continued) 
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Appendix H:  Contraguda Artifacts (Continued) 
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Appendix H:  Contraguda Artifacts (Continued) 
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Appendix I:  Frequency of the Use-Wear Attributes on the SA (n = 31) 
and SC (n = 31) Experimental Tools 
 The following is a graphic representation of the frequency of the observed use-
wear attributes for the tools used in the controlled portion of the experiment.  Equal 
numbers of SA and SC obsidian tools were used for each category of material worked 
(i.e., soft animal, medium animal, hard animal, etc.). 
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Appendix I:  Frequency of the Use-Wear Attributes on the SA (n = 31)  
and SC (n = 31) Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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 Appendix I:  Frequency of the Use-Wear Attributes on the SA (n = 31) 
and SC (n = 31) Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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 Appendix I:  Frequency of the Use-Wear Attributes on the SA (n = 31) 
and SC (n = 31) Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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 Appendix I:  Frequency of the Use-Wear Attributes on the SA (n = 31) 
and SC (n = 31) Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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 Appendix I:  Frequency of the Use-Wear Attributes on the SA (n = 31) 
and SC (n = 31) Experimental Tools (Continued) 
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